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 Eukaryotic genomes are replete with repeated sequence, in the form of 
transposable elements (TEs) dispersed throughout genomes and as large stretches 
of tandem repeats (satellite arrays). Neutral and selfish evolution likely explain their 
prevalence, but repeat variation can impact function by altering gene expression, 
influencing chromosome segregation, and even creating reproductive barriers 
between species. Yet, while population genomic analyses have illuminated the 
function and evolution of much of the genome, our understanding of repeat evolution 
lags behind. Tools that uncover population variation in non-repetitive portions of 
genomes often fail when applied to repetitive sequence. To extend structural variant 
discovery to the repetitive component of genomes we developed ConTExt, employing 
mixture modelling to discover structural variation in repetitive sequence from the 
short read data that commonly comprises available population genomic data. 
 We first applied ConTExt to investigate how mobile genetic parasites can 
transform into megabase-sized tandem arrays, as some satellites clearly originated 
as TEs. Making use of the Global Diversity Lines, a panel of Drosophila 
melanogaster strains from five populations, this study revealed an unappreciated 
consequence of transposition: an abundance of TE tandem dimers resulting from 
TEs inserting multiple times at the same locus.  Thus, the defining characteristic of 
TEs—transposition—regularly generates structures from which new satellite arrays 
can arise, and we further captured multiple stages in the emergence of satellite 
arrays ongoing in a single species. 
 We then investigated the complex array of processes which shape TE 
evolution, focusing on the putatively domesticated HeT-A, TAHRE, and TART (HTT) 
elements that maintain the telomeres of Drosophila. To provide context, we 
compared HTT variation to that of other TE families with known properties. Our 
results suggest that differences between HTT variation and other TE families largely 
result from the rapid sequence turnover at telomeres. We further suggest that the 
localization of the HTTs to the telomere reflects a successful evolutionary strategy 
rather than pure domestication. However, we find evidence that susceptibility to host 
regulation varies among HTTs and across populations, suggesting that despite 
constituting the mechanism of telomere maintenance, the HTTs remain in conflict 
with the genome like any other TE. 
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Chapter 1 - A brief overview of the complexities of repetitive DNA 
  
           Genomes are the physical source of the information organisms pass down 
through the generations and which underlies the intricate developmental and 
physiological programs of all organisms. Much of our efforts to understand the 
tremendous diversity of life and organismal phenotypes therefore must be 
understood in the context of genomes, how they function and how they evolve. Yet 
eukaryotic genomes are not simply collections of functional instructions, whose 
presence can be explained by their positive impact on organismal fitness and which 
underlie these physiological programs. Instead, functional sequences are often 
interspersed throughout nonfunctional sequence and large stretches of a genome 
may even be comprised entirely of sequence with no obvious function (Palazzo and 
Gregory 2014). Repetitive DNA is a striking example of this, its repetition not only 
begging an explanation but often comprising a substantial portion, in some species 
>90%, of genomic DNA (Palazzo and Gregory 2014). 
Repetitive sequence can be divided into two categories which are common to 
most eukaryotic genomes: sequences dispersed across chromosomes by 
transposition (transposable elements, TEs) and tandemly repeated sequence 
(satellite arrays). The existence of transposable elements was uncovered by Barbara 
McClintock through careful genetic and cytological analyses, even before the 
chemical nature of genomes was known or their sequences were accessible to 
biologists (McClintock 1950). The importance of this discovery was not immediately 
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appreciated (Fedoroff 2012b), but in the subsequent decades it became clear that 
transposable elements were common features of both eukaryotic and bacterial 
genomes. Their fundamental characteristic is the ability to make new copies of 
themselves and they accomplish this through a variety of mechanisms (Wicker et al. 
2007).  
Satellites, by contrast, are large tandem arrays which can comprise kilobases 
or even megabases of contiguous sequence (Garrido-Ramos 2017). Some satellites 
are comprised of simple repeat monomers, only several basepairs length (simple 
satellites) while others may have longer, more complex repeat units (complex 
satellites). These may be further organized into higher-order repeats (HORs), where 
a sequence of divergent repeat monomers is itself tandemly repeated. While 
satellites are not replicative entities in the way the TEs are, they too can evolve 
rapidly in copy number, principally through recombination events where arrays on 
homologous chromosomes or sister chromatids recombine out of register (termed 
unequal exchange).  
           Many early attempts to explain the quantity of repetitive sequences observed 
in eukaryotes envisioned repeats as functional components of genomes. Britten and 
Davidson, for example, correctly surmised that the sequence recognized by the gene 
regulation machinery must be, in some sense, repeated throughout a genome, but 
incorrectly proposed that the relatively large and homologous repeats detectable by 
contemporaneous technologies—transposable elements and satellites—
predominantly played this role, rather than the much shorter and imperfect motifs that 
we now know to be responsible (Britten and Davidson 1971). The potential of 
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transposable elements to cause genome rearrangements and mutations was well 
appreciated and likewise offered forth as an explanation for the ubiquity of repetitive 
sequence (Nevers and Saedler 1977): repeats were ubiquitous because their 
mutagenic potential permitted organisms to adapt more rapidly. McClintock went 
further to speculate that transposable elements might reflect a system by which 
genomes adapt to stress, one mechanism by which the genome might “restructure 
itself in order to overcome a threat to its survival.” {McClintock, 1984} 
 
Transposable element evolution 
           While these explanations are still occasionally offered forth, in their common 
formulations they are incongruous with how we know evolution to work (Brenner 
1998; W. F. Doolittle 2013). A pair of seminal papers provided a simple, and likely the 
principal, explanation for the success of transposable elements (W. Ford Doolittle 
and Sapienza 1980; Orgel and Crick 1980). Transposable elements replicate within 
genomes and therefore have a reproductive advantage over sequences that cannot. 
No organismal phenotype or function need be imagined to explain the ubiquity and 
persistence of these sequences once they evolved the capacity to replicate, only the 
same replicative processes that explain the ubiquity and persistence of organismal 
life playing out instead within genomes. 
           Yet the simplicity of this explanation does not imply that the dynamics of their 
evolution are in any way simple. By contrast, it implies evolutionary processes 
playing out at multiple levels of organization, across multiple players (Brunet and 
Doolittle 2015). While transposition provides a reproductive advantage to TEs, the 
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consequences of transposition are often to the detriment of the genome they occupy. 
The presence of repeats dispersed across a genome creates the potential for 
recombination-mediated and frequently lethal structural rearrangements and 
transposition itself can easily disrupt the expression of genes (Capy 2012). 
Genomes, in response, employ a variety of mechanisms that repress their activity 
and mitigated their impacts, especially small RNA mediated silencing (Brennecke et 
al. 2007) and recombinationally and transcriptionally inert chromatin states, termed 
heterochromatin (Fedoroff 2012a).  
This tension between their reproductive capacity and the fitness impacts they 
impose upon genomes determines their invasion and copy number dynamics. Simple 
models, considering only constant transposition and deletion rates and a variety of 
relationships between copy number and organismal fitness impacts suggest that an 
equilibrium copy number can emerge from this tension, with copy number increases 
being balanced by losses (B Charlesworth and Langley 1989). Models that 
incorporate inactivating mutations suggest more saltatory dynamics, with equilibria 
being destabilized by the replacement of active autonomous elements with inactive 
and non-autonomous elements (Le Rouzic, Boutin, and Capy 2007). The latter 
seems to better accord with known patterns of TE composition, where inactive relics 
of prior invasions are common features of genomes (Kaminker et al. 2002) and many 
active families reflecting the (re)introduction of the family into the species by 
horizontal transfer from related species (Schaack, Gilbert, and Feschotte 2010). 
Not all TE-mediated mutagenesis is to the genome’s detriment, and as noted 
above the potential evolvability TEs contribute to genomes has tempted functional 
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explanations for their ubiquity. While exaptation or “domestication” of TE insertions 
has been extensively reported, it can rarely explain the persistence of whole TE 
families, however, as usually it is only portions of the TE’s sequence at particular 
genomic loci under positive selection rather than the transpositional activity of the 
entire family (Jangam, Feschotte, and Betrán 2017). Eventually it is only a 
transpositionally inactive version of the TE, harboring the subsequence under 
positive selection, that is preserved. Thus, most known instances where TE 
sequence is exaptated by positive selection on the host genome are more akin to 
butchery than domestication. Some have proposed that the capacity of TEs to 
contribute such adaptive insertions to species contending with a changing selective 
pressures could favor the persistence of TE families, but simulation studies of these 
models suggest that for neither sexual or asexual species does TE-mediated 
evolvability outweigh their deleterious impacts in the long-term, though it may provide 
short term advantages (Gogolewski et al. 2016; Startek et al. 2013). Brunet and 
Doolittle argued that if TE families are preserved by such selection for evolvability, it 
must involve selection acting at the level of species birth and extinction, with species 
harboring small complements of repeats going extinct more readily or speciation 
occurring more frequently in lineages with at least moderate TE abundance (perhaps 
due to repeat-mediated reproductive barriers) (Brunet and Doolittle 2015). Some 
species have evolved mechanisms to not only repress but to completely purge 
repeats from their genomes (Galagan and Selker 2004), and that these remain the 
exception rather than the rule--and in many cases are restricted to the somatic rather 
than germline genomes (Sun et al. 2014)--might be taken as evidence for such 
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selection, though comprehensive tests of this hypothesis are limited. Whether such 
selection has shaped the TE content of genomes over the epochs, the evolution of 
TE content within species is most likely shaped principally by the selfish advantage 
transposition affords them and their conflict with the genome.   
 
The principles of satellite evolution 
Unlike transposable elements, satellites are not intrinsically capable of 
replication and it is therefore less clear that satellites are universally selfish. Certainly, 
satellites can engage in selfish behavior, albeit through mechanisms distinct from that 
of transposable elements. One such strategy is through distorting their transmission 
to the offspring of individuals heterozygous with respect to satellite alleles, either by 
killing sperm lacking a particular satellite allele (gametic drive) or by disrupting female 
meiosis I such that a particular satellite allele is more frequently segregated to the 
egg rather than the polar bodies (meiotic drive) (Sandler and Novitski 1957; 
Zimmering, Sandler, and Nicoletti 1970). The consequence of this is to increase the 
population frequency of satellite arrays with whatever properties underlie the 
distortion, be it array size or sequence composition. But these are not likely general 
properties of all satellite sequence, and instead understanding their evolution 
requires a focus on the mechanisms of their emergence and persistence. 
Smith (Smith 1976) argued that recombination alone was sufficient for the 
emergence and expansion of satellite sequence, suggesting that selection was 
instead required to keep sequence non-repetitive. This conclusion, however, rested 
on the assumption of an unrealistically small seed sequence for recombination, such 
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that nearly all sequence would be homologous from the perspective of the 
recombination machinery. With more realistic considerations it is clear that standard 
homologous recombination will almost never generate repeated sequence from 
single-copy sequence, instead generating duplications only in the presence of 
preexisting repetition. Amplification processes must then exist that generate the 
substrates upon which recombination can act (B. Charlesworth, Sniegowski, and 
Stephan 1994). Polymerase slippage is considered a likely candidate, especially for 
the genesis of simple repeats, where the repeated monomer is on the order of a 
dozen or fewer nucleotides. Other amplification processes exist, evidenced by 
satellite arrays comprised of tandemly arrayed transposable elements (Meštrović et 
al. 2015). The rates and frequency by which these precursors arise remain largely 
unknown, though studies in Drosophila (Wei et al. 2014) and the known prevalence 
of short tandem repeats suggest an abundance of substrate from which satellites 
may arise. One occasionally referenced model proposes that large satellite arrays 
are likely to arise from a stable “library” of short tandem arrays that are conserved 
across closely-related species by selection on unrelated functions that they provide 
the organism (Fry and Salser 1977). 
Once such precursors arise, however, out-of-register recombination (unequal 
exchange) can then readily act upon this now repeated sequence leading to the 
emergence of large arrays (Ohta 1980), and the interplay of this process with point 
mutations and indels naturally leads to the emergence of longer, more complex 
repeats (W. Stephan and Cho 1994; Prosser et al. 1986; Willard and Waye 1987). 
This same process can homogenize the sequence composition of an array, with 
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variants become fixed in all repeat units or entirely lost from the array (and for early 
population genetic treatments of various aspects of satellite evolution, see Tomoko 
Ohta’s book “Evolution and Variation of Multigene Families”,(Ohta 1980).  
Yet, because copy number evolution by unequal exchange cannot generate 
multicopy sequence from single-copy sequence but can reduce a multi-copy 
sequence down to a single copy, it guarantees the eventual extinction of any 
neutrally evolving satellite array (Brian Charlesworth, Langley, and Stephan 1986). 
Intrachromosomal recombination further results in loop deletions, which unless 
frequently amplified by rolling circle replication and recombined back into the array, 
may bias satellite copy number evolution toward contractions and thus extinction 
(Walsh 1987). The enrichment of large satellite arrays, then, in low-recombining 
heterochromatin likely reflects the increased persistence time afforded to such 
repeats (Brian Charlesworth, Langley, and Stephan 1986). But even the models of 
Stephan and Langley overestimate the stability of large satellite arrays, as they 
assume a constant per array recombination rate (Wolfgang Stephan 1986). A more 
biologically realistic constant per nucleotide recombination rate, instead, implies that 
the per-array recombination rate increases with array size and that large satellite 
arrays should be highly unstable entities. This would seem to conflict with the 
observed conservation of some pericentric satellites across related species (Strachan 
et al. 1982). It may be that there are constraints on the magnitude of copy number 
change per each unequal exchange event, due to chromatin looping or sister 
chromatid cohesion limiting how out-of-register the arrays can recombine, and that 
these increase the persistence time of neutrally evolving arrays. Alternatively, some 
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such conserved arrays may in fact be functional and maintained by selection on copy 
number. 
 
The impacts of repeat variation 
While neutral and selfish evolution may be the predominate explanation for the 
ubiquity of repeats, their variation can nonetheless impact organismal phenotype and 
evolution through a variety of mechanisms. 
           The most obvious impact of repeat variation is their potential to influence the 
expression of functional genes. Both classes of repeats are frequently packaged in 
repressive chromatin states that can spread to nearby genes, and TE insertions and 
satellite size variation can readily alter gene expression by changing the local 
chromatin state (Lee 2015; Zeng et al. 2009). Transposable elements further carry 
internal regulatory sequences necessary for their own expression as well sequences 
which genomic defense mechanisms target for silencing, both of which can impact 
the regulation of nearby genes and can be coopted into gene regulatory networks 
(Feschotte 2008). Some TE families even alter chromosome looping by way of 
internal insulator sequences (Byrd and Corces 2003).  
Satellites especially are common features of centromeric and pericentric 
sequence across a range of organisms and these may often be the actual sequences 
that comprise the centromeres of many species (Lamb and Birchler 2003). 
Somewhat surprisingly, recent observations suggest that in Drosophila melanogaster 
the actual centromere may form at islands of transposable elements nested deep 
within these satellites (Chang et al. 2019). The essential role the centromere plays in 
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mitotic and meiotic chromosome segregation thus makes satellites poised to 
influence chromosome segregation. As mentioned previously, some satellites may 
engage meiotic drive, potentially by influencing kinetochore strength. In several 
known examples of meiotic drive, it indeed appears that satellite arrays are the culprit 
(Fishman and Saunders 2008; Lampson and Black 2017), and this potential has 
been suggested to explain the rapid evolution of both centromere binding proteins 
and centromeric sequence in the form of an arms race (Malik 2009). But such 
potential disruption is not necessarily limited to meiosis. Chromosomes with variants 
of the human chromosome 17 satellite are associated with elevated rates of 
aneuploidy in cell lines (Aldrup-MacDonald et al. 2016), and such variants might 
reflect unappreciated risk factors for the sort of somatic loss of heterozygosity that 
sometimes occurs during tumorigenesis.  
Differences in the composition and abundance of repetitive sequence may 
have more general consequences. Several recently invaded TE families underlie 
dysgenesis phenotypes in Drosophila species, where the result of crosses between 
uninvaded females with males harboring the active TE are sterile or otherwise unfit 
progeny (Bingham, Kidwell, and Rubin 1982). Even stronger reproductive barriers 
between species can result from differences in repeat composition. One hybrid 
incompatibility locus between Drosophila melanogaster and simulans, Zhr, is in fact 
the predominate satellite array of the X chromosome pericentromere in melanogaster 
but absent in simulans and in hybrids between the species is improperly packaged as 
heterochromatin leading to lethality (Ferree and Barbash 2009). Satellite arrays have 
been further implicated subtler interactions with the rest of the genome, and changes 
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in their abundance have been suggested to cause global changes in gene 
expression by titrating away chromatin binding factors. Altered gene expression in 
Drosophila melanogaster where haplotypes of the mostly repetitive Y-chromosome 
are placed in a common genetic background has been taken to suggest this 
(Francisco and Lemos 2014), though the presence of an rDNA array on the Y means 
it is not clear whether the expression differences are due to variation in the 
abundance of putatively non-functional repeats or of the highly functional ribosomal 
RNA genes.  
The expressed products of repeats can also be of consequence, and in some 
cases even functional. The impacts of TE expression are generally deleterious and 
risks insertional mutagenesis, though in rare cases TE families have been 
domesticated and here expression can be necessary for the host organism’s survival. 
The expression of centromeric satellites may facilitate the proper loading of the 
centromeric histones (McNulty, Sullivan, and Sullivan 2017) and the expression of 
the abundant Drosophila melanogaster AAGAG satellite appears to be involved in 
the replacement of histones with protamines during spermatogenesis (Mills et al. 
2019). Misexpression of TE and satellite sequence has been reported in a number of 
disease phenotypes, including cancers (Ting et al. 2011). While in many cases this 
may be consequence of heterochromatin misregulation and some such 
misexpression may impact the disease state, for example by titrating RNA binding 
proteins (Kishikawa et al. 2016). 
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The bioinformatic challenges posed by repeats 
Changes in the size or composition of tandem arrays may impact gene 
expression or even alter the frequency of aberrant chromosome segregation. 
Polymorphism within transposable elements, be they SNPs or larger internal 
deletions, can affect their own activity, autonomy, or susceptibility to suppression by 
the genome. The continued advances in genome sequencing technology over recent 
decades facilitated the study of such polymorphism in the nonrepetitive portions of 
genomes. Yet despite the myriad impacts variation within repetitive sequence may 
have on organismal phenotype and their own complex evolutionary dynamics, the 
empirical study of their variation and its consequences lags behind that of the rest of 
the genome.  
With the study of nonrepetitive portions of genomes, inquiry usually proceeds 
by first resolving the sequence in a single individual and determining how this varies 
among individuals. This first step of reconstructing a sequence is accomplished with 
genome assembly which relies on considering how sequencing reads, much shorter 
than chromosomes, overlap. But the presence of repeats longer than the sequencing 
reads means that reads derived from wholly distinct regions of the genome may 
overlap entirely and thus be indistinguishable (Simpson and Pop 2015). The very 
best genome assemblies are often able to span transposable element insertions, 
even highly nested TE rich sequence, and may only fail completely at large satellite 
arrays (Hoskins et al. 2015). Such genome assemblies have given considerable 
insight to the TE complements of species (Kaminker et al. 2002; Bergman et al. 
2006), its evolution among related species (Villasante et al. 2007), and the history of 
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TE invasions ((Le Rouzic, Payen, and Hua-Van 2013). Advances in long read 
technologies are further making such assemblies easier to obtain, and even offer the 
possibility to assemble entire satellite arrays (Jain et al. 2018) though assembled 
highly repetitive regions may still require molecular validation to rule out assembly 
errors (Khost, Eickbush, and Larracuente 2017). Nonetheless, assembling the most 
highly repetitive sequences remains challenging and many genomic regions remain 
recalcitrant to reconstruction. 
Yet, insights into their structures can nonetheless be gleaned by considering 
reads derived from them. The tools SeqGrapheR, RepeatExplorer, and TAREAN 
visualize something similar to the assembly graph of repetitive regions and are 
especially useful for exploring the structure of repetitive sequence in non-model 
organisms (Novák et al. 2013; Novák, Neumann, and Macas 2010; Novák et al. 
2017). However, the challenges of constructing and comparing these graphs across 
many individuals limits their applicability to population surveys. Graphical 
representations have also proven successful in leveraging longer Sanger reads to 
identify the higher-order structure of the complicated human centromeric satellites 
(using second-order Markov chains) (Miga et al. 2014) and the HSATII family of 
satellites (by way of spectral clustering) (Altemose et al. 2014). This principle of 
considering the repetition within sequencing reads has also been applied to short-
read data to accomplish population survey of simple satellite sequence by k-mer 
decomposition (Wei et al. 2014). 
Part of the reason the time-intensive nature of genome assembly has not 
seriously crippled population genomics is that once a reference genome is 
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assembled, many questions do not require the reconstruction of multiple genomes. 
Given an assembled genome, alignment-based strategies can be employed to 
organize sequencing reads with respect to this reference sequence, and the common 
reference point means such analyses are easily compared across multiple genomes 
(Reinert et al. 2015). With reads derived from unique sequence it is usually possible 
to determine without ambiguity which locus they truly originated from. Repeat-derived 
reads however often align to multiple loci within the reference genome (Reinert et al. 
2015), and it is not uncommon for the true locus to reside in poorly annotated contigs 
or be entirely absent from the reference (eg the TE insertion is not present in that 
strain). In consequence, the questions asked by alignment-based approaches often 
need to be framed in ways that account for this.  
A common strategy is to focus on determining the repeat family a read 
represents rather than the locus it originated from, and this may involve leveraging 
repeat annotations of the reference genome or aligning the reads directly to repeat 
consensus sequences. These approaches necessarily rely upon knowing ahead of 
time the set of repeat families present in the species, and thus depend upon prior 
efforts to discover and annotate these families. But for transposable elements in 
particular, approaches along these lines have proven particularly powerful in 
identifying insertional polymorphism. While reads derived from the internal regions of 
a TE are rarely uniquely mappable, reads derived from the junction between the TE 
and its insertion site often can be anchored to unique sequence. In consequence, 
mapping the location of TE insertions is a problem that is well addressed by available 
methods (Ewing 2015). 
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Dissertation Overview 
Thus, good solutions exist for determining the repeat complement of individual 
species and assessing how this has evolved among related species, usually based 
upon the analysis of assembled reference genomes or through the assembly-free 
analysis of sequence reads. But the questions commonly asked about repeat 
population variation within a species—informative of evolution over short timescales 
and more amenable to correlating with phenotypes—remain far more limited than 
those asked of the non-repetitive portions of genomes, where sequence 
polymorphism and structural variation are frequent subjects of inquiry. Partly this may 
be because population variation is often considered more likely to be of phenotypic 
consequence in the obviously functional portion of the genome. But as discussed 
above, repeat variation can also be of phenotypic and evolutionary import for the 
organism, and in the case of TEs—which are reproductive entities in themselves—
such variation certainly plays an important role in their own dynamics.  
A major barrier to these questions, then, is methodological. This is because 
assumptions that are reasonable in the study of unique sequence can simplify 
constructing automated approaches to interpreting the data, but these assumptions 
are often violated by repetitive sequence. For example, structural variant discovery 
often relies upon greedily clustering short sequencing reads or read pairs that span 
the same structure (Tattini, D’Aurizio, and Magi 2015). Yet if reads spanning 
structural variants in repetitive sequence are aligned to a reference genome, they 
become distributed across many reference copies of that repeat and create the 
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appearance of many distinct structures. If instead they are aligned to consensus 
sequences, reads derived from distinct structures involving that repeat family may 
become intermingled in a way that naïve clustering fails to properly disentangle. 
Neither of these is a common problem for structures involving non-repeated 
sequence. 
Surmounting these methodological barriers requires modelling the data in a 
way that is robust to these additional complications. While this is harder to 
accomplish than methods than robustly detecting variation in the nonrepetitive 
portions of genomes, generalizing such strategies would offer the potential to ask 
broader questions about the nature of repeat variation. This expanded ability to 
explore variation within these challenge genomic regions should offer new insights 
into the mechanisms and processes of their evolution and possibly clarify their 
relationships with and impacts upon the rest of the genome.  
Chapter 2 covers both the development and application of a computational 
strategy for accomplishing population surveys of structural variation within the 
repetitive components of genomes. This approach employs mixture modelling to infer 
the set of structures which generated the distributions of repeat-derived reads. As it is 
designed for population genomic analyses, it both accounts for differences among 
sequencing libraries and employs a second clustering step to match structures 
across genomes. The application of this method uncovered an aspect of TE 
variation—an abundance of tandem elements—that was missed in the many 
previous surveys of TE polymorphism. This turned out to be a natural consequence 
of the mechanisms of transposition, which predispose TEs to form dimeric insertions. 
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This survey captured tandem TEs in various stages of the transition from mobile 
genetic parasite to large satellite array and highlighted that the precursors of TE-
derived satellites are not rare, but rather present in most genomes. 
Chapter 3 covers the application and extension of these methods to 
disentangle the within species evolution of a remarkable set of TEs, which have 
taken over the role of telomere maintenance in Drosophila. While domestication and 
conflict are frequently invoked to explain their variability in copy number and 
sequence across species, the telomere is a remarkably unstable genomic region 
which may be an important and underappreciated factor shaping the evolution of its 
occupant TEs. To better understand the forces driving the evolution of these TEs, we 
carried out a population survey of variation within Drosophila melanogaster and 
compared this variation to other TE families with known properties to place it in 
context. Our results highlight that the instability of telomere has a substantial 
influence on both their copy number and sequence variation. We further suggest that 
their localization to telomere may not reflect domestication but is instead a highly 
successful evolutionary strategy to mitigate the fitness impact these TEs impose on 
the host genome. Nonetheless, our observations are in line with prior evidence that 
host sequences regulate the telomeric TEs and that susceptibility to this regulation 
varies among the TE subfamilies and across Drosophila populations, consistent with 
ongoing conflict with the genome. 
 Chapter 4 concludes this dissertation and outlines several directions to build 
upon the outcomes of this work. 
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Abstract: 
Eukaryotic genomes are replete with repeated sequences, in the form of 
transposable elements (TEs) dispersed across the genome or as satellite arrays, 
large stretches of tandemly repeated sequence. Many satellites clearly originated as 
TEs, but it is unclear how mobile genetic parasites can transform into megabase-
sized tandem arrays. Comprehensive population genomic sampling is needed to 
determine the frequency and generative mechanisms of tandem TEs, at all stages 
from their initial formation to their subsequent expansion and maintenance as 
satellites. The best available population resources, short-read DNA sequences, are 
often considered to be of limited utility for analyzing repetitive DNA due to the 
challenge of mapping individual repeats to unique genomic locations. Here we 
develop a new pipeline called ConTExt which demonstrates that paired-end Illumina 
data can be successfully leveraged to identify a wide range of structural variation 
within repetitive sequence, including tandem elements. Analyzing 85 genomes from 
five populations of Drosophila melanogaster we discover that TEs commonly form 
tandem dimers. Our results further suggest that insertion site preference is the major 
mechanism by which dimers arise and that, consequently, dimers form rapidly during 
periods of active transposition. This abundance of TE dimers has the potential to 
provide source material for future expansion into satellite arrays, and we discover 
one such copy number expansion of the DNA transposon hobo to ~16 tandem copies 
in a single line. The very process that defines TEs —transposition— thus regularly 
generates sequences from which new satellites can arise.  
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Introduction 
Eukaryotic genomes are inundated with two types of repetitive sequences: 
transposable elements (TEs), which are dispersed by a variety of transposition 
mechanisms, and satellite sequences, which are tandemly repeated sequences that 
expand, contract, and are homogenized by recombination events. Both types of 
repeats are enriched in the heterochromatin surrounding the telomeres and 
centromeres, likely because the low frequency of recombination in heterochromatin 
permits their persistence (Charlesworth, Langley, and Stephan 1986).  
The essential roles played by telomeres and centromeres in genome integrity 
and chromosome segregation suggest that some repetitive sequences are of 
functional significance (Blackburn, Greider, and Szostak 2006; Malik and Henikoff 
2009; Mason, Frydrychova, and Biessmann 2008). Examples supporting functional 
roles for repetitive sequences mostly follow from observations of phenotypes 
associated with repeat variation. Contractions of the human subtelomeric satellite 
D4Z4 cause facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy by altering the chromatin state 
of nearby genes (Zeng et al. 2009). Sequence variation in a human centromeric 
satellite is associated with aneuploidy (Aldrup-MacDonald et al. 2016). Variants of the 
mostly repetitive Drosophila melanogaster Y Chromosome have global impacts on 
gene expression, possibly by titrating chromatin binding factors (Francisco and 
Lemos 2014). Satellites can also engage in meiotic drive and gamete competition 
(Fishman and Saunders 2008) (Hardy et al. 1984) (Larracuente 2014), selfish 
processes whereby alleles bias meiotic segregation or gamete survival to gain a 
transmission advantage. Finally, the structural importance of constitutive 
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heterochromatin means that changes in repeat composition between species can 
cause reproductive barriers (Ferree and Barbash 2009). 
Despite the potential consequences of satellite variation, many satellite 
sequences turnover rapidly between closely related species (Lohe and Roberts 
2000). Partially explaining this is the potential of satellite sequence to recombine out 
of register via unequal exchange. In the absence of selection acting on copy number, 
evolution by unequal exchange leads to 1) dramatic changes in copy number from 
relatively few exchange events and 2) the eventual contraction of the array to a 
single repeat unit (Charlesworth, Langley, and Stephan 1986). The long-term 
persistence of some conserved satellites (Strachan et al. 1982) may therefore reflect 
functional importance. Given their ubiquity, however, unless all satellites are 
functional, mechanisms to generate new satellites must exist to counter the inevitable 
loss of neutrally evolving ones (Charlesworth, Langley, and Stephan 1986).  
Models of satellite evolution suggest two stages in the emergence of new 
satellites: 1) amplification processes generate small tandem sequences, and 2) some 
of these sequences expand to large arrays by unequal exchange (Stephan and Cho 
1994). Thus, any process that generates sequence upon which unequal exchange 
can act is a potential source of new satellites. Simple satellites (those with monomer 
units of ~<10 bp), for example, can readily arise by polymerase slippage and 
subsequent copy number expansion. These simple satellites can transition to more 
complex satellite types by the interplay of unequal exchange and mutations (Prosser 
et al. 1986; Stephan and Cho 1994). 
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Figure 2-1: Three mechanisms of tandem TE formation. A) Ectopic recombination between 
long-terminal repeats (LTRs; shown in yellow) generates tandem LTR retrotransposons with 
shared LTRs. B) Circularization and rolling circle replication of a TE, followed by insertion of 
the resulting concatemer. The possible mechanism(s) of circularization remain unclear. C) 
Two insertions of a TE at the same target site (shown in magenta). Note the preservation of 
the target site within the tandem junction.  
More enigmatic mechanisms to generate new satellites also exist. TEs are 
found as tandem arrays in many species, including as centromeric satellites 
(Meštrović et al. 2015). The easiest to understand are satellites derived from TEs 
with intrinsic repeats, such as long terminal repeats (LTRs) and tandemly repeated 
regulatory elements, which provide substrates for expansion by unequal exchange 
(Figure 2-1 A) (Dias et al. 2014; Gong et al. 2012; Ke and Voytas 1997; Macas et al. 
2009; Zhang et al. 2014).  
Yet, TEs without intrinsic repeats also form tandem arrays of complete 
elements (Caizzi, Caggese, and Pimpinelli 1993) (Miller et al. 1992). One proposed 
mechanism is rolling circle replication (RCR) wherein an element is circularized and 
then replicated to form a concatemer that is subsequently reinserted into the 
genome. (René Massimiliano Marsano et al. 2003; Meštrović et al. 2015) (Figure 2-1 
B). Alternatively, double insertion of the same element into a single site is possible for 
TEs that create target site duplications upon insertion. One example is a tandem 
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array of the non-LTR retrotransposon R1 on the X Chromosome in D. melanogaster 
(Kidd and Glover 1980; Peacock et al. 1981). R1 has the unusual property of only 
inserting at a specific site in the multicopy ribosomal RNA genes (rDNA). The tandem 
elements are separated by identical 33-nt duplications of rDNA sequence, consistent 
with the tandem originating when two R1 elements inserted in the same rDNA unit 
and then subsequently expanded by unequal exchange (Roiha et al. 1981) (Figure 
2-1 C). Tandem dimers of DNA transposons have been found in bacterial genomes, 
and these also contain target-site duplications between the tandem elements 
(Dalrymple 1987; Prudhomme et al. 2002), hinting that double insertions may not be 
limited to elements with insertion site preferences as extreme as in R1.  
Whatever the generative process is, that two TEs transitioned to satellite 
sequence in D. melanogaster (Caizzi, Caggese, and Pimpinelli 1993) (Kidd and 
Glover 1980) suggests that a survey of population variation might reveal its early 
stages. A few tandem TEs, mostly LTR retrotransposons or complex nested 
insertions, were identified in analyses of the D. melanogaster genome assembly 
(Bergman et al. 2006; Kaminker et al. 2002). However, a full assessment of the 
mechanisms and frequency with which TEs generate tandem arrays remains 
unexplored.  
Largely this is due to the wider challenge of applying the most comprehensive 
population genomic resource available—short-read Illumina data—to investigating 
the evolutionary dynamics of repetitive DNA, but the existence of TE-derived 
satellites provides a potential opportunity: rather than searching for the emergence of 
satellites from all possible single-copy sequences, tandems arising from repeats that 
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are normally dispersed rather than tandemly arranged, might yield a tractable model 
for studying the early stages of satellite evolution.  
Results 
ConTExt identifies repeats from paired-end Illumina data 
Paired-end reads are powerful for detecting the junctions arising from 
structural rearrangements in unique sequences such as deletions, inversions, 
translocations, and tandem duplications (Bashir et al. 2008; Rogers et al. 2014). We 
define a junction, following Bashir et al, as a pair of adjacent positions in a 
sequenced genome that are non-adjacent in a reference sequence. Conceptually the 
problem of identifying junctions in repetitive DNA is identical but is complicated by the 
fact that repeat-derived reads can rarely be mapped to a unique locus in the 
reference genome. However, such reads can generally be uniquely mapped to a 
specific repeat family, and this property has been leveraged to identify TEs inserted 
into unique sequence (Hormozdiari et al. 2010; Kofler, Betancourt, and Schlötterer 
2012). We extend this idea to identify all types of junctions involving repetitive 
sequence, including insertions into unique and repetitive sequence, deletions and 
inversions internal to a repeat, and tandem duplications.  
Aligning to the set of all individual repeats present in a reference genome 
provides the power to detect reads originating from highly divergent variants but 
results in reads being distributed across many different sequences. On the other 
hand, aligning reads to repeat consensus sequences is less powerful in detecting 
divergent copies, but organizes all reads from a repeat family in the same place, 
greatly simplifying visualization and downstream analyses. We therefore combine 
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these two approaches into a single pipeline (Figure 2-2 A). In trial runs, we recovered 
about 20% more repeat derived reads using this two-step procedure than when we 
aligned only to consensus sequences. We also aligned reads to the repeat-masked 
reference genome, allowing the detection of junctions between repeats and unique 
sequence.  
 
Figure 2-2: An outline of the ConTExt pipeline and examples of identified structures. Thin 
and thick bars of repeats represent non-coding and coding sequences, respectively. A) 
Reads are derived from genomic DNA, with many copies of a particular repeat family (black) 
dispersed among single-copy sequence (orange); some repeat copies have polymorphisms 
relative to the consensus (yellow bars), especially those in heterochromatin (purple bar). The 
reads are aligned to individual repeats identified in the reference genome, including divergent 
elements; three examples are shown. Alignments to these individual elements are then 
collapsed onto a consensus sequence for that repeat family. Inverted arrowheads indicate 
short terminal inverted repeats (TIRs) that are common to many DNA transposons. B) 
Schematics of paired-end reads spanning i) sequence concordant with the consensus, ii) the 
junction of an internal deletion, and iii) the junction of a head-to-tail tandem. C) A two-
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dimensional scatterplot of paired-end alignments from strain I03 to the hobo element. Each 
dot represents a single read pair. Its position on the X- and Y-axes corresponds to the 3’ 
ends of the reads aligning to the minus and plus strands of the hobo consensus, 
respectively. For example, the red arrow indicates a read pair where the 5’-end of the 
forward read aligns to the beginning of the consensus (as in panel Bi). Both reads are 70-bp 
and the gap is 330-bp, so the corresponding dot is located at position 70 on the Y-axis (the 
location of the 3’ end of the forward read) and at position 400 on the X-axis (70 + 330). The 
Roman numerals indicate how the three types of structures shown in panel B) correspond to 
patterns in the scatter plot and where the reads map on each of the axes. i) Concordant 
reads (black dots) which form the main diagonal; ii) reads spanning internal deletions; iii) 
reads spanning head-to-tail tandem junctions. The non-black colors correspond to non-
concordant clusters identified by the EM algorithm, and grey squares are potential artifacts. 
The plus symbols are the estimated junction for the cluster with the corresponding color. 
Note that some colors are used twice to indicate distinct widely separated clusters. Read 
pairs where both ends map to the same strand (e.g. head-to-head tandems) require a 
different scatterplot to detect. D) A scatter plot of all junctions involving hobo across all GDL 
strains. Each dot represents a junction estimated from a cluster in a specific strain (the plus 
symbols in panel C). The red arrowhead indicates the location of the deletion identified 
previously in the Th hobo variant (Periquet et al. 1994). At some rate, concordant read pairs 
are misclassified as discordant and may generate spurious junctions along the main 
diagonal; we excluded these from the analysis (see Methods, “Categorizing tandem 
junctions”) and color these junctions in grey. E) A scatter plot depicting all junctions across all 
GDL strains between the minus-strand of the R2 retrotransposon and the plus-strand of 
rDNA. The thick black bar on the rDNA schematic represents the transcribed rRNAs. The 
first ~1,500 bp of the rDNA cistron is not shown because only a few low-frequency R2 
junctions are present there. The plot successfully identifies that most R2 insertions occur at 
the same position in the 28S rDNA subunit, as previously demonstrated (Kojima and 
Fujiwara 2005; Stage and Eickbush 2009). 
Once reads are organized relative to consensus sequences, we consider the 
alignment patterns to identify junctions (Figure 2-2 B) and use mixture modeling to 
cluster the reads and resolve the many junctions that map to each consensus (Figure 
2-2 C). This clustering strategy had >97% recall for junctions supported by at least 
three reads and the ability to resolve nearby junctions was consistent across the 
GDL, speaking to the uniformity of the sequencing library preparations (Figure 2-3 
A,B, Supplemental Table S1). Once we identify these clusters, we estimate the 
underlying junctions (Figure 2-2 C) and visualize their distribution across all samples 
in the dataset (Figure 2-2 D). We cannot accurately infer tandem structures that 
contain intervening sequence larger than the insert size of the sequencing libraries 
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(on average 338 bp), as we will only detect the junctions between the elements and 
the intervening sequence, not the elements themselves; this limitation applies mainly 
to tandem LTR retrotransposons that have large LTRs. 
 
Figure 2-3: Expected clustering performance for each library in the GDL: A) Each red line 
depicts the expected precision as a function of the distance between two junctions along the 
first eigenvector of the model covariance for each strain in the GDL. B) Expected precision 
as a function of the distance along the second eigenvector. C) The distributions of expected 
pairwise recall across the GDL for a given read count. 
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Our pipeline detects various structures involving repeats, including tandem 
junctions (Figure 2-2 B, C), insertions into unique and repetitive sequence (Figure 2-2 
E), and internal deletions (Figure 2-2 B, C). While we focus here on tandems, we 
note that we successfully identified known internally deleted elements, such as the 
Th hobo variants (Figure 2-2 D) (Periquet et al. 1994) and the KP nonautonomous P-
element (Black et al. 1987). We also identified known nested repeats such as R 
element insertions into the ribosomal RNA genes, including both full-length and 
distinct 5’-truncated insertions (Figure 2-2 E).  
  
Transposable elements of all three major types frequently form tandems 
 Most transposable elements can be detected in tandem in at least one strain 
but the three major types of TEs show distinct patterns of tandem junctions. (Figure 
2-4). We divide tandems into three types, with head-to-tail tandems being likely to 
involve full-length elements and/or have intact termini, while tail-to-internal and 
internal-to-internal tandems are likely to involve 5’-truncated or internally deleted 
elements. Some tail-to-internal tandems may also reflect nested insertions.  
 LTR retrotransposons: LTR retrotransposons have a high propensity to form 
tandems because they are flanked by direct repeats which are prone to 
recombination events yielding structures where adjacent TEs share an LTR (Figure 
2-1 A) (Ke and Voytas 1997). We detect the majority of LTR retrotransposons in 
tandem (Figure 2-4 A), though many involve internal sequence and are present at 
low-copy number. These internal-to-internal tandems are consistent with deletions 
that span the junctions of head-to-tail tandems. We less frequently observe head-to-
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tail tandems, likely because we have limited power to detect tandems when the LTR 
is longer than the GDL’s average gap size (~330 nt) (Figure 2-4 A). Notably however, 
all LTR retrotransposons with LTRs shorter than this detection limit are detected as 
head-to-tail tandems in at least one strain (Figure 2-4 A, inset). This suggests that the 
absence of head-to-tail tandems of elements with longer LTRs is due to the detection 
limit rather than their true absence, and that it is reasonable to extrapolate the 
frequency of tandems observed for elements with short LTRs to all LTR elements. 
Given this and the abundance of internal-to-internal tandems, we conclude that most 
LTR retrotransposons frequently form tandems, generally by recombination between 
LTRs. At a lower frequency, we do detect some tandem junctions between LTRs 
themselves (Supplemental Table S2), suggesting that a fraction of LTR element 
tandems arise by a mechanism other than unequal exchange. 
Non-LTR retrotransposons: Unlike LTR retrotransposons, non-LTR 
retrotransposons and DNA transposons do not provide their own substrates for 
unequal exchange, yet most can be detected as tandems, demonstrating that 
additional mechanisms allow tandem formation (Figure 2-4 B). These include the 
Drosophila telomeric TEs which form head-to-tail tandems whenever two elements of 
the same family insert consecutively at the same telomere (George et al. 2006). Non-
LTR retrotransposons are prone to 5’-truncation due to incomplete reverse 
transcription during transposition, and consistent with these tandems arising through 
consecutive insertion events at the same telomere, many telomeric TE tandem 
junctions are tail-to-internal (Figure 2-4 B). Most other non-LTR retrotransposons also 
can be detected as tail-to-internal tandems in at least one strain, suggesting that 
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transposition is a widespread process generating tandems among non-LTR 
retrotransposons (Figure 2-5 A, B, E).  
 
Figure 2-4: The proportion of GDL strains in which a tandem junction was identified for A) 
LTR retrotransposon families and B) non-LTR retrotransposon families and DNA transposon 
families. Head-to-tail tandems have junctions involving the first and last 200 nt of the 
consensus sequence. Tail-to-internal junctions have junctions between the last 200 nt of the 
consensus sequence and internal sequence; these are consistent with tandems involving 5’-
truncated elements, though they can also be formed by nested insertions.  We do not depict 
the frequency of internal to internal tandems because they are present in most strains, but 
generally at low copy number. Panel A does not include LTR-LTR junctions shown in 
Supplemental Table S2. The scatter plot inset in A) depicts the relationship between LTR 
length and the frequency of detecting head-to-tail tandems for each LTR retrotransposon 
family. 
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The population frequency of tandem junctions across all strains provides 
insight into the dynamics of tandem TE formation (Figure 2-4). For TAHRE and 
jockey we find junctions between the 3’ end (i.e. tail) and many different internal 
locations (Figure 2-4 B, Figure 2-5 A), and these junctions are at low frequency 
(between 1/85 to 7/85 strains) (Figure 2-5 A). These results strongly indicate many 
recent and independent tandem forming events. In contrast, DMRT1B shows tail-to-
internal junctions involving four distinct internal truncations (Figure 2-5 B), found at 
intermediate frequencies (between 7/85 to 40/85 strains), indicating four independent 
events that occurred further in the past than the jockey and telomeric TE tandems, 
and that DMRT1B tandem formation subsequently ceased. Taken together, these 
results suggest that non-LTR tandems are regularly generated within D. 
melanogaster, but by different elements at different periods of time. 
DNA transposons: DNA transposons are primarily detected as head-to-tail 
tandems (Figure 2-4 B), but the pattern of junction estimates suggests that small 
deletions frequently span the tandem junctions. The junction estimates for P-element 
dimers form a tight diagonal distribution, suggesting recently formed dimers with 
intact termini (Figure 2-5 C). For hobo we observe a more diffuse distribution, 
consistent with small deletions near or spanning the tandem junction that are specific 
to each genome (Figure 2-5 D).  
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Figure 2-5: Junction distributions from all strains in the GDL for two non-LTR 
retrotransposons (A, B) and two DNA transposons (C, D).  Note that C and D only show 
head-to-tail tandem distributions and thus the axes only include the terminal regions. Each 
dot represents a junction identified from a single strain. A junction present in multiple strains 
will generate a diagonal distribution around the true coordinate due to estimation errors. In A 
and B, head-to-tail and tail-to-internal tandem junctions are highlighted in red, internal-to-
internal tandems and deletions are colored in blue, and probable artifacts are colored in grey 
(see Methods, “Categorizing tandem junctions”); all junctions are C and D are head-to-tail. 
The distribution of tandem junctions of jockey (A) are dispersed, with few distinct diagonal 
clusters, indicating that most individual tandem junctions are low-frequency. By contrast, the 
four distinct diagonal clusters of DMRT1B (B) indicate junctions at moderate to high 
population frequency, suggesting that they represent older tandems. While not the focus of 
our analysis, internal deletions ranging from low to high frequency are also evident in both 
panels A and B as junctions below the main diagonal, with several distinct deletions variants 
of jockey sharing similar sequence coordinates, and many distinct deletions identifiable in 
DMRT1B. C) For the P-element, most junctions fall within a single tight diagonal cluster, 
consistent with their representing tandem P-elements separated by an 8-bp target site 
duplication. Several junctions are dispersed above this cluster, consistent with additional 
sequence of variable length within the junction. D) In contrast, only a few hobo junctions form 
a tight diagonal cluster, while most are dispersed below the cluster, consistent with small 
internal deletions spanning most of the tandem junctions. E) Schematics of the head-to-tail 
and tail-to-internal DMRT1B tandems denoted with Roman numerals i-iii in B. 
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Inverted tandems: We did not extensively consider tandems in an inverted 
orientation, as they cannot expand by unequal exchange and so are unlikely to give 
rise to satellite sequence. We did though search for TEs with clear junctions 
indicative of head-to-head or tail-to-tail inverted orientations. Several elements were 
detected as inverted tandems in many strains, but in general inverted tandems were 
present in only a few strains (Supplemental Table S2). Three of the high frequency 
inverted tandems were LTR retrotransposons, and an inverted tandem of one can be 
identified in the reference, two Rover insertions (Chr2R 580,417-595,299). Notably, a 
six nucleotide palindromic motif (ATATAT) resides in the tandem junction, consistent 
with the possibility that it formed by double insertion (Figure 2-1 C). Additionally, 
many elements had inversion junctions involving internal rather than terminal 
sequence. In some cases, these clearly reflected nested insertions in opposite 
orientations, as both insertion junctions were identifiable. Other inversion junctions 
likely reflect complex sequence rearrangements and fragmented elements that are 
readily apparent when examining heterochromatic regions of the reference genome.  
 
Multiple insertion drives rapid formation of TE tandems during periods of active 
transposition 
P-elements swept through D. melanogaster populations during the mid-20th 
century (Bingham, Kidwell, and Rubin 1982; Engels 1992; Kelleher 2016). Given this 
recent invasion, it is striking that we find tandem P-elements in over half of the GDL 
strains, indicating that tandem TEs form rapidly during periods of high transpositional 
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activity (Figure 2-6 A). Head-to-head P-element tandems were frequently generated 
during a genetic screen (Tower et al. 1993), but the majority of strains we analyzed 
harbor head-to-tail (55/85) rather than head-to-head tandems (8/85). Selection 
removing head-to-head tandems from natural populations could underlie this, as long 
inverted repeats are prone to forming cruciform DNA secondary structures (Leach 
1994). Alternatively, this may reflect technical bias, if amplicons containing head-to-
head tandem junctions form hairpin secondary structures that decrease their PCR 
amplification efficiency, as suggested by Yang et al (2014).  
To identify the mechanism generating P-element tandems, we reasoned that if 
TE tandems are driven by multiple insertions at the same site, the tandem junction 
should contain a target site duplication (TSD) of the insertion site (Figure 2-1 C), as 
has been observed in bacterial DNA transposon dimers (Dalrymple 1987). We 
examined reads containing fully intact head-to-tail junctions and found that the 
majority contain 8 nt of intervening sequence, the same length of the known P-
element TSD. We generated a consensus motif (GTCTAGAG) and found that it is 
nearly identical to the TSD consensus motif previously identified from 1,469 single P-
element insertions (Figure 2-6 B, C) (Liao 2000). We conclude that P-element 
tandems are formed by double insertion at the same site. Importantly, the motifs 
found at tandem junctions have a higher sequence specificity at each position than 
single-insertion sites, particularly at the first two nucleotides, (sign test, p=.008; 
Figure 2-6 B, C), suggesting that P-element tandems are more likely to form at sites 
that more closely match its preferred target sequence. 
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Figure 2-6: Copy number, location, and sequence of TE tandem junctions. A) Copy number 
(CN) distributions for the P-element. The dots are maximum a posteriori estimates in a 
particular strain while the grey lines indicate 98%-credible intervals. B, C) Sequence logos 
constructed from the 8-nt motifs found within the junctions of P-element tandem dimers (B) 
and the P-element TSDs described by Liao et al. (2000) (C). D) A boxplot depicting the 
distances to the nearest TSS for P-element dimers and single insertions. N = the counts of 
insertions in each category; p-value is under a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. E) A similar plot for 
jockey elements; the difference between singles and dimers is not significant. F) A UCSC 
genome browser view of the region on Chromosome 2L inferred to contain the hobo tandem 
array in strain I03, with the site of the hobo tandem added in as a black triangle. G-I) Copy 
number (CN) distributions for hobo (G), Bari1 (H) and R1 (I) tandems. The dots are maximum 
a posteriori estimates in a particular strain while the grey lines indicate 98%-credible 
intervals. 
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Figure 2-7: Method for mapping tandem dimers. A) A schematic of a full-length jockey 
element; thick box represents the coding sequence. B) An example read containing the 3’-
end of one jockey insertion (yellow) and the truncated 5’-end of a different jockey insertion 
(purple) separated by mappable sequence. The sequence in green is identical to positions 
20,708,988–20,709,014 of 2R. The unlabeled sequence appears to reflect a few nucleotides 
of jockey sequence missing from the 3’ end of the consensus. C-E) Three types of junctions 
used to identify a tandem of jockey elements at position ~20,709,001 of 2R. C) Read pairs 
spanning the junction between the intact 3’-end of a jockey element and position 
~20,709,001 of 2R.  D) Read pairs spanning the intact 3’-end of one jockey element (position 
5,007) and a different jockey element truncated at position 566. E) Read pairs spanning the 
junction between position ~20,709,001 of 2R and position ~4,300 of a 5’-truncated jockey 
element. In C-E, the solid diamond and unshaded ellipse reflect the point estimate of the 
junction coordinate based on read pairs and the 95% confidence region, respectively. The 
black X represents the expected junction with the motif in C and E, and in D the coordinate of 
the tandem junction identified in the reads. F) The inferred structure of the tandem dimer 
based on the three identified junctions. The strands of the reference sequence (gray) and 
jockey (black, relative to the consensus) are noted above and below the diagram. 
Representative reads are denoted with arrows on the corresponding strands. The three 
colored read pairs correspond to the three identified junctions: green (C), purple (D), blue 
(E). 
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Genomic distribution of tandem dimers  
The target site duplications found in many tandem dimers originate from the 
locus into which the TEs inserted, and thus contain information about the location of 
the dimer. We reasoned that we should be able to infer the location of some dimers 
by identifying every instance of the TSD in the reference genome and asking which 
ones also contain evidence of a TE insertion at that site in that GDL strain (Figure 2-7 
A-F). Because TSDs are short and contain limited information, we imposed a number 
of filtering steps to restrict ourselves to dimers that could be confidently mapped to a 
single locus (see Methods “Mapping tandem dimers to specific TE insertions”). This 
strategy may miss alternative mappings in sequence missing from the assembly, but 
the patterns of mapped dimers we observe for P-elements are consistent with the 
element’s known insertion preferences, so we do not believe this biases our 
inference. 
We successfully mapped 72 dimers, 47 of which are euchromatic using the 
heterochromatin boundaries defined by (Riddle et al. 2011) (Supplemental Table S3). 
P-elements comprise the majority of mapped dimers (46/72 mapped dimers), 
followed by jockey elements (11/72). P-elements dimers are significantly closer to the 
transcription start sites of genes (median distance = 169 bp) than are single 
insertions (median distance = 430 bp) (Figure 2-6D). Because P-elements 
preferentially insert near the promoters of genes (Spradling, Bellen, and Hoskins 
2011), the enrichment of dimers near transcription start sites supports the idea that 
dimers form at strong insertion sites. This is consistent with the higher information 
content we observed at TSDs within P-elements dimer junctions (Figure 2-6 B). 
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Indeed, several of the tandems we mapped are adjacent to genes previously 
identified as among the strongest P-element insertion hotspots: apt, RapGAP1, Hers, 
Hsromega, Men, and mir-282 (Spradling, Bellen, and Hoskins 2011). Furthermore, 
we identified dimers near the transcription start site of Hers in three strains (I26, N17, 
and T29A) and adjacent to Hsromega in two strains (B11 and B23), all containing 
different target site duplications, strongly suggesting that they formed independently. 
The distance between the 11 jockey dimers we mapped and the nearest gene was 
comparable to that of single insertions, indicating again that the contrasting result 
with P-elements reflects its insertion site preference near promoters (Figure 2-6D, E). 
Moreover, among the ten mapped jockey dimers where the 5’-ends of both elements 
could be identified, six dimers involved clearly distinct 5’-trunctations (>500 nt 
difference), further supporting our conclusion that these dimers arise by double 
insertions (Figure 2-7 A-F).  
 
TE dimers can expand into larger arrays 
 The abundance of TE tandems that we discovered potentially provides the 
substrate for expansion by unequal exchange. We therefore searched for higher 
copy (>10) TE tandems that may be polymorphic among the GDL populations and 
discovered one such expansion for the DNA transposon hobo. Most strains contain 
no or only one hobo tandems but Ithacan line I03 has an estimated 13-19 tandem 
copies (Figure 2-6 G, Figure 2-2 C). To determine if this represents multiple 
independently formed tandems or a single expanded tandem array, we again 
searched all lines for reads containing fully intact head-to-tail tandem junctions. Only 
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four strains contained fully intact head-to-tail hobo tandems, consistent with the 
distribution of junction estimates which suggested that many hobo tandems involve 
elements with deleted terminal sequence (Figure 2-5 F). Uniquely in I03, we found 
many reads containing an identical 8-nt motif (GTGGGGAC) between the TIRs of the 
tandem hobos. Using the mapping strategy outlined above, we determined that there 
is only one locus in the I03 genome that contains both the 8 bp motif and a hobo 
insertion, suggesting that the hobo tandem array is found on 2L at position 
17,943,032 of the reference, well outside the pericentric heterochromatin and 
approximately 19.5 kb away from the protein coding gene Beethoven (Figure 2-6 F). 
I03 is the only strain containing a hobo insertion at this position, indicating that the 
tandem likely formed from a recent hobo double insertion. Together, these 
observations strongly suggest that all elements of the array descend from a single 
tandem dimer. Multiple independent insertions would instead likely involve distinct 
motifs unless hobo has an extremely specific insertion motif. But, if that were the 
case, we would observe multiple sites in I03 with this motif harboring hobo insertions, 
which we do not. 
 
Copy number variation in TE-derived satellites 
Expansion events like we observed with hobo can eventually give rise to very 
large arrays and become fixed. ConTExt successfully identified the two known TE-
derived satellites in D. melanogaster, which we further investigated to understand the 
dynamics of established satellites. One satellite is comprised of tandemly arrayed 
copies of the 1.7 kb DNA transposon Bari1 and is located in two blocks, with the 
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majority of copies in the pericentromeric heterochromatin of the right arm of 
Chromosome 2 (Caizzi, Caggese, and Pimpinelli 1993; René Massimiliano Marsano 
et al. 2003; Palazzo et al. 2016). The second block is nested in a Stalker4 element 
on an unmapped scaffold (JSAE01000184) suggested to reside in the X or Y 
heterochromatin based on the presence of rDNA and R elements (Palazzo et al. 
2016). We identify both expected junctions between Bari1 and Stalker4 in the all-
female GDL sequences (Supplemental Table S4), indicating that it cannot reside on 
the Y Chromosome. Previous analyses identified the Bari1 tandems in all strains 
examined (n=10) and estimated its copy number at ~80 repeat units (Caggese et al. 
1995). We find the Bari1 array in all 85 GDL strains, ranging from 32 to 130 copies 
(~54,000 to 220,000 bp) (Figure 2-6 H).  
The second known TE-derived satellite is comprised of R1 elements, which 
generally insert only at a specific site in the 28S ribosomal RNA gene. A fragment of 
this satellite was mapped to the X heterochromatin but inferred to not be directly 
within the rDNA array (Kidd and Glover 1980; Peacock et al. 1981). Subsequent 
analyses suggested it has a high copy number but its overall size and organization 
was not known (Eickbush and Eickbush 1995; Stage and Eickbush 2009). We found 
that the array is enormous and fixed in the GDL, ranging from 91 to 273 head-to-tail 
tandem junctions (~500,000 to ~1,300,000 bp) (Fig 5I). Intriguingly, the scaffold 
containing the smaller Bari1 tandem described above ends with five tandem R1 
elements, and the junction between the first R1 and an rDNA unit is evident. We 
suggest that this scaffold also contains the boundary of the megabase-sized R1 
array. 
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We also found that R1 tandem dimers are still being generated. First, we 
discovered several low-copy R1 tandems that have rDNA TSDs longer or shorter 
than 33-nts. These are independent of the R1 array, as we confirmed the previous 
observation that the array contains junctions with a 33-nt TSD of rDNA sequence. 
Second, we find many strains also contain 5’-truncated tandems (Figure 2-8 B), 
suggesting the continuous production of R1 dimers distinct from those in the large 
array. We conclude that our population survey captures R1 elements in both nascent 
and fixed arrays. 
 
The R1 array is more heterogenous than the Bari1 array  
In addition to copy number variation, we discovered many R1 junctions 
corresponding to internal deletions, internal-to-internal tandems, and TEs inserted 
into R1 elements, many of which might reside in the tandem array. Theory predicts 
that evolution by unequal exchange can organize such structural variation into higher 
order repeats (HORs) (Stephan 1989), as is found for the centromeric human alpha 
satellites. We could not determine the exact organization of the array due to the 
impossibility of assembling from Illumina data, but we reasoned that the copy number 
of junctions interspersed across the array should correlate with the overall size of the 
R1 array across lines. As this requires comparing the copy number distributions of 
specific junctions rather than general categories of structures as we have done 
above, we needed a principled strategy for matching junctions across strains. To this 
end, we employed a fuzzy C-means-like algorithm to match junctions across strains, 
using the uncertainty around each junction estimate to inform cluster assignments. 
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We then assessed each junction for a copy number correlation with the head-to-tail 
tandem junction, determining significance with the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure at 
a FDR of 1%. 
 
Figure 2-8 Supplemental Figure S7: A) An alignment between the R1 consensus and a 
representative PacBio read containing tandem R1 elements. Examples of the two high-copy 
tandem junctions identified by ConTExt are denoted with i and ii, one with a small deletion 
near the tandem junction shifting the read pair distribution. B) The scatterplot of all junctions 
identified from all lines in the GDL between the forward and reverse strands of R1. In orange 
are the junctions which display copy number correlation with the array size. In grey are 
junctions which likely reflect concordant reads mislabeled as discordant. 
 
Using this approach, we found 92 junctions involving R1 to have significant 
positive correlations with array size (Supplemental Table S4). Neither negative 
correlations nor any of the many junctions corresponding to R1 insertions in the rDNA 
were identified as significant, either of which would likely reflect false positives, 
suggesting that technical bias is rare. Among the 92 junctions we found 20 tandem 
junctions and 24 internal deletions (Figure 2-8 B). One of these tandem junctions is a 
high copy junction consistent with a small deletion near or spanning the head-to-tail 
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tandem junction, which is present in about one quarter of tandem R1 units; an 
examination of an ISO-1 Pacific Biosciences (PacBio) long read library confirms its 
presence in the array (Figure 2-8 A) (Kim et al. 2014). We also found a number of TE 
insertions into R1 elements that are correlated with the copy number of the array. 
The highest copy examples are specific FW, Circe, and Accord2 insertions averaging 
18, 6, and 6 copies respectively (Supplemental Table S4). Circe has previously been 
described within the array (Losada et al. 1999). The copy numbers and degrees of 
positive correlation we observe also indicate either that these structures are 
dispersed throughout the entire array or constitute subarrays that may be arranged 
as higher-order repeats, as expansion and contraction events that change the array’s 
copy number also alter the copy number of these junctions. For comparison, we 
looked for junctions involving Bari1 that were correlated in copy number with the 
Bari1 head-to-tail tandem junction, and found only 8 junctions, none of which had 
amplified to multiple copies in any strain (Supplemental Table S4). The reference 
genome indicates a Max LTR retrotransposon is inserted into the Bari1 array, but we 
find no evidence of this in the GDL strains, suggesting it is specific to the reference 
strain (Hoskins et al. 2015; R. M. Marsano et al. 2004). Taken together, these 
observations suggest that the R1 array but not the Bari1 array is heterogenous with 
respect to deletions and TE insertions, some of which may be arranged into HORs.  
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Discussion 
ConTExt successfully identifies repetitive structures in NGS data  
Leveraging NGS population genomic datasets to learn about highly repeated 
sequence is a challenging problem. We employed an alignment strategy that maps 
repeat-derived reads to repeat consensus sequences and used mixture modeling to 
interpret the alignment patterns. Applying this method to a panel of five populations, 
we observed multiple stages of TE-derived satellite evolution on-going within a single 
species. We successfully detected previously known tandem structures, including 
tandem junctions among all telomeric TE families and large tandem arrays of the 
Bari1 and R1 elements. We also identified internally deleted TEs as well as nested 
insertions (Figure 2-2 D, E), highlighting the large amount of information about these 
understudied structures present in the thousands of publicly available short-read 
datasets. Furthermore, some of the strategies used in ConTExt may be applied to 
long-read technologies. ConTExt can retain the long-range information provided by 
the GemCode barcoding strategy, and thus could be supplemented with long-range 
information for greater power in mapping structures. The visualization strategies 
employed may also be adapted to PacBio traces for summarizing regions that cannot 
be assembled even with PacBio data, though the statistical model for clustering the 
data would require modification. 
Our strategies have some limitations imposed by our reliance upon sequence 
alignments. Repeat-derived reads rarely align uniquely to the reference genome, 
meaning we cannot locate most structures we identify. Further, reliance on 
consensus sequences limits our survey to known repeat families. However, as the TE 
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families in D. melanogaster are well-characterized this is unlikely to have strongly 
biased our analysis. For less well-characterized species, tools exist to extract repeat 
consensus sequences out of NGS reads (Novak et al. 2013).  
Structure inference from paired-end alignments also has limitations. First, we 
cannot detect junctions containing intervening sequences longer than the consistent 
(±20 bp) mate pair distances of the GDL libraries, such as LTRs exceeding 338 bp. 
Second, chimeric inserts can produce spurious structure discovery calls. We mitigate 
this by only considering structures supported by multiple read pairs with distinct 
coordinates. Further, false positives would be dispersed across the consensus 
sequences rather than concentrated in biologically plausible patterns that we 
observed, such as the tendency of non-LTR retrotransposon dimers to involve 5’-
truncated elements. Moreover, the tandems we find for LTR elements are largely 
restricted to elements with LTRs shorter than the length cutoff expected based on the 
library insert size. False positives resulting from mapping or library preparation 
artifacts would instead appear as head-to-tail dimers regardless of LTR length.  
 
 Transposition drives continuous production of tandem formation 
We discovered that the processes by which TEs transition to satellites are 
actively ongoing in D. melanogaster. Multiple tandem TE dimers from which large 
satellite arrays can expand are common in most D. melanogaster genomes. The 
observed patterns of LTR retrotransposon tandem junctions are consistent with most 
arising from ectopic recombination between LTRs, as has been previously observed 
(Ke and Voytas 1997). In contrast, several observations strongly suggest non-LTR 
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retrotransposon, DNA transposon, and some LTR tandems are formed by multiple 
insertions at the same locus. First, it is well documented that repair mechanisms 
generate direct repeats flanking most TE insertions (Craig 1997). Thus, a tandem 
formed by double insertion should contain a duplicate of the target site within its 
tandem junction. We found this pattern for many of the tandems, in particular the 
majority of P-element dimers. Second, the patterns of 5’-truncated tandems we 
observe in non-LTR retrotransposons support multiple insertion events. Non-LTR 
retrotransposons are prone to losing sequence from their 5’ ends during integration, 
and most non-LTR retrotransposon tandem junctions we found are between the 
intact 3’ end of one element and the 5’-truncated end of the adjacent element. We 
also discovered several non-LTR retrotransposon dimers involving elements with 
distinct 5’-truncations, clear evidence of two independent insertion events.  
Third, if TE dimers form through transposition events then periods of high TE 
activity should also have high rates of dimer formation. Indeed, despite only invading 
the species in the last century, we find that most strains in the GDL contain tandem 
P-elements. We further note that the population frequency of particular dimers varies 
among elements, suggesting discrete periods of dimer formation. Thus, bursts of TE 
activity likely correspond to bursts of tandem formation.  
We emphasize that the mechanism of transposition can almost guarantee 
dimer formation. Dimer formation requires only that an element inserts preferentially 
at certain motifs and generates target site duplications. If so then a new TE insertion 
preserves its target site while generating a new one, enabling subsequent insertions 
at that locus (Figure 2-1 C). This is conceptually similar to the mechanism by which 
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plasmids occasionally integrate in tandem during transformation, where the 
homologous sequence at the integration site is preserved upon integration, thus 
permitting subsequent integrating events at the same site (Orr-Weaver and Szostak 
1983). The propensity of most TE families to form dimers highlights the degree of 
insertion site preference: a TE family which inserted at random sequence would 
almost never be detected in tandem. 
 
Tandem dimers expand into large arrays  
Having discovered that TE dimers are common in natural populations, we 
suggest that their subsequent amplification is the major mechanism generating TE-
derived satellites. We observed one such event, a copy number expansion of a hobo 
dimer to ~16 copies in a single line (Fig. 5G). We also confirmed earlier suggestions 
that the previously discovered array of R1 elements is large, finding that it varies 
between ~530,000-1,300,000 bp in length. Our analysis suggest that it likely 
originated when an R1 dimer formed within an rDNA unit, and then expanded. We 
further found that many independent deletions and TE insertions occurred within the 
array subsequent to its expansion, some of which also expanded in copy number. 
The obvious candidate for causing such expansions is unequal exchange.  
While the R1 and hobo arrays contain target site duplications clearly indicating 
that they originated as a dimer, the junctions within the two Bari1 arrays instead 
display several unusual features: they are missing sequence from their terminal 
inverted repeats, each ends with a partial element at its 5’ edge, and the smaller 
array is flanked by a ~500-nt TSD inconsistent with Bari1’s usual transposition 
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mechanism (René Massimiliano Marsano et al. 2003). Rolling circle replication is a 
plausible explanation, with TIR sequence being lost during circle formation and the 
partial terminal elements resulting from utilization of a random cut site due to the 
incomplete TIRs (René Massimiliano Marsano et al. 2003). However, the absence of 
target site duplication at the tandem junctions does not preclude the alternative 
possibility that the Bari1 arrays arose by tandem insertion of two Bari1 elements, 
followed by partial deletion of the terminal inverted repeats at the junction, and then 
expansion by unequal crossing over. We suggest that deletions of TIRs may be 
common for DNA transposon dimers, as most hobo dimers (24/36) harbored similar 
deletions. The expansion of such a dimer would result in an array where each 
junction contains an identical deletion, as found in the Bari1 arrays.  
 
Tandem persistence and TIR status  
P-element dimers, which are younger than 100 years old, generally have intact 
TIRs. By contrast, a large P-element related array in D. guanche is comprised of 
elements missing ~100 nt of terminal sequence (Miller et al. 1992), and all elements 
in the fixed Bari1 tandem array have incomplete TIRs (René Massimiliano Marsano 
et al. 2003). The terminal inverted repeats at the ends of DNA transposons are 
endonuclease cut sites, which should expose the tandem to elevated rates of double 
strand breaks (DSBs) and unequal exchange. By contrast, tandems lacking intact 
TIRs will experience a reduced rate of DSBs and fewer recombination events over 
time. Charlesworth et al. proposed that tandem arrays in regions with high 
recombination rates should be lost more rapidly than those in low recombination 
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regions, shaping the genome-wide distribution of satellite sequence (Charlesworth, 
Langley, and Stephan 1986). More generally, they proposed that this applies to any 
satellite with features that reduce the rate of unequal exchange. We suggest that 
presence or absence of intact TIRs may shape the rate at which tandem DNA 
transposons persist, with tandems harboring intact TIRs being lost more rapidly. A 
second possibility is that the palindrome formed by inverted repeats at the tandem 
junction leads to hairpin secondary structures, which may be prone to deletions. 
 
Heterogeneity differences between arrays 
The R1 array is substantially more heterogeneous than the Bari1 array, 
harboring a number of deletions and TE insertions residing within the array. Such 
organization is typical of many satellite arrays where TEs tend to accrete to the 
edges of the array (Khost, Eickbush, and Larracuente 2017; McAllister and Werren 
1999). One explanation is that the R1 array is older than the Bari1 array. Consistent 
with the R1 array being relatively old, we find that most of its variant structures are at 
relatively high population frequency, indicating that they were present when the GDL 
populations diverged. Alternatively, differences in the recombination rates at the two 
arrays might account for their structural differences, as heterogeneity and higher-
order structure arise naturally when the rate of unequal exchange  is low relative to 
the mutation rate (Stephan and Cho 1994). A third possibility is that homogeneity of 
the Bari1 array is maintained by purifying selection, perhaps as a source of piRNAs 
or as a structural element.  
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Implications of tandem TEs 
While the structures we describe are present in most genomes, they cannot be 
detected by the standard tools for structural variant discovery. They have thus been 
largely ignored in previous analyses of TE structural variation despite having known 
biological effects, such as on gene expression. For example, tandem P-element 
transgenes induce position-effect variegation, the strength of which increases with 
copy number (Dorer and Henikoff 1994). This is likely because TE insertions are 
silenced by the piRNA pathway (Brennecke et al. 2007) and this can impact nearby 
genes (Lee 2015; Shpiz et al. 2014). TEs also frequently carry internal regulatory 
elements that can be recruited into gene regulatory networks and even alter the 
three-dimensional organization of the genome (Byrd and Corces 2003; Feschotte 
2008). Loehlin et al recently described synergistic increases in the expression of 
recently duplicated genes which may result from concentrating regulatory elements 
(Loehlin and Carroll 2016). We suggest therefore that future studies on the functional 
impacts of TE variation should consider whether the insertions in question are single 
elements or tandemly arrayed. This is particularly important for elements with strong 
site preferences such as P-elements, with insertional hotspots being most likely to 
harbor tandem structures.  
 
Methods 
Overview 
 First, we align reads to the consensus sequences of known repeats. Second, 
we employ a clustering strategy to infer structures from the distributions of discordant 
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read pairs in each library. Specifically, we seek to identify junctions: sequence 
coordinates that are non-neighboring in the reference genome but which neighbor 
each other in the sequenced genome (Bashir et al. 2008). We use mixture modeling 
to identify a generative model that explains the observed distribution of aligned read 
pairs. This general approach not only allows us to identify the presence and copy 
number of tandem structures, but also deletions internal to repeats, and insertions 
into both unique and repeated sequence. Importantly, it can be applied to any 
genome for which the repeat families are known.  
 
 Constructing the repeat index 
We used Repbase repeat annotations (release 19.06) (Bao, Kojima, and 
Kohany 2015) for D. melanogaster and supplemented these with additional repeats. 
To remove redundant entries, we manually curated the index by performing all 
pairwise alignments to identify entries that share considerable homology. While we 
subsequently refer to the entries as consensus sequences, not all are true 
consensus sequences; rather, some are representative examples. We use the 
Repbase nomenclature for repeats, with the exception of the Bari transposon which 
we refer to as Bari1 (Kaminker et al. 2002). 
We supplemented the set of consensuses sequences with data from several 
sources. First, we added a set of simple and complex satellites found at 
<http://www.fruitfly.org/sequence/sequence_db/na_re.dros>. We also included the 
rDNA sequence from (Stage and Eickbush 2007), and additional TE sequences from 
(Zanni et al. 2013). Additionally, due the diversity of Het-A copies, we extracted five 
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highly divergent variants of the telomeric TE Het-A from the reference genome and 
included these in the set of consensus sequences. Further, the TART telomeric TEs 
contain very long perfect repeats, which we removed from the consensus and placed 
in separate entries, in accord with how LTRs are handled for LTR retrotransposons 
(Jurka 2000). 
This set of sequences contained redundancies that would have complicated 
interpreting the alignments; for example, there were two Protop variants which simply 
corresponded to internally deleted elements. We manually curated the index by 
performing all pairwise alignments to identify entries that share considerable 
homology (Altschul et al. 1990). To make this tractable, we used a clustering strategy 
to organize these pairwise alignments into groups of potentially redundant entries. 
We constructed a graph where nodes represent sequences and any pair of 
sequences that share a BLASTn alignment of >80% identity were connected with an 
edge. We used the Louvain algorithm (Blondel et al. 2008) as implemented in the 
Python package louvain 0.5.3 to partition this graph into communities which we then 
manually inspected; this is purely an organizational step to simplify manual curation. 
When two sequences represented the same repeat, we aligned them to the 
reference, and favored the most complete element that was present at multiple 
insertions. We also aligned all remaining elements to themselves to identify any LTRs 
that had not been removed and gave them their own entries. 
The quality of this index has the potential to impact our interpretation of the 
data. With respect to our major focus on tandems, if the true start and end of an 
element are incorrectly located internally in its consensus sequence, then every 
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instance of that repeat in the genome will artifactually produce the signature of a 
tandem, generating the appearance of a multicopy, high-population-frequency 
tandem. Therefore, whenever we saw an element with such a junction in our 
analyses, we examined the alignments of the consensus sequence to the reference 
genome to confirm that our consensus sequence correctly captured the start and end 
of the repeat. Batumi, Foldback and Vatovio are not included in subsequent analyses 
due to errors in Repbase entries and their consequent propensity for mapping 
artifacts. 
 
Read preprocessing 
 We used Trimmomatic for read quality control (Bolger, Lohse, and Usadel 
2014). We removed all sequence from the 3’-ends such that the average PHRED 
score was ≥ 20 in all remaining 4-nt windows and discarded any trimmed reads less 
than 40-nt long. Because we can only detect a junction if it falls in the gap of a read 
pair, we trimmed all remaining reads to 70-bp from their 3’-ends to increase the size 
of this gap. 
 
Aligning reads to repeats 
We employed a two-step alignment procedure, first aligning the reads to the 
set of all individual repeats extracted from the reference genome (including the 
unmapped contigs), and then collapsing these alignments onto the corresponding 
consensus sequence.  
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We first used RepeatMasker (Smit, Hubley, and Green 2015) to both hard-
mask release 6.01 of the D. melanogaster reference genome (Hoskins et al. 2015) 
for repeats (ensuring repeat-derived reads are assigned to the repeat index) and to 
identify the location of all instances of each repeat family, using the most sensitive 
seed setting. We extracted these repeats from the reference to construct an index of 
individual insertions. We then used Bowtie 2 (version 2.1.0) to align the reads in each 
read pair as single-end reads to both the repeat-masked reference genome and the 
index of individual repeats (Langmead and Salzberg 2012).  
Alignments were then collapsed onto the corresponding repeat consensus 
sequences guided by BLASTN alignments between the individual insertions and the 
consensus sequences. We first used BLASTN (Altschul et al. 1990) to align all 
individual repeats to all repeat consensus sequences, and kept those alignments 
where the identity was at least 80%. If an individual repeat aligned multiple times to 
the set of consensus sequences, we chose the alignment with the lowest e-value; if 
there were ties we chose the longest alignment. The result of this is a table 
describing how the coordinates in each individual insertion correspond to coordinates 
in the corresponding consensus sequence. We then used the BLAST traceback 
strings to convert the aligned coordinates of reads from individual insertions to the 
corresponding coordinates on consensus sequences. If the new aligned length of the 
read on the consensus was either less than 50% or greater than 150% of the original 
read length, that alignment was rejected and the read was marked as unaligned. We 
then updated the CIGAR and MD strings to reflect the new alignment. 
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 We filtered out any non-repeat-derived reads aligning to the reference 
genome with mapping quality scores less than 20. Because the index of all TE 
insertions in the genome is highly repetitive, mapping quality scores are not 
informative of alignment quality and so we do not apply the same filter to repeat 
aligned reads. 
 
Figure 2-9: Visualizing and approximating read pair distributions. A) A representative gap 
size distribution from sample N03. Dots represent the observed frequency of specific gap 
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sizes, the red line is the kernel density estimate of the gap size distribution, and the orange 
line is the gap size distribution conditioned upon the read pairs spanning a junction. B) A 
schematic depicting a read pair spanning a junction (orange marker). The red arrows depict 
the forward (above the line) and reverse (below the line) reads. The distance between reads 
can be partitioned into two components: the distance from the forward read to the junction 
(d_y) and the distance from the reverse read to the junction (d_x). C) The distribution of 
1,000 read pairs spanning the same junction (black x) as a two-dimensional scatterplot, 
where the Y-axis corresponds to the position of the forward reads and X-axis the position of 
the reverse reads. The Manhattan distance between read pairs and the junction (i.e. 
d_x+d_y) follows the gap size distribution and thus points equidistant from the junction fall 
along 45-degree diagonals yielding diagonal read pair distributions. We estimate the location 
of the underlying junction as the average read pair coordinate (red square) offset by half the 
mean gap size along both the X- and Y- axes (orange dot depicts the estimate). There are 
two perpendicular components of variance in this distribution, one reflecting how the read 
pair is offset from the junction (V1) and the other reflecting the gap size (V2). D) A zoomed in 
view of the scatterplot in Fig 2C overlayed with the fitted Gaussian Mixture Model used to 
cluster the read pairs. Each dot reflects the 3’-end of a read pair. Dots with the same color 
belong to the same cluster. The ellipses indicate the location and shape of the component 
distributions in the fitted GMM. E) A depiction of how a scale parameter along an eigenvector 
(in this case V1) is determined to obtain a suitable Gaussian approximation of the read pair 
distribution so that the data can be clustered. Each dot is the performance of the EM 
algorithm given a scale parameter on a bootstrapped sample of read pair distributions from 
the training set. The blue trendline is the fitted Gaussian process regression between scale 
parameters and clustering performance, and represents the expected performance at a given 
parameter. The green dotted line indicates the performance cutoff, and the orange dotted 
line the parameter at which clustering performance is expected to drop below this cutoff. 
 
Estimating the gap size distribution 
The distribution of reads spanning a junction depends upon the size 
distribution of read pairs in the library. We refer to the distance between the 5’ ends 
of a concordant read pair as the insert size, and the interval of sequence between the 
3’ ends of a read pair as the gap. For a junction to be detected, it must be spanned 
by the gap (junctions interrupting a read will likely prevent its alignment), so for each 
library we estimated the gap size distribution with a kernel density estimate, choosing 
the bandwidth by 2-fold cross-validation (Figure 2-9 A)  
To accomplish this, we examined the set of all reads aligned to the major 
chromosome arms of the reference genome. Because we knew a priori that the 
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average insert size in the GDL is around 500 bp, we considered any read pair 
putatively concordant where the reads 1) map to opposite strands, 2) are oriented 
toward each other, and 3) have a distance between 3’ ends of less than 1kb. On 
each of the major autosome arms we counted the number of reads with each 
possible gap size between 0 and 1,000, and normalized this to obtain separate 
estimates of the gap size distribution (Figure 2-9 A). Rather than fit parametric 
distributions to the observed gap size frequencies, we employed the nonparametric 
kernel density estimator (KDE) with a Gaussian kernel.  We chose an optimal 
bandwidth by 2-fold cross validation (CV). In short, as we constructed a separate gap 
size distribution for each autosome arm, we have four estimated frequencies for each 
gap size, which we assign to two complementary subsets at each iteration of CV; 
within each subset, the frequencies at each gap size were averaged and the 
distributions normalized to sum to one.  We constructed 100 such subsets, and 
cross-validated with respect to the mean-squared error (MSE) over a range of 
bandwidths between 0 and 100, performing an exponential search over four orders of 
magnitude. We then pooled the reads from across the chromosomes, taking the KDE 
with the chosen bandwidth. 
For simulations of read distributions, we use the kernel density estimate 
conditioned on the reads spanning a junction which accounts for small inserts being 
less likely to span a junction and is approximately given by: 
𝑃(𝑔|𝐽) =
𝑃(𝑔)×𝑔
∑ 𝑃(𝑙)×𝑙𝑙
, 𝑔~𝐺, where G is the gap size distribution.  
In all subsequent sections, we consider a read pair concordant when its two 
reads map to opposite strands and are oriented toward each other, and when its gap 
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size falls between the .5%-percentile and the 99.5%-percentile of the gap size 
distribution. 
 
Alignment Parameters 
We aligned the data with parameters [bowtie2-align -p <# threads> -<phred 
format of data> --score-min L,0,<-.64 or -1.0> -L 22 -x <Index> -U <infile> -S 
<outfile>] and use -.64 as the alignment threshold for the reference genome and -1.0 
as the alignment threshold for the insertion index. 
 
Representing paired-end alignments as two-dimensional scatterplots 
A read pair can be represented as a point in a two-dimensional space, where 
the X- axis represents the sequence and strand to which one read maps, and the Y-
axis represent the sequence and strand to which the other read maps (Supplemental 
Figure 2-9 B,C, Figure 2-2C). This is an effective visualization strategy for manually 
examining the patterns of TE insertions into unique sequence and into repetitive 
sequence. Organizing reads where both ends map to the same sequence requires 
additional constraints. For read pairs that map to opposite strands of the same 
sequence, we assign the reverse strand to the X-axis and the forward strand to the 
Y-axis. For read pairs that map to the same strands of the same sequence, there is 
ambiguity as to which axes the reads should be assigned. In the case of forward-
forward read pairs, we assign the read with the higher sequence coordinate to the X-
axis, and for reverse-reverse, we assign the read with the lower sequence coordinate 
to the X-axis.  
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Discovering structures with mixture modeling 
The problem of structural variant discovery can be framed as trying to identify 
clusters of read pairs that span junctions. While agglomerative clustering strategies 
are successful at identifying structural variation in unique sequence (Medvedev, 
Stanciu, and Brudno 2009), the alignment patterns of repeat-derived reads are more 
challenging to resolve. This is because one is collapsing reads derived from up to 
megabases of sequence onto consensus sequences less than 10kb in length, and so 
read pairs representing distinct junctions are often crowded and sometimes 
interspersed. Mixture modelling, however, provides tools for clustering data, 
especially when clusters are partially overlapping. Therefore, we model the 
distribution of discordant read pairs within a scatterplot with a Gaussian Mixture 
Model (GMM) (Figure 2-9 D). A junction involving a repeat will generate a distribution 
of discordant read pairs (Figure 2-9 B, C), and so the set of discordant read pairs, 𝑋, 
in a scatterplot can be thought of as arising from a mixture of many distributions, 
each corresponding to a junction (Figure 2-9 D): 
𝑃(𝑋) = ∏ ∑ 𝜙𝑘𝑁(𝑋𝑖| 𝜇𝑘, Σ)
𝑘𝑖
 
Thus, each component, 𝑘, in the GMM corresponds to a junction, with the 
mean, 𝜇𝑘, relating to the junction’s sequence coordinates, the mixing proportion, 𝜙𝑘, 
relating to the number of read pairs spanning that junction, and the covariance, Σ, 
reflecting the library’s gap size distribution. The actual distribution of read pairs 
spanning a junction is not Gaussian (Figure 2-9 C), however the approximation 
makes the problem tractable and we use Gaussians with sufficiently large 
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covariances to cluster the read pair distributions. We fit the GMM using an 
accelerated Expectation-Maximization algorithm (Dempster, Laird, and Rubin 1977) 
(Varadhan and Roland 2008). We then use the fitted GMM to group read pairs into 
clusters that correspond to junctions, assigning each read pair to the most likely 
component (Figure 2-2 C, Figure 2-9 D). Once clusters are identified, we remove 
clusters that are possibly technical artifacts and estimate the sequence coordinates 
and copy number of the underlying junctions in a manner that accounts for GC-bias 
in read depth. Further details of the EM implementation, covariance selection (Figure 
2-9 E), and post-processing of the identified clusters are described in the subsequent 
sections. Summaries of clustering parameters and performance can be found in 
Supplemental Table 1 
 
An Expectation-Maximization algorithm for identifying structures 
To fit the GMM to the data, we employ an Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm 
accelerated with the SquareEM procedure (Varadhan and Roland 2008). We use the 
standard update equations for a GMM to update the means and mixing proportions of 
the model, but hold the covariance constant and tied among all components 
(Melnykov and Maitra 2010). The covariance parameter describes the shape of the 
component distributions; as this relates to the insert size distribution of the 
sequencing library and does not vary among the individual distributions, it can be 
learned prior to clustering the data. This constraint coupled with soft-cluster 
assignments during EM allows the algorithm to automatically identify a reasonable 
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number of clusters given the data, provided that the number of the initial components 
is greater than the number of real clusters in the data ( 
Figure 2-10 A,B). This makes solving the clustering problem tractable and 
easy to automate because it eliminates the need for model selection with respect to 
the number of components in the mixture model. 
 
Figure 2-10: A) Number of clusters identified in artificial data by EM as a function of initial 
components specified when initialized by standard Forgy. We generated 25 artificial 
distributions from the N14 insert size distribution such that no distributions overlap and 
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clustered using GMMs ranging from 2 to 500 components in size with the appropriate 
covariance for N14. While this initialization method does not constrain components to be at 
least distance d apart, it does require that each data point be explained by at least one 
component, and adds additional components if necessary, which is why the smallest cluster 
count is 14. Even after the number of components exceeds 200, the algorithm tends to 
recover 28 clusters. Using the distance-constrained Forgy initialization scheme identified 28 
clusters in 996 of a 1,000 EM runs, and 29 in the remaining four. B) The artificial data 
clustered with a 500 component GMM (red in A); different clusters are denoted by color.  
 
 Several details of the implementation affect the algorithm’s behavior. First, in 
SquareEM, a parameter, α, is computed at each iteration based on how the EM 
update step behaves over a series of test updates and which controls the rate at 
which EM updates move through parameter space; an additional iterative procedure 
is required to tune α to preserve EM’s guarantee that the updated model is at least as 
good as the current model. We limited this tuning procedure to 10 iterations, after 
which if a suitable α is not identified we set α = -1, which corresponds to a single 
standard EM update (and thus guaranteeing the likelihood increases monotonically). 
Second, to ensure the model includes more components than the number of true 
clusters in the data, we initialize components on randomly chosen data points, but 
with the constraint that no two components be placed within distance D of each other, 
and add components until there are no eligible data points remaining. D is set equal 
to 
1
2
(
𝜎1+ 𝜎2
2
), where 𝜎1 and 𝜎2 are the standard deviations of the component 
distributions along the first and second eigenvectors of the covariance matrix. This 
heuristic further ensures that components are well-distributed across the data, rather 
than concentrated near high copy structures. Third, as the EM iterations proceed, 
components are merged if their means ever attain the same integer values. The EM 
procedure is terminated when the change in the log-likelihood drops below 10-3 or 
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after 200 iterations. In practice, the algorithm almost always terminates prior to 200 
iterations. Very rarely, an initialization fails to converge; whenever this happens, D is 
recursively reduced to . 9𝐷 to increase the number of components in the model and 
the algorithm is reinitialized and repeated until it converges. Hard clusters are 
subsequently formed by assigning each read pair to the most likely cluster. 
Setting the model covariance 
An appropriate covariance matrix for the component distributions needs to be 
identified for each sequencing library before it can be clustered. A bivariate 
covariance matrix, 𝛴 , oriented at angle 𝜃 can be decomposed 𝛴 = 𝑄𝛬𝑄−1, where Q 
is a matrix with eigenvectors as columns of the form 𝑄 = [
cos(𝜃 ) − sin(𝜃)
sin(𝜃) cos(𝜃)
] and 𝛬 is 
a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues  [
𝜎1
2 0
0 𝜎2
2]. Because we know that the distributions 
should be oriented at an angle of 45∘ relative to the X and Y axes, we set 𝑄 =
[ √
2
−2
√2
−2
− √2
−2
√2
−2 ] when the axes represent the same strand and 𝑄 = [
√2
−2
− √2
−2
√2
−2
√2
−2 ] when 
the axes represent different strands. Then the matrix 𝛬 of eigenvalues 𝜎1
2 and 𝜎2
2 
specifies the covariance and corresponds to the variances of a bivariate Gaussian 
along the two eigenvectors. Rather than optimize the variances, we optimized with 
respect to the standard deviations 𝜎1 and 𝜎2. 
To identify the smallest pair of eigenvalues expected to yield a good clustering 
of the data, we considered the algorithm’s performance on a set of training data. We 
constructed the training set from insertions of a few high-copy TE families (roo, hobo, 
Baggins, and DMCR1A) into unique sequence on the major chromosome arms (2L, 
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2R, 3L, 3R, X). To identify insertions, we clustered the set of read pairs where one 
end is anchored in a repeat sequence and the other on a chromosome arm for each 
combination of training family, chromosome arm, and strand using single linkage 
agglomerative clustering with a distance cutoff of 𝛿. We chose 𝛿 using the library’s 
gap size distribution to perform 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations of three read pairs 
spanning a junction and determining the maximum distance on either axis between 
the adjacent reads in a simulated cluster; 𝛿 is set equal to the 99%-quantile of this 
maximum distance. We kept all such clusters with at least three reads. To exclude 
aberrant clusters and PCR-duplicated singletons from the training set, we removed 
any training cluster that did not yield a single cluster upon reclustering with the 
largest tested covariance matrix Λ = [
𝜎1,𝑚𝑎𝑥
2 0
0 𝜎2,𝑚𝑎𝑥
2 ] or which yielded a single cluster 
upon reclustering with a very small covariance matrix Λ = [
1 0
0 1
]. 
To choose 𝜎1 we assessed clustering performance with Λ = [
𝜎1
2 0
0 𝜎2,𝑚𝑎𝑥
2 ] for 
values of 𝜎1 between 1 and 𝜎1,𝑚𝑎𝑥 with a step size of 1. At each 𝜎1 we resample with 
replacement the training set to obtain a sample of 150 training clusters, used 
SquareEM to recluster each with a 10-component GMM without the constraint that 
initial components must be distance d apart, and computed average clustering 
performance, 𝛾. As we expect that each entry in the training set represents a single 
true cluster, we defined clustering performance on each training cluster as the mean 
proportion of reads in the largest cluster identified by EM upon reclustering, such that 
performance equals 1 if the original cluster is recovered and is less than 1 if it is not. 
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To model the expected clustering performance as a function of 𝜎1 we employed 
Gaussian Process (GP) Regression as implemented in Scikit-Learn (Pedregosa et al. 
2011), an expressive regression model which learns nonlinear relationships from an 
extensive family of functions; the kernel of the GP is constructed as 
𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 × (𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 +  𝑊ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑁𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒) with bounds on the Rational 
Quadratic kernel’s length scales at 1e-20 and 1e20, and the associated 
hyperparameters chosen by gradient ascent with respect to log-likelihood. We fit with 
20 restarts to reduce the odds of becoming trapped at local maxima and use the 
expectation of the fitted model to set the optimal parameter ?̂?1 equal to the smallest 
𝜎1 such that the predicted performance is greater than 𝛼1 (Figure 2-9 E). We then 
assessed clustering performance with Λ = [
?̂?1
2 0
0 𝜎2
2]  for values of 𝜎2 between 1 and 
𝜎2,𝑚𝑎𝑥 with a step size of 1, and use the expectation of the fitted GP model to set ?̂?2 
equal to the smallest 𝜎2 such that the predicted performance is greater than 𝛼2. We 
specified the covariance matrix of the GMM for the dataset using 𝛬 = [
?̂?1
2 0
0 ?̂?2
2]. We 
set 𝜎1,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 333, 𝜎2,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 80, 𝛼1 = .99, and 𝛼2 = .97 based on manual examination 
of clustering performance in a few datasets. 
Assessing clustering performance 
We were primarily concerned with the precision (
𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
) and recall (
𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
) of 
our algorithm which are dependent on the numbers of True Positives (TP), False 
Positives (FP), and False Negatives (FN). Here, Positive and Negative respond to the 
statement “These two reads belong in the same cluster.” As this is dependent on 
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knowing the true labels, we assessed performance on simulated data. Ensuring that 
the algorithm has good recall is important for structure discovery, as a high false 
negative rate means that the algorithm is likely to identify multiple junctions, where in 
truth there is only one. Precision, however, is important when studying repeats, as 
distinct structures often involve similar junctions which yield overlapping read pair 
distributions that must be resolved; a high false positive rate means that the algorithm 
will identify a single junction where there are in fact multiple distinct junctions.  We 
employed two tests to each dataset to summarize how the algorithm behaves in each 
situation. 1) We assessed recall as a function of the number of reads in a cluster and 
2) assessed precision as a function of the distance between two junctions along both 
eigenvectors of the model’s covariance. 
To assess our ability to recover true clusters as a function of read counts for a 
particular sample, for each read count from 2 to 20, we clustered twenty sets of ten 
simulated read pair distributions of that read count and computed the recall as 
implemented in Scikit-Learn. 
To assess our ability to distinguish two nearby junctions in a given dataset, we 
considered the precision on simulated distributions of 20 reads each spanning 
junctions spaced some distance apart. We tested precision along both the first and 
second eigenvectors of the covariance matrix, clustering ten simulated mixture 
distributions at each of 150 evenly spaced distances between zero and four times the 
covariance matrix’s standard deviation along the corresponding eigenvector. As the 
relationship between precision and distance is sigmoidal, we summarized the trend 
with the generalized logistic function 𝑓(𝑥) = 𝐴 +
𝐾−𝐴
(1+𝑄𝑒−𝐵(𝑥−𝑀))
1/𝑣 where A and K are 
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the lower and upper asymptotes respectively. We used nonlinear least-squares 
regression, fitting with scipy.optimize.curvefit. We set A=min(Precision) and K=1. We 
chose as our initial guess Q=1, B=1, v=1 , such that when x=M, 𝑓(𝑥) = 𝐴 +
1
2
(𝐾 − 𝐴) 
and will be halfway between the two asymptotes, so we set M halfway between the 
largest X such that y is at the lower asymptote and the smallest X such that y is at the 
upper asymptote. For all but two samples this initialization method found a good 
solution. In these two samples, we repeated the regression, setting M with the more 
robust initial guess 𝑀 = 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛({𝑥: 𝐴 < 𝑦(𝑥) < 𝐾}), and obtained reasonable fits 
both times. 
Efficiency of EM on the Global Diversity Lines 
When applied to the GDL, the algorithm converged prior to 200 iterations in all 
but 55 of the 1,137,005 EM runs; 46 of these 55 were cases where a precision error 
prevented convergence, and the algorithm was reinitialized. The average time to 
convergence was .03 seconds (median .004) requiring on average 3.76 SquareEM 
iterations. 
Estimating the read depth distributions 
Because the GC-content of read pairs can bias estimates of read depth (Dohm 
et al. 2008), we constructed the joint distribution of the read depth of a position and 
the expected GC-content of the PCR amplicon for a read pair spanning that position. 
We computed the expected GC-content of a read pair spanning each position in the 
reference genome using the read length and insert size distribution. To exclude 
mismapped read pairs we restrict ourselves to read pairs where the sum of the 
mapping qualities of both ends was more than 30. To exclude homozygous deletions 
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and masked sequence, we excluded positions where the average coverage within a 
470 nt window was less than .1 or the proportion of repeat-masked nucleotides in the 
same window exceeded 1%. We then combined the coverage and %GC signals into 
a separate two-dimensional histogram for each autosome arm, where %GC is 
divided into 1% bins. Rather than fit parametric distributions to the observed read 
depth frequencies, we employed the nonparametric kernel density estimator with a 
Gaussian kernel to account for the wide range of shapes we observed.  We chose an 
optimal bandwidth for each %GC bin separately by 2-fold cross validation (CV). In 
short, as we constructed a separate conditional read depth distribution for each 
autosome arm, we have four frequency estimates for each read count, which we 
assign to two complementary subsets at each iteration of CV; within each subset, the 
frequencies at each read count are averaged and the distributions are normalized to 
sum to one. Because the frequency of positions where read count = 0 is still partially 
contaminated by deletions and masked positions, we excluded this bin from CV to 
avoid oversmoothing.  We constructed 100 such subsets, and cross-validated with 
respect to the mean-squared error (MSE) over a range of bandwidths between 0 and 
100, performing an exponential search.   
 
Identifying putative technical artifacts 
Chimeric inserts are a common source of false positives when inferring 
structures from paired-end data. Because they arise when two fragments of the 
genome are joined by chance during library preparation, they will not produce a 
diagonal cluster of reads, like a true junction, but rather one or more identical read 
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pairs. The presence of PCR duplicates means that not all chimeric inserts will be 
singletons, but rather there may be multiple reads with identical 5’-ends. Thus, we 
only considered structures identified by EM that were supported by two or more 
reads with distinct 5’ coordinates. Clusters that failed to meet this criterion were 
flagged as putative technical artifacts. 
 
Estimating the location of junctions 
Each cluster of read pairs should represent the junction of a structure in the 
sequenced genome, and the distance between each read pair and the true junction 
location is the gap size of that read pair. So, we estimated the location of the 
underlying junction as the average position of all read pairs in the cluster, offset by 
one-half the average gap size along both the X- and Y-axes. The offset is negative 
on reverse strands, positive on forward strands (Figure 2-9 B). 
 
Estimating junction copy number 
We estimated the copy number, N, of structures in a manner that accounts for 
GC-bias by modeling the read count, X, of a tandem junction as the sum of the reads 
originating from each of the N copies of the junction in the sequenced genome: 
𝑋 = ∑ 𝑥𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1
,      𝑥𝑖 ∼ 𝑅𝑔𝑐 
where 𝑅𝑔𝑐 is the read count distribution for a single copy sequence with the 
same local GC-content as the junction (see Supplemental Methods). To express 
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beliefs about the copy number given the number of supporting reads, we compute 
the posterior distribution as: 
 𝑃(𝑁|𝑋) ∝ 𝑃(𝑋|𝑁) 
To compute the likelihood 𝑃(𝑋|𝑁) we make use of the Central Limit Theorem 
(CLT). As read depth is modelled as the sum of independent and identically 
distributed random variables, provided N is not very small, 𝑃(𝑋|𝑁) should be well 
approximated by the Normal distribution 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(𝜇𝑔𝑐𝑁, 𝜎𝑔𝑐√𝑁) , where 𝜇𝑔𝑐 and 
𝜎𝑔𝑐are the mean and standard deviation of read depth over a single copy junction. In 
practice, even for small 𝑁 we found this yielded good estimate of the posterior, so we 
employed this approximate likelihood rather than the more computationally intensive 
exact likelihood with convolutions of the read depth distribution. Thus: 
𝑃(𝑋|𝑁) = 𝑃(𝑋), 𝑋 ∼ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(𝜇𝑔𝑐𝑁, 𝜎𝑔𝑐√𝑁)  
We used the posterior distribution to obtain maximum a posterior (MAP) 
estimates of copy number as well as to define 98% credible intervals around the MAP 
estimates. We approximate the normalization factor for the posterior as the sum 
∑ 𝑃(𝑋|𝑁)
⌊𝑋/𝜇𝑔𝑐⌋+2000
𝑁=1 , not considering copy number hypotheses greater than 2000 
more than the expected copy number. 
 
Identifying reads containing tandem junctions 
Tandem dimers arising from double insertions should contain sequence from 
the target site within their tandem junctions. The length of intervening sequence may 
vary depending on the element, and non-LTR retrotransposons are known to have 
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variable target site duplications (Linheiro and Bergman 2012). Consequently, the 
amount of sequence derived from the tandem elements themselves may be small. 
We therefore used permissive alignment criteria to identify reads spanning tandem 
junctions, and then restricted ourselves to tandem junctions whose existence was 
also supported by read pair alignments. To identify reads that might contain tandem 
junctions, we went back to the raw sequencing reads for each sample and extracted 
all reads containing an 11-14 nucleotide seed from the 3’-end of each DNA and non-
LTR TE. For DNA transposons, the seed is the exact 3’-end, but as many non-LTR 
contain polyA tracts at the 3’-ends of their consensus sequences, we chose a 12-nt 
sequence within 20 nt of the polyA tract. Because the initial seeds were short, we 
then BLASTed these reads against the repeat consensus sequences and assigned 
each read to the element with which it formed the best high-scoring pair as 
determined by e-value and then realigned each read to that element’s consensus. If 
a read contains a tandem junction there should be two non-overlapping intervals 
homologous to the repeat, so we first selected the hit with the highest e-value, 
excluded any other alignments overlapping this hit and among the remaining hits 
chose the highest e-value alignment. If there were two equally good alignments, we 
chose the alignment which matched the strand of the first hit. We required that both 
alignments have e-values less than .05 and that they extend to within 3 nt of the 
read’s end. To further ensure the reads contained true tandem junctions, for DNA 
transposons we required that the junctions involve sequence within 10-nt of each end 
of the consensus. To avoid discarding 5’-truncated elements, we did not apply this 
criterion to non-LTR retrotransposon tandems. 
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To identify intervening sequence, we extracted all sequence between the ends 
of the tandem repeats. To ensure a sequence and its reverse complement were 
treated as equivalent, we choose the lexicographically maximum string of each 
intervening sequence and its reverse complement. To exclude long polyA tracts from 
the intervening sequences of non-LTR retrotransposons, we removed polyA and 
polyT tracts five nucleotides or more in length, along with all sequence 5’ or 3’, 
respectively.  
 
Mapping tandem dimers to specific TE insertions 
 To infer the location of a tandem dimer, we first identified sequencing reads in 
that strain containing the tandem junction as described above (Figure 2-7 B).  From 
these reads we identified any intervening sequence at the junction and identified 
every locus in the reference genome matching this motif. For motifs 9-bp or longer, 
we used BLASTN with an e-value cutoff of 10 and accepted the top hit and all other 
hits whose e-values were within 2-orders of magnitude of the best e-value. For motifs 
7- or 8-bp in length, we required an exact match to either the sequence or its reverse 
complement and employed string matching. We did not attempt to map any dimer 
whose intervening sequence was less than 7-bp.  
 An eight-nucleotide motif will occur hundreds of times in the genome, but we 
reasoned that if only one matching locus contained an insertion of that TE family, it 
was the likely location of the dimer. We therefore identified the location of each 
insertion of that TE family in the strain with the motif-containing tandem junction 
(Figure 2-7 C-F). We considered the locus of an intervening sequence to match a TE 
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insertion junction if its location estimates were within 150-nt. We only considered 
dimers that could be uniquely mapped to a single location. We note that while we 
putatively mapped R1 tandems to two locations in autosomal heterochromatin, these 
were driven by partial alignments with distinct target site duplications, and we believe 
these are likely artifacts; thus, we excluded R1 from our efforts to map dimers. 
 
Inferring euchromatic TE insertions from junctions 
A TE insertion generates two junctions, one with either side of the insertion 
site. These junctions should fall in opposite quadrants of our scatterplots (e.g. (-,-) 
and (+,+) or (-,+) and (+,-) ). Thus, identifying insertions from the set of junctions 
requires matching pairs of junctions. Because insertions along the assembled 
chromosome arms are likely to be far apart, we favored a simple clustering strategy. 
We therefore employed single linkage agglomerative clustering with a distance cutoff 
of 300 nt to cluster all junctions of a given element in opposite quadrants of each 
chromosome arm. To ensure we did not miss reference insertions – which will be 
masked – we disregarded masked nucleotides when computing distance. We 
estimated the insertion’s location as the average estimated position of its junctions. 
 
Gene annotation 
We downloaded the RefSeq gene annotations for D. melanogaster from 
UCSC’s Table Browser and excluded all computed genes and RNAs (entries named 
CG#### or CR####). 
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Aligning PacBio reads 
We aligned PacBio reads to the repeat index using BLASTN, using a linear 
gap penalty of 2 to account for the high rate of indels and imposed an e-value cutoff 
of .01. 
 
Categorizing tandem junctions 
We divide the tandem junctions we observe into three broad categories based 
upon their sequence coordinates: head-to-tail, tail-to-internal, and internal-to-internal. 
We define head-to-tail junctions as those within 200-nt of both the 5’ and 3’ ends. We 
define tail-to-internal as junctions within 200-nt of the 3’-end, but not the 5’-end. All 
other tandem junctions are classified as internal-to-internal. We exclude junctions 
where the coordinates are within 400-nt of each other, as these potentially reflect 
groups of concordant reads misidentified as discordant. We restrict this analysis to 
TE families estimated to contribute at least 20kb of sequence to at least one genome, 
based on coverage of the consensus normalized by GC-corrected read depth. 
 
Matching junctions across samples 
Fitting the GMM to the data allows us to identify junctions within each sample, 
but for some questions we needed to match these junctions across samples. To do 
this automatically, we employ a second fuzzy clustering step, that uses the estimated 
uncertainty around each junction estimate to define cluster membership weights 
based on the probability that multiple inferred junctions reflect the same structure.  
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Matching junctions between samples 
When we need to make more precise statements about whether a set of 
junction estimates reflect the same underlying structure, we employ a clustering 
strategy based on the idea that there is a set of true structures 𝜃 present in the 
populations, with frequencies 𝜙 and sequence coordinates 𝜇. In this manner of 
thinking, the probability that an estimated junction 𝑥𝑖 with uncertainty Σ𝑖 arose from 
underlying structure 𝜃𝑗 is  
𝜙𝑗 ∗ 𝑁(𝑥𝑖|𝜇𝑗 , Σ𝑖) 
This is tantalizingly similar to the sort of Gaussian Mixture Model for which EM can 
find good solutions. We use a similar set of update equations to cluster the data 
𝑤𝑖𝑗 =
𝜙𝑗𝑁(𝑥𝑖|𝜇𝑗 , Σ𝑖)
∑ 𝜙𝑘𝑁(𝑥𝑖|𝜇𝑘 , Σ𝑖)𝑘
 
𝜙𝑗
′ =
1
#𝑖
∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑗
𝑖
 
𝜇𝑗
′ =
1
∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑗𝑖
∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑤𝑖𝑗
𝑖
 
As this model is not a GMM these update procedures do not optimize its 
likelihood (i.e. not an EM procedure), but they are similar to the updates in a Fuzzy 
C-Means algorithm and cluster the junctions in a reasonable manner. The inclusion 
of mixing proportions allows the algorithm to automatically arrive at a reasonable 
number of clusters by driving the mixing proportions of extraneous components 
toward zero. To initialize the model, we place components on random data points 
until each data point is within one standard deviation of exactly one component. We 
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then iteratively apply the update equations to the model parameters for at least ten 
iterations. We base the termination criteria on the proportion of junctions whose most 
likely cluster assignment, 𝑍𝑖 = argmax
𝑗
𝑃(𝑥𝑖|𝑗), has changed after the update. To 
prune the model, at each iteration we remove any component that fails to explain at 
least one data point better than the other components. We terminate after 200 
iterations or if the proportion of cluster assignments which change after an update 
remains less than .001 for ten updates. After termination, we define hard cluster 
assignments but do not consider the mixing proportions when doing so. To 
understand why, consider the log likelihood ratio between two possible cluster 
assignments for a data point (for ease of representation, in the univariate case) 
𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐿𝑅 = log(𝜙1) − log(𝜙2) +
(𝑥 − 𝜇2)
2 − (𝑥 − 𝜇1)
2
2𝜎2
 
The displacement of the cluster centers from the data point only contributes to 
the log-likelihood ratio in the last term and the strength of this contribution decreases 
with the uncertainty of the data. This is not unreasonable: If a data point’s location 
were entirely uncertain, a good guess would be to assign it to the cluster with the 
highest mixing proportion. Nonetheless, we prefer the clear cluster boundaries that 
result from assigning data to the nearest cluster center. 
We assess the performance of this approach on simulated data. For each 
simulation we randomly choose 25 (x,y)-coordinates in a 6,000 by 6,000 nt space as 
the set of true junctions and define a population frequency for each. Based on its 
frequency, we randomly assign each junction as being present/absent in GDL strains. 
For each junction in a given sample, we simulate a read pair distribution from the 
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library’s gap size distribution and estimate the junction’s location as specified 
above—taking the average read pair location and shifting by half the gap size along 
each axis. We then cluster all of the simulated junctions in the population. Thus, each 
junction 𝑖 originated from true location 𝜇𝑖 and has been assigned to a cluster which 
has location ?̂?𝑖. This simulation scheme allows us to use the true locations and 
correct cluster assignments as benchmarks against which the clustering performance 
can be measured. To assess the ability of the algorithm to estimate the true locations 
of the underlying junctions we employ the root-mean-square-deviation 
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐷 = √∑
‖𝜇𝑖 − ?̂?𝑖‖2
2
𝑁
𝑖
 
To assess the ability to recover the true clusters, we compare the obtained 
cluster assignments to the correct cluster assignments using pairwise recall as 
implemented in Sklearn. 
To understand how the read counts of junctions affected these measures, we 
ran simulations with random population frequencies over a range of 20 read depths 
from 3 to 1,000, log-uniformly spaced, with 20 replicates each. To understand how 
population frequency affected these measures, we ran simulations for every 
population frequency between 1/85 to 85/85 inclusive with the read depth held 
constant at 8, with 4 replicates each. We find that this cluster approach does a good 
job estimating the true junction locations, with the RMSD decreasing as read depth 
and frequency increase (Figure 2-11A,B). We also find that it effectively recovers the 
true cluster assignments, with recall generally close to 1 in all simulations (Figure 
2-11C, D).  
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Figure 2-11: Performance of fuzzy clustering to match junctions across strains. A) The 
relationship between read count and RMSD. B) The relationship between population 
frequency and RMSD. C) The relationship between read count and recall. D) The 
relationship between population frequency and recall. E) An example of how R1 tandem 
junctions are clustered using this approach. Circles represent the estimated locations of 
junctions identified in particular strains and are colored to reflect how they are clustered. 
Diamonds indicate the estimated location of the true junction.  
 
Nonetheless, as this approach to clustering leverages our expectations of how 
junction estimates are distributed around the true junction, it is likely to behave poorly 
when those expectations are strongly violated, such as when the distribution of read 
pairs from which the junction is estimated is truncated. Such violated assumptions 
are difficult to model but are likely to split into multiple clusters junctions which should 
be truly grouped as single cluster. However, each junction in a cluster belongs to a 
particular sample and this provides an opportunity to detect clustering errors. If two 
nearby clusters represent distinct structures, there should be no association between 
which samples are represented in each cluster. On the other hand, if two clusters 
represent the same structure, those samples present in the first cluster should tend to 
be absent from the second, and vice versa. The probability that such an inverse 
association occurs by chance can be obtained using a one-tailed Fisher’s exact test. 
Therefore, we employ a hierarchical clustering scheme to identify and join incomplete 
clusters from the first clustering step. We test all pairs of clusters whose centers are 
within 100-bp for an inverse association and join the pair with the lowest p-value. We 
repeat this procedure until no pair rejects the null hypothesis at a significance level of 
.01. 
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Estimating the error of junction estimates 
The above clustering strategy requires that the degree of uncertainty around 
each junction estimate be quantifiable. Because we estimate junction locations using 
the average coordinate of read pairs in a cluster, the error of these estimates should 
be approximately distributed according to the Normal distribution 𝑁 (0,
Σ
𝑛
) where Σ is 
the expected covariance of the read pair distribution and the 𝑛 is the read count. In 
principle Σ could be estimated from the insert size distribution, but in the EM 
clustering step, we found that parameters chosen this way resulted in low recall 
compared to those learned from training data. TE insertions generate two junctions 
with their target site which can be reformulated as independent estimates of the 
same sequence coordinate by subtracting the length of the element from the position 
of the 3’-junction within the consensus. The difference between two sample means 
𝑋1and 𝑋2 of the same population can be related to the population variance 𝜎
2 as 
follows (for simplicity we present the univariate case): 
?̅?1~𝑁 (𝜇,
𝜎2
𝑛1
) , ?̅?2~𝑁 (𝜇,
𝜎2
𝑛2
) 
where 𝑛1 and 𝑛2 are the respective sample sizes and 𝜇 is the population 
mean. The Normal distributions are parameterized by mean and variance. Because 
these are approximately Normally distributed, the difference between the means is 
also Normally distributed 
?̅?1 − ?̅?2~𝑁 ( 0,
𝜎2
𝑛1
+
𝜎2
𝑛2
) 
 The variance of this difference is then  
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𝑉𝑎𝑟(?̅?1 − ?̅?2) =
𝜎2
𝑛1
+
𝜎2
𝑛2
 
Because the expectation of the difference is zero, by definition the variance is 
also: 
𝑉𝑎𝑟(?̅?1 − ?̅?2) = 𝐸[(?̅?1 − ?̅?2)
2] 
So, 
𝐸[(?̅?1 − ?̅?2)
2] =
𝜎2
𝑛1
+
𝜎2
𝑛2
 
We use this relationship to estimate 𝜎2 by fitting a nonlinear least squares 
regression with the read counts of the two junctions as the predictor variables and the 
squared difference of the means as the response variable. 
To estimate this, we use the set of TE insertions we identified and limit 
ourselves to junctions with LTRs, as they are less prone to forming unexpected 
structures than non-LTR and DNA transposons. To limit bias, we exclude all 
insertions within 500nt of masked sequenced, which includes reference TE 
insertions. As with the GMM, 𝛴 = 𝑄𝛬𝑄−1, where Q is a matrix with eigenvectors as 
columns of the form 𝑄 = [
cos(𝜃 ) − sin(𝜃)
sin(𝜃) cos(𝜃)
] and 𝛬 is a diagonal matrix of 
eigenvalues  [
𝜎1
2 0
0 𝜎2
2], and we know 𝑄 = [
√2
−2
√2
−2
− √2
−2
√2
−2 ] when the axes represent the 
same strand and 𝑄 = [ √
2
−2
− √2
−2
√2
−2
√2
−2 ] when the axes represent different strands. We 
estimate the variance along each eigenvector separately by carrying out nonlinear 
least squares regressions between the read counts and squared difference of the 
means along that eigenvector using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm as 
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implemented in scipy.optimize.curvefit with default settings. The regression returns 
the expected parameter and standard deviation around the point estimate. To be 
somewhat conservative, as the normal approximation is less accurate for junctions 
with low read counts, we add one standard deviation of estimate error to the 
estimated variance when clustering. 
 
Software Availability 
Scripts were written in Python 2.7 and made use of SciPy (Jones, Oliphant, 
and Peterson 2001), NumPy (van der Walt, Colbert, and Varoquaux 2011), Scikit-
Learn (Pedregosa et al. 2011), and Biopython (Cock et al. 2009). Figures were 
generated with Matplotlib (Hunter 2007) and Seaborn.  
 The ConTExt pipeline is located at 
https://github.com/LaptopBiologist/ConTExt. 
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Supplemental Table Legends 
Supplemental Table S1: Summaries of expected clustering performance and 
library parameters relevant to clustering. For each library, columns present from left 
to right: the mean, the standard deviation, the 0.5% and 99.5% quantiles of the gap 
size distribution; the distance cutoff 𝛿 used to identify the euchromatic TE insertions 
from which clustering parameters are learned; the covariance parameters of the 
GMM used to cluster the reads; the parameters of the generalized logistic regression 
that summarize how precision decays along the first and second eigenvectors of the 
covariance matrix; and the average recall for read counts between 2 and 19. 
 
Supplemental Table S2: Sheet 1: Head-to-tail tandems (i.e. direct tandems) 
detected between the long terminal repeats of LTR retrotransposons. Such tandem 
junctions cannot be the product of unequal exchange between LTRs, which would 
not produce tandem LTRs but rather tandem internal sequence separated by a single 
shared LTR (see Figure 2-4 A). The table is restricted to LTRs longer than 400-nt; 
potential tandems between LTRs shorter than this length are excluded, as we filtered 
out tandem junctions with coordinates within 400-nt of each other, believing they may 
reflect concordant read pairs (see Methods, “Categorizing tandem junctions”). The 
columns indicate the TE family, the LTR length, and the proportion of samples that 
contain head-to-tail tandems. Sheet 2: Head-to-head and tail-to-tail tandems for all 
TE families (i.e. inverted tandems). The columns indicate the TE family, whether it is 
a head-to-head (H) or tail-to-tail (T) tandem, and the population frequency. We have 
excluded tandems that clearly reflect nested insertions. 
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Supplemental Table S3: The locations of mapped dimers. The columns are 
divided into two general categories: 1) information about the insertion location and 2) 
information about the tandem junction. The columns regarding insert location (from 
left to right) indicate the repeat family, chromosome, strand, estimated position (the 
average of the two junctions), the sequence coordinates of the first junction on the 
reference chromosome and in the repeat, the sequence coordinates of the second 
junction on the reference chromosome and in the repeat, the gene name of the 
nearest transcription start site (TSS), the distance to the nearest TSS, the mapped 
location of the motif present in the tandem junction, and whether it is located in the 
pericentric heterochromatin as defined by (Riddle et al., 2011). The columns 
regarding the tandem junction indicate (from left to right) the number of reads 
supporting the tandem junction, the identified motif, the junction coordinates identified 
within the reads on the minus and plus strands of the repeat consensus, and the 
junction coordinates inferred from read pair alignments on the minus and plus strands 
of the consensus. 
 
Supplemental Table S4: Clustered junctions involving the R1 and Bari1 
elements (anchor) and any other sequence (target). The columns of the tables 
identify the average sequence coordinates of junctions in each cluster on the anchor 
and target sequences, the population frequency and average copy number of each 
cluster, whether the cluster is significantly correlated with the head-to-tail tandem 
junction of the corresponding repeat (i.e. the R1 or Bari1 array), the Benjamini-
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Hochberg corrected q-value of the correlation, and the corresponding correlation 
coefficient. 
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Introduction 
Transposable elements (TEs) are genomic parasites that can increase their 
copy number within genomes by a variety of transposition mechanisms. While this 
provides a reproductive advantage to the TE, the consequences to the host genome 
include DNA double-strand breaks, disruption of open reading frames and regulatory 
elements, and the perturbation of gene expression (Bourque et al. 2018). The 
presence of dispersed repeats further provides substrates for ectopic recombination, 
permitting large scale and potentially lethal genome arrangements. The resulting 
conflict between TEs and the host genome can progress in several ways. The 
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simplest models suggest that TE copy number may stabilize at an equilibrium 
between the fitness advantage transposition confers to the TEs and the fitness 
impacts imposed on the genome (B Charlesworth and Langley 1989; Brian 
Charlesworth and Charlesworth 1983). Models that incorporate inactivating mutations 
suggest more saltatory dynamics, where TE families are successively replaced by 
more active subfamilies until the family is eventually lost from the genome (Le 
Rouzic, Boutin, and Capy 2007).  
TEs can further alter these dynamics by adopting strategies that mitigate the 
mutational burden they impose on the genome without sacrificing their reproductive 
success. Some TEs exhibit insertion site preferences that restrict the set of loci into 
which they transpose and could in principle limit the potential for deleterious 
insertions (Sultana et al. 2017). Arthropod R-elements are an extreme example, as 
they only insert in the highly repeated ribosomal DNA (rDNA) genes (Eickbush 2002). 
TE exaptation or domestication, whereby TE regulatory or coding sequences are co-
opted by their host, is another path by which such conflicts may progress. These 
instances do not typically impact the dynamics of the entire TE family, but rather 
preserve only a portion of a single TE insertion while the rest of the family 
independently lives or dies. As such, most examples of domesticated TEs have lost 
their transpositional activity (Jangam, Feschotte, and Betrán 2017).  
The telomeric TEs of Drosophila are a remarkable exception, where the 
transpositional activity of several TE families performs a function essential for 
genome integrity (Levis et al. 1993). In most eukaryotes telomeric DNA is comprised 
of simple repeats synthesized by telomerase that are assembled into a complex 
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nucleoprotein structure. Telomeres serve two major roles: they protects chromosome 
ends from genetic attrition due to the end replication problem, and they prevent 
chromosome ends from being recognized as DNA double-strand breaks, which can 
lead to chromosome fusions (de Lange 2009). In Diptera, the telomerase gene was 
lost (Mason, Randall, and Capkova Frydrychova 2016) and in Drosophila its role in 
telomere elongation replaced by three non-LTR retrotransposons from the jockey 
clade: HeT-A, TART and TAHRE (herein collectively referred to as HTTs) (Abad et al. 
2004; Levis et al. 1993). HTTs have several unique features compared to other non-
LTR retrotransposons that reflect their specialized function (Mason, Frydrychova, and 
Biessmann 2008; Pardue and DeBaryshe 2011). First, they are thought to only insert 
at the ends of chromosomes, resulting in head-to-tail tandem arrays. Second, they 
rely upon each other at several steps in their life cycles. HeT-A in D. melanogaster 
carries promoters in its 3’ UTR that drive expression of its neighboring element, an 
innovation only possible because of HTT tandem arrangement. Additionally, HeT-A 
may provide telomere specificity to TART and TAHRE through its Gag-like protein 
encoded by ORF1 (Fuller et al. 2010). Finally, HeT-A is non-autonomous, and 
therefore itself depends upon the reverse transcriptase encoded by TAHRE and/or 
TART. 
Yet, while the HTTs are ancestral to Drosophila and have comprised the 
telomeres for ~60 millions of years, they show a strikingly high amount of variation, 
with new families and sub-families having evolved across the genus and even among 
more closely related species of the melanogaster subgroup (Villasante et al. 2008; 
Saint-Leandre, Nguyen, and Levine 2019). In addition, features typical of a family in 
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one species, for example 3’-promoters or terminal repeats, may be absent in other 
species (Pardue and DeBaryshe 2011). We consider four issues relevant to 
understanding HTT variation. 
First, selection acting at the level of organism has likely played an important 
role in both the evolution and dynamics of the HTTs, in ways distinct from more 
typical TEs. That the HTTs comprise the Drosophila telomeres likely has favored their 
long-term persistence and transpositional activity. Organismal selection may also 
favor increased levels of domestication. In addition, selection might favor new 
telomere variants that increase organismal fitness in other ways, for example by 
reducing telomere instability or by having pleiotropic beneficial effects on 
chromosome structure or behavior. Further, unlike other TEs, the genome is under 
pressure to regulate rather than wholly suppress their activity. Coordinating telomere 
elongation to prevent either complete erosion or overextension is a feature of more 
typical telomerase-based systems (Greider 1996), and mutational studies suggest 
that Drosophila has recruited the piRNA and heterochromatin maintenance pathways 
typically involved in TE suppression into this role (Shpiz and Kalmykova 2012). Host 
factors that interact with the telomeres, such as the capping proteins that assemble 
onto them and the subtelomeric sequence which directly abut them, may have also 
evolved properties that regulate HTT activity (Shpiz and Kalmykova 2012). 
Second, selection can act on the HTTs themselves because they are active 
transposons and thus reproductive entities in their own right. Both the continual 
erosion of the telomeres and the potential fitness impacts of excessively long 
telomeres imply that space in the telomere is likely a limiting resource for which all 
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HTT families are competing. HTT variants that are better able to increase in copy 
number will outcompete those which cannot. One simple means of increasing in copy 
number is to escape regulation by the genome, and thus conflict between the HTTs 
and genome is an ever present possibility. Indeed, like their feral cousins, studies 
using mutations in HTT regulators suggest that they are primed to take over given the 
opportunity (Shpiz and Kalmykova 2012). Similar to the rapid evolution of the 
Drosophila HTTs (Villasante et al. 2008, 2007), some telomere-associated proteins 
show high evolutionary rates and signatures of positive selection (Raffa et al. 2011; 
Lee, Leek, and Levine 2017). These evolutionary analyses led Lee et al. to propose 
that HTTs are in genetic conflict with their Drosophila hosts (Lee, Leek, and Levine 
2017). Complete resolution of conflict with the genome likely requires somehow 
separating the reverse transcription machinery that extends the telomere from the 
HTTs (Arkhipova et al. 2012; Jangam, Feschotte, and Betrán 2017). 
Third, the dynamic and unstable nature of telomeres has the potential to 
shape HTT evolution. Telomeres continually experience terminal erosion due to the 
end-replication problem, their tandemly arrayed structure facilitates the amplification 
and deletion of sequence through unequal exchange events, and chromosome 
breaks near the terminus can cause complete loss of a telomere (Muraki et al. 2012). 
The expansions and contractions and deletions of telomeric sequence also have the 
potential to heighten the rate at which polymorphisms fix within HTT families, 
increase the potential for the extinction of lineages, and strengthen selection upon 
transposition (Kijima and Innan 2013). The net effect of these processes is to 
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facilitate rapid sequence change at telomeres in a manner driven by mutational 
processes rather than selection.   
Fourth, the trade-off between reducing their impact on the genome versus 
inhabiting an unstable locus has likely also shaped HTT evolution. Compared to 
much of the genome, the telomere is a “safe harbor” that allows the HTTs to 
accumulate without disrupting essential host genes and also minimizes the potential 
effects of ectopic recombination. The tension between this and the inherent instability 
of the telomeres disposing HTTs to much higher rates of deletion than they would 
experience elsewhere in the genome, suggests that the persistence of this strategy 
reflects the outcome of an evolutionary trade-off. Indeed some of the peculiar 
features of HTTs, such as 3’-end promoters, are likely adaptations to cope with this 
instability (Pardue and DeBaryshe 2011). Another possible outcome of evolutionary 
trade-offs (as well as of genetic conflict with other HTTs) would be to escape the 
telomere. Surprisingly, despite transposing to chromosome ends, TART and TAHRE 
each retain an endonuclease domain (Levin and Moran 2011), which raises the 
possibility the HTTs could generate double-strand breaks and insert randomly as do 
other non-LTR retrotransposons. A survey of the melanogaster subgroup found that 
D. rhopaloa has many copies outside the telomere, while limited surveys suggest that 
HTTs exclusively insert at telomeres in D. melanogaster and other members of the 
Melanogaster subgroup (Saint-Leandre, Nguyen, and Levine 2019). 
While possibly on the path to full domestication, HTTs remain bona fide TEs, 
encoding their own transposition machinery. The complex array of processes that 
have shaped the evolution of the HTTs makes it challenging to understand which are 
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responsible for particular aspects of their variation. To shed light on this and provide 
a context for determining which patterns of variation require explanations beyond the 
standard conflict between TEs and the genome, we compare the HTTs to other TE 
families, including those that are similarly restricted to unstable genomic loci. To do 
this comprehensively, we leverage available population genomic data and the 
ConTExt pipeline (McGurk and Barbash 2018) to analyze HTT sequence and copy 
number polymorphism in the Drosophila Global Diversity Lines (Grenier et al. 2015), 
encompassing nearly ten thousand HTT insertions in 85 strains of Drosophila 
melanogaster.  Within this framework we seek to elucidate which evolutionary 
processes have principally shaped the patterns of HTT copy number, organization 
and sequence variation.  
 
Methods 
 
The repeat index and nomenclature 
We used the manually curated repeat index described in (McGurk and 
Barbash 2018), which contains consensus sequences for the known D. melanogaster 
TE families as well as satellite repeats, including the left and right telomere 
associated sequences (TAS-L and TAS-R). Relevant to this analysis the telomeric 
TEs sequences in this index are somewhat distinct from the Repbase (Jurka 2000) 
entries. First, the long perfect near-terminal repeats (PNTR) found in the TART 
elements are given entries separate from the internal sequences, similar to how the 
terminal repeats of LTRs are handled. Second, the index includes four HET-A entries 
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in addition to the Repbase consensus as many of the HET-A insertions in the 
reference genome are quite divergent from the consensus sequence (< 85% identity) 
(Figure S1A). To ensure reads derived from HET-A insertions would align to the 
repeat index, we extracted all insertions annotated as HET-A in the UCSC genome 
browser Repeat Masker track for the release 6 D. melanogaster genome. We then 
performed all pairwise alignments using BLASTn and constructed a graph by 
construing insertions as nodes and connected all pairs of sequence that shared 
>90% identity with edges(McGurk and Barbash 2018). We partitioned this graph into 
communities of homologous insertions using the Louvain algorithm (Blondel et al. 
2008). This identified four HET-A communities, one of which appeared to contain 
subcommunities. We split the large community into two subcommunities by 
reclustering with the alignment cutoff set at 95% identity. From each community we 
manually chose a full-length element as representative and added these to the 
repeat index, labelling them Het-A1 to Het-A5. However, we removed Het-A4 due to 
high sequence similarity with Het-A3. The final set of Het-A sequences all have less 
than 85% identity to each other, with most pairs having roughly 80% (Figure 3-1 A).  
For TEs that have internal repeats, we removed them by scanning along each 
consensus, and for each 70-mer in the consensus masking all subsequent 70-mers 
within 5 mismatches. 
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Figure 3-1 (A) Percent identities of all >300 bp insertions annotated as HeT-A in the UCSC 
genome browser repeat-masker track of the release 6 reference genome telomeres. Percent 
identities are based on a ClustalOmega multiple sequence alignment with default 
parameters. The RepBase consensus sequence and the representatives we chose for each 
HeT-A subfamily in our repeat index are indicated as such. The white cells indicate no 
alignment between a pair of sequences and all involve alignments with the two shortest HeT-
A fragments. B) A depiction of how we define ambiguous alignments. The black line indicates 
how diverged the second best aligned must be for a primary alignment with a given percent 
identity to be considered unambiguous. C) A comparison of total telomere length estimated 
from the mapping quality filter read count of junctions and from coverage of HTT consensus 
sequences without mapping quality filtering. Analyses performed by MPM. 
Categorizing TE families as active 
We categorize TE families as active or inactive based on their percent identity 
and population frequency as summarized in (Kelleher and Barbash 2013). We 
consider a family as putatively active (or recently so) if the mean pairwise identity 
between individual insertions in the reference genome was greater than 95% 
(Kelleher and Barbash 2013) and the average population frequency of insertions was 
less than 0.4 (Kofler, Betancourt, and Schlötterer 2012). We additionally consider the 
telomeric TEs and the two R-elements as being active, as well as include P-element, 
Hobo, and I-element. While this approach is likely to miscategorize some truly active 
elements as inactive, the two categories should be fairly representative of the active 
and inactive families in D. melanogaster. 
 
Sequence data and read mapping 
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Sequencing data come from a previously published study in which pools of 
~50 females from 85 wild-derived Drosophila melanogaster lines covering five 
continents were sequenced with Illumina 100nt paired-end reads to an average depth 
of 12.5X (Grenier et al. 2015) (NCBI BioProject PRJNA268111).  
We employed the ConTExt pipeline to organize these data and discover 
structural and sequence variation within the repetitive portions of these genomes 
(McGurk and Barbash 2018). Briefly, ConTExt aligns repeat-derived reads to the 
corresponding repeat consensus sequences (using Bowtie2 v. 2.1.0 (Langmead and 
Salzberg 2012)). Mixture modeling is used to infer the set of underlying structures 
that generated the set of discordantly aligned read pairs in each sample, and 
ConTExt subsequently clusters these junctions to determine which structures are 
present in multiple samples. We modified the pipeline here to infer sequence 
variation within repeat families from the aligned reads (described below). Additionally, 
rather than align reads first to individual insertions and then collapse these 
alignments onto consensus sequences, here we aligned reads directly to the 
consensus sequences using permissive alignment parameters (--score-min 
L,0,-2.5 -L 11 -N 1 -i S,1,.5 -D 100 -R 5).  
Filtering ambiguous alignments 
While Bowtie2’s mapping quality summarizes the ambiguity of alignments, it 
heavily penalizes divergence from the reference sequences and is defined in a rather 
opaque manner involving nested conditionals. Because we expect some reads to 
derive from repeat sequences diverged from the consensus, it is undesirable to 
penalize reads with no secondary alignments but which are nonetheless diverged 
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from the consensus. We instead filter ambiguous alignments by directly considering 
the primary and secondary alignment scores, which we convert to percent identities 
assuming all penalties were due to mismatches. We use these to define a score M 
reflecting the distance between the primary (AS) and secondary (XS) hits: 
𝑀 =
𝐴𝑆 − 𝑋𝑆
1 − 𝑋𝑆
(𝐴𝑆 − 𝑋𝑆)  =
(𝐴𝑆 − 𝑋𝑆)2
1 − 𝑋𝑆
 
This score summarizes the distance between the primary and secondary alignments 
and is penalized by the divergence of best alignment from the consensus, but it does 
so in a predictable fashion. If a secondary alignment was reported by Bowtie2, we 
required this score to be greater than 0.05 for the alignment to be considered 
unambiguous and included in the analysis. If the primary hit perfectly matches the 
consensus, the secondary alignment must be more than 5% diverged from the 
consensus for the read to be included in the analysis. If the primary alignment is 10% 
divergent, the secondary alignment must be more than 20% diverged from the 
consensus for the read to be included in the analysis (Figure 3-1 B). Finally, we 
exclude any read whose primary alignment is more than 80% diverged from the 
consensus. 
 
Overview of statistical analyses 
We describe the details of each model employed in the subsequent sections, 
but outline the general logic of our analyses here. We approached the analyses of 
the data from the perspective of Bayesian parameter estimation, seeking to define 
probability distributions over all possible values of our statistics of interest to guide 
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our interpretations. For models with non-uniform priors we include plots comparing 
the marginal densities of the prior and posteriors. To accomplish model-checking, we 
employ posterior predictive simulations to evaluate the ability of our models to 
account for features of the observed data as a means of model checking. When the 
failure of a model to account for features of the data is an observation of interest, we 
report the posterior predictive p-value (Gelman et al. 2013), which unlike the 
frequentist p-value is conditioned upon the set of models most consistent with the 
data rather than a predefined null-hypothesis. 
When relating read counts to copy number, we employ the negative binomial 
distribution as it can model overdispersed counts and the sum of its random variables 
are also negative binomially distributed, allowing us to describe the read count 
distributions under different copy numbers. That is if the read depth of a single copy 
structure is negatively binomially distributed with mean 𝜇and dispersion 𝛼, we can 
model the read depth x of a structure present in n copies as 𝑥 ∼ 𝑁𝐵(𝑛𝜇, 𝑛𝛼). We 
further employ partial pooling, which jointly estimates the copy number of individual 
structures and the underlying copy number distribution from which junctions arise, 
using the complete set of observed read counts to constrain the individual copy 
number estimates and prevent outlier read counts from being unduly interpreted as 
multicopy structures. When making inferences about copy number distributions, we 
focus on identifying the mean and variance parameters of the distributions. However, 
TE copy number, and consequently telomere length, are prone to outliers relative to a 
Normal distribution, even in log scale, which likely reflect atypical events that resulted 
in a copy number expansion. Consequently we model the copy number distribution 
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as a mixture of two distributions, one reflecting typical copy number variation and the 
other reflecting the distribution after extreme copy number expansion, and 
incorporate latent variables that assign each observed copy number as an inlier or an 
outlier.  
When estimating relative quantities such as proportions or frequencies we 
employ beta-binomial and Dirichlet-multinomial models, and whenever we believe 
that strain-specific factors, such as telomere composition, are relevant we incorporate 
this hierarchical structure into the model. When we need to account for overdispersed 
counts we incorporate an additional beta or Dirichlet distribution as a hyperprior, 
essentially allowing the binomial / multinomial probabilities to vary among individuals 
in a manner that can account for overdispersed data. 
For Bayesian modelling we employ PyMC3 (v. 3.6) (Salvatier, Wiecki, and 
Fonnesbeck 2016). For each model we draw samples from the posterior distribution 
in two chains to assess convergence, sampling continuous random variables with the 
No-U-Turn Sampler initialized with jitter+adapt_diag as implemented in PyMC3. The 
No-U-Turn Sampler (NUTS) is the current state of the art in Monte Carlo sampling, 
capable of efficiently exploring high-dimensional parameter spaces and drawing 
uncorrelated samples from the posterior (Hoffman and Gelman 2014). While superior 
to the Metropolis algorithm in most regards, it is unable to sample discrete random 
variables due to its reliance on gradient information. Consequently, we represent 
count data in our analyses with positive continuous random variables rather than with 
discrete variables, preferring greater confidence in the posterior sample afforded by 
NUTS. We note that treating copy number as continuous is not dissimilar from the 
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commonly used approach of estimating copy number by dividing the observed read 
counts by the expected read depth. Similarly, when we incorporate outlier detection 
in our models we marginalize out the binary labels representing the outlier status of 
individual observations to avoid the need for Gibbs sampling. We retain the 
interpretability provided by these latent variables by using the posterior distribution to 
reconstruct the probability that each observation reflects an outlier. 
  
Modelling read depth 
To infer the copy number of multicopy sequence, we need to know the read 
depth distribution of single copy sequences. We estimate this from coverage of the 
two major autosomes in the reference genome, using the same filtering steps 
described in (McGurk and Barbash 2018). However, here we model the read depth of 
single copy sequence with negative binomial distributions, allowing the mean and 
overdispersion to vary with %GC. To better handle junctions with extreme %GC, we 
model the relationship between the mean and overdispersion of %GC in each strain j 
with library-specific functions:  
𝜇𝑗(𝑔) = 2
𝛽2 𝑔
2+𝛽1𝑔+𝛽0 
𝛼𝑗(𝑔) = 2
𝛽2𝑔
2+𝛽1𝑔+𝛽0 
where g is the expected %GC of read pairs spanning a position and the 𝛽s are the 
coefficients of each quadratic function. 
Additionally, there is a clear excess of positions with zero coverage in the data 
that is likely due to filtering, but homozygous deletions may also contribute. We 
account for this by fitting a zero-inflated negative binomial distribution when inferring 
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the mean and overdispersion functions, to ensure the excess of zeroes does not 
downwardly bias the expected read depth. We allow the amount of zero-inflation to 
vary by %GC, relating it with a logistic function as the expected proportion of zeros 
must be restricted between 0 and 1: 
𝜑𝑗(𝑔) =
1
1 + 𝑒−(𝛽2𝑔2+𝛽1𝑔+𝛽0)
 
For each sample we obtain maximum likelihood estimates of these functions using 
PyMC3. 
 
Estimating copy number from read depth 
For each position of a consensus sequence we count the number of 
concordant read pairs which span it in each strain. We estimate the number of copies 
containing a given position by dividing the read count at each position by the 
expected read depth given the model of GC-bias we inferred for that strain. From this 
we estimate sequence abundance by summing the copy number of each position. 
The edges of the sequence have reduced mappability as most read pairs span a 
junction between the repeat and some other sequence. To account for this, we 
exclude the first and last 500 bp from our estimate of sequence abundance and 
divide the resulting sum by 
𝐿−1000
𝐿
 where L is the length of the consensus sequence. 
We do not estimate sequence abundance for consensus sequences shorter than 
1,000 bp. 
When estimating the total amount of HTT sequence comprising the telomeres 
we do not filter reads for ambiguous alignments, as most ambiguity in reads aligning 
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to the HTTs is caused by homology among related subfamilies, so while it may be 
unclear which HTT gave rise to such a read it is almost certainly derived from the 
telomere. However, when estimating the copy number of specific HTT families or 
subfamilies, we do filter out ambiguously aligned reads. 
 
Interpreting sequence variation within repeats 
In our analyses of sequence variation we estimate the copy numbers of the 
different alleles found at a given position. We first count the number of reads 
supporting each allele at that position, excluding nucleotides whose PHRED base 
quality score is less than 30 as well as those in the first and last five bases of the 
read. This filtering score reduces the contribution of sequencing and alignment errors 
but decreases the read count and so allele copy number estimates based on these 
counts would be downwardly biased. To infer the copy number of these alleles we 
therefore compute the proportion of reads that support each allele and multiply by the 
estimated copy number at that position. If the copy number of an allele is estimated 
to be a small fraction (< 0.2), we assume it reflects sequencing errors and treat it as 
zero. 
To estimate the sequence diversity at a position, we pool these allele copy 
numbers across all strains in the GDL, treating all copies of the family as members of 
the same population of TEs. We then estimate diversity as 
𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 1 − ∑ (
𝑋𝑛𝑡
𝑁
)
2
𝑛𝑡∈{𝐴,𝑇,𝐶,𝐺}
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where N is the total copy number at that position and 𝑋𝑛𝑡 is the copy number 
of a given allele. We define the major allele as the allele with the greatest copy 
number in the GDL and the minor allele as that with the second greatest copy 
number. We estimate the mean and variance of these alleles from their estimated 
copy number in each strain. 
 
Correcting for additional biases in read counts over junctions 
In our analyses of the read counts over HTT-HTT junctions we often observe 
fewer reads than expected given a single-copy junction, which could reflect 
heterozygosity, the presence of additional sequence within the junctions such as 3’-
tags or polyA-tails, or reads having been filtered out due to alignment ambiguity. We 
could determine the zygosity status of the junctions between HTTs and healed 
terminal deficiencies independently of their read counts by examining the coverage of 
unique sequence on the telomere-proximal side of the junction. Despite that most 
such deficiencies are truly homozygous, we noted the same deflation of read counts 
we observed for HTT-HTT junctions, leading us to conclude this reflects a downward 
bias rather than heterozygosity. To assess the degree of this bias, we modelled the 
read counts over these HTT-deficiency junctions as 
𝑥𝑖𝑗 ∼ 𝑁𝐵( 𝜆𝑛𝑖𝑗𝜇𝑗(𝑔𝑖𝑗), 𝜆𝑛𝑖𝑗𝛼𝑗(𝑔𝑖𝑗) )  
where 𝑛𝑖𝑗 is the true copy number of the junctions (1 if homozygous and 0.5 if 
heterozygous), 𝜇𝑗(𝑔𝑖𝑗) is the expected read count given the %GC and mean and 
𝛼𝑗(𝑔𝑖𝑗) is the degree of overdispersion. The degree of bias is 𝜆 over which we place a 
prior of 
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𝑙𝑜𝑔  𝜆 ∼ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 (0, .5) 
Fitting this model, we find that the read count over these junctions is 53% (95% HPD 
43 - 67%) of what we expected given the read depth distributions observed for single 
copy sequence. We incorporate this bias (and our uncertainty about its exact degree) 
into our copy number estimates of junctions between HTTs and other repeats (next 
section), calibrating their read counts against this subset of HTT junctions with known 
copy number. After correction, the majority of HTT junctions are estimated as single-
copy and using these corrected copy number estimates to infer the total amount of 
telomeric sequence in each strain we find a strong concordance with our estimates 
based on consensus coverage without MapQ filtering (r2=.93, Figure 3-1C).  
 
Identifying TE copies from their junctions 
We identify and count the numbers of euchromatic TE insertions as described 
in (McGurk and Barbash 2018), by identifying the 3’ and/or 5’ junctions the TE forms 
with its insertion site. For R-elements, we estimate the copy number from the read 
count of the junction between their 3’-end and the rDNA. As these junctions all have 
the same sequence coordinate and are present in multiple copies rather than being a 
set of single and low-copy junctions like the HTT-HTT junctions, we estimate their 
copy as the ratio between the observed and expected read count (assuming a single 
copy structure with the same %GC) without needing to employ partial pooling to 
avoid overestimating their copy number.  
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Figure 3-2 A comparison of the prior (red) and posterior (blue) probability density functions 
for model parameters. The hyperparameters used to in the partially pooled copy number 
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estimates, the mean (A) and standard deviation (B) of the distribution describing the copy 
numbers of all HTT junctions in the GDL. The population specific means (C) and standard 
deviations (D) of the total telomere length distributions.  The population specific means (E) 
and variance (F) of the total HTT copy number distributions and the influence of terminal 
deficiencies on these means (G) and variances (H). The mean (I) and standard deviations (J) 
of the log of the index of dispersion for the four categories of TE families. Analyses 
performed by MPM. 
Modelling copy number of HTT-HTT junctions 
As particular junctions might be present in multiple copies, we estimated the 
copy numbers of HTT junctions based on their read counts. For a junction i in sample 
j, we model its read depth 𝑥𝑖𝑗 as being negative binomially distributed 
𝑥𝑖𝑗 ∼ 𝑁𝐵(   𝑛𝑖𝑗𝜇𝑗(𝑔𝑖𝑗)𝜆, 𝑛𝑖𝑗𝛼𝑗(𝑔𝑖𝑗)𝜆   )  
Here 𝜇𝑗 and 𝛼𝑗 are the library-specific functions that describe how the read depth and 
overdispersion vary with the expected %GC of read pairs spanning the junction, and 
𝑔𝑖𝑗 and 𝜆 are the aforementioned bias. Finally, 𝑛𝑖𝑗 is the quantity of interest: the 
underlying copy number of the junction.  
If we estimated this copy number for each junction independently with weakly 
informative priors, we would upwardly bias our copy-number estimates. This is 
because a priori we should expect that most HTTs junctions are truly single-copy and 
that higher than expected read counts often reflect single-copy structures. But, as we 
do not know ahead of time what fraction are single-copy, it is challenging to encode 
this belief in a prior. Instead, we employ partial pooling, inferring the underlying copy 
number distribution at the same time we estimate the copy numbers of the individual 
junctions. 
 The straightforward approach to modelling this would be 
𝑙𝑜𝑔10𝑛𝑖𝑗 ∼ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(𝑚, 𝑠)  
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where m and s are the mean and standard deviation of the copy number distribution. 
However sampling 𝑙𝑜𝑔10𝑛𝑖𝑗 directly leads to pathological sampling behavior, as is 
common with hierarchical models (Betancourt and Girolami 2015). So, we instead 
employ an equivalent parameterization by instead sampling an offset, 𝜉𝑖𝑗, which we 
transform into the copy number as  
𝑙𝑜𝑔10𝑛𝑖𝑗 = 𝑚 + 𝑠𝜉𝑖𝑗 , 𝜉𝑖𝑗 ∼ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(0,1)  
which leads to efficient sampling behavior. 
We then define hyperpriors over the mean and variance of this copy number 
distribution (Figure 3-2 A,B) 
𝑚 ∼ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 (1, 1.5) 
𝑠 ∼ 𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑓𝐶𝑎𝑢𝑐ℎ𝑦 (𝛽 = 1) 
Modelling telomere length and copy number distributions 
Telomere length and HTT copy number distributions share similar features, so 
we model both under the same framework. First, as both are restricted to positive 
values, we model their log-transformed values as being normally distributed. Second, 
we observe values that are outliers relative to this log-normal distribution. These 
outliers, for reasons discussed in the Results, almost certainly reflect events that 
occurred while the strains were maintained as lab stocks. Consequently, we model 
the data as a mixture of two distributions, one largely reflecting natural variation and 
the other reflecting anomalous copy number expansions.  
To infer the telomere length distribution of each population in a way that 
accounts for the observed outliers, we modeled the log10-transformed total telomere 
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length 𝑥𝑖 of a typical individual i in population 𝑗 as arising from a Normal distribution, 
with population-specific means, 𝜇𝑖, and standard deviation,𝜎𝑖 
𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝑥𝑖 ∼ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(𝜇 = 𝜇𝑗, 𝜎 = 𝜎𝑗) 
If the observation reflects an atypical copy number expansion we model it as 
arising instead from 
𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝑥𝑖 ∼ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(𝜇 = 𝜇𝑗 + 2𝜎𝑗 + 𝜇𝑜𝑢𝑡, 𝜎 =
1
2
𝜇𝑜𝑢𝑡) 
where 𝜇𝑜𝑢𝑡 reflects how much greater than two standard deviations above the inlier 
mean the outliers tend to be.  
The outlier status of each individual could be modeled with a variable 𝑧𝑖 which 
equals 0 for inliers and 1 for outliers so that 
𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝑥𝑖 ∼ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(𝜇 = 𝜇𝑗 + 𝑧𝑖(2𝜎𝑗 + 𝜇𝑜𝑢𝑡), 𝜎 = 𝜎𝑗(1 − 𝑧𝑖) +
1
2
𝜇𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑧𝑖) 
and we would model 𝑧𝑖 as being Bernoulli distributed with a probability of being an 
outlier p arising from a uniform distribution on the interval (0,
1
2
) 
𝑧𝑖 ∼ 𝐵𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑖(𝑝) 
𝑝 ∼ 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚(0,
1
2
) 
However, as binary variables are challenging to sample we marginalize these 
labels out of the model (Hogg, Bovy, and Lang 2010) 
𝑃( 𝑙𝑜𝑔10𝑥𝑖 | 𝜃 ) = 𝑃( 𝑙𝑜𝑔10𝑥𝑖 | 𝜃, 𝑧𝑖 = 0 )𝑃( 𝑧𝑖 = 0 ) + 𝑃( 𝑙𝑜𝑔10𝑥𝑖 | 𝜃, 𝑧𝑖 = 1 )𝑃( 𝑧𝑖 = 1 ) 
where 𝜃 represents all model parameters (𝜇𝑗 , 𝜇𝑜𝑢𝑡, 𝜎𝑗) other than the outlier labels, 
and 𝑃(𝑧𝑖 = 1) = 𝑝 and 𝑃(𝑧𝑖 = 0) = 1 − 𝑝. To compute the posterior probability that an 
observation is an outlier we use 
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𝑃( 𝑧𝑖 = 1 | 𝑙𝑜𝑔10𝑥𝑖, 𝜃 )=
𝑃( 𝑙𝑜𝑔10𝑥𝑖 | 𝑧𝑖 = 1 ,𝜃 )𝑃( 𝑧𝑖 = 1)
𝑃( 𝑙𝑜𝑔10𝑥𝑖 | 𝑧𝑖 = 0 ,𝜃 )𝑃( 𝑧𝑖 = 0 ) + 𝑃( 𝑙𝑜𝑔10𝑥𝑖 | 𝑧𝑖 = 1 ,𝜃 )𝑃( 𝑧𝑖=1 )
 
and average over all values of 𝜃 sampled from the posterior. 
 When modelling telomere length we describe our prior beliefs (Figure 3-2 
C,D) as  
𝜇𝑖 ∼ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 (𝜇 = 5, 𝜎 = 1.5) 
𝜎𝑖 ∼ 𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑓𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 (𝜎 = 2) 
These priors imply that average total telomere lengths may be as small as 1kb or as 
large 100Mb. Similarly, the prior on 𝜎 is open to the standard deviation of telomere 
length encompassing four orders of magnitude. Both priors are somewhat overly 
permissive allowing the data to drive the parameter estimates with little constraint 
from our prior beliefs. 
Assessing the association of terminal deficiencies with telomere length 
To assess whether terminal deficiencies are associated with longer telomeres 
we model the log10 of inlier HTT copy number in strain i from population j with a 
normal distribution  
𝑙𝑜𝑔
10 
𝑛𝑖 ∼ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 (𝜇𝑖𝑗, 𝜎𝑖𝑗) 
and accounted for outliers using the mixture modelling strategy described above 
where  
𝜇𝑖𝑗 = 𝜇𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑛𝑑𝑖 + 𝜇𝑝𝑜𝑝= 𝑗 
and 
𝜎2𝑖𝑗 = 𝜎
2
𝑝𝑜𝑝= 𝑗2
𝛽𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑛𝑑𝑖 
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where 𝑑𝑖 is an indicator variable which is equal to 1 if strain i contains a deficiency, 
𝜇𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑛 and 𝛽𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑛 are parameters describing the difference in the mean and variance of 
copy number associated with the presence of a terminal deficiency, and 𝜇𝑝𝑜𝑝=𝑗 and 
𝜎2𝑝𝑜𝑝=𝑗 are the population means and variances. We model the priors over 
population parameters (Figure 3-2 E, F) as 
𝜇𝑝𝑜𝑝,𝑗 ∼ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(2, 4) 
𝜎2𝑝𝑜𝑝,𝑗 ∼ 𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑓𝐶𝑎𝑢𝑐ℎ𝑦(𝛽 = 1) 
expressing that mean copy number is likely greater than one and that the variance is 
greater than zero. We model our priors about the impact of deficiencies (Figure 3-2 
G, H) as 
𝜇𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑛 ∼ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(0, 3) 
𝛽𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑛 ∼ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(0,2) 
expressing that deficiencies may lead to either an increase or decrease in the mean 
and variance of the copy number distributions. 
 
Modeling the propensity of different HTTs to heal telomere erosion 
To determine whether some families may have a higher propensity to heal 
telomere erosion, we employ a Dirichlet-Multinomial model where the number of 
junctions 𝑥𝑖𝑗between an HTT family 𝑖 and the known chromosome 2 and 3 telomere-
associated-sequence (TAS) repeats across all strains j arises as 
𝑥𝑗 ∼ 𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑙(𝑁 = 𝑛𝑗 , 𝑝 = 𝑝𝑗) 
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where 𝑛𝑗 is the total number HTT-TAS junctions we detect in strain j, 𝑝𝑗 is a vector 
describing the probability of finding each HTT family at the base of the telomere in 
strain j, 
𝑝𝑖𝑗 =
𝜆𝑖𝑞𝑖𝑗
𝛴𝑖𝜆𝑖𝑞𝑖𝑗
 
𝜆𝑖 is the relative enrichment of family 𝑖 at the base of the telomere, and 𝑞𝑖𝑗 is the 
number of HTT elements belonging to family𝑖in the strain j, incorporating the 
differences in telomere composition among strains into the model. We model our 
prior beliefs about the relative enrichment as being wholly agnostic using a uniform 
Dirichlet prior 𝜆∙ ∼ 𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑐ℎ𝑙𝑒𝑡(𝛼∙ = 𝟏). We fit this model considering the HTT families 
as well as subfamilies. We further fit this model considering HTT junctions with 
subtelomeric terminal deficiencies rather HTT-TAS junctions to assess whether some 
elements are more prone to heal deficiencies. 
 
Modelling interspersion among HTTs 
To assess the tendency of particular HTTs to neighbor each other we also 
employ a Dirichlet-Multinomial model. Here we consider an interspersion matrix X 
where each cell 𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑘 counts the number of times the 3’-end of element i forms a 
junction with 5’-sequence of element j in strain k. We model the vector of counts in 
strain k as arising from 
𝑋𝑘 ∼ 𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑙(𝑁 = 𝑁𝑘, 𝑝 = 𝑝𝑘) 
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 where 𝑝𝑘is a matrix describing the probability that two elements i and j neighbor 
each other. This relates to both a tendency, 𝜆𝑖𝑗, of two elements i and j to neighbor 
each other and the proportion of HTTs elements i and j found in strain k 
𝑝𝑖𝑗𝑘 =
𝜆𝑖𝑗𝑞∙𝑗𝑘𝑞𝑖∙𝑘
𝛴𝑖𝛴𝑗𝜆𝑖𝑗𝑞𝑖𝑗𝑘
 
where 𝑞∙𝑗𝑘 and 𝑞𝑖∙𝑘 are the marginal counts 
𝑞𝑖⋅𝑘 = 𝛴𝑗𝑞𝑖𝑗𝑘 
𝑞∙𝑗𝑘 = 𝛴𝑖𝑞𝑖𝑗𝑘 
We model prior beliefs about the parameters of interest, the vector of associations, 
with a uniform Dirichlet distribution 
𝜆 ∼ 𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑐ℎ𝑙𝑒𝑡(𝛼0. . 𝛼𝑚 = 𝟏). 
We note that this does not model the interspersion under reorderings of existing 
telomeres but rather under the generation of new telomeres drawn from the observed 
proportions. 
 
Modelling the proportion of full-length elements 
We estimate the length of insertions by considering the coordinates of an 
element’s 5’-end in an HTT-HTT junction, and define an element as being full-length 
if its estimated end is within 300 bp of the expected 5’-end of its consensus 
sequence. For elements of the TART family we require the junction to involve the 
PNTR rather than the internal sequence. As the counts are overdispersed, for each 
family we model the number of full-length insertions, 𝑘𝑖 out of all 𝑁𝑖 insertions in strain 
i with a beta-binomial distribution. For interpretability, we estimate mean, 𝑞, and 
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concentration, 𝜈, parameters that respectively describe the expected binomial rate of 
full-length elements and the variability around this which drives the overdispersion. 
We define the priors in this model as 
𝑞 ∼ 𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑎( 𝛼 = 1, 𝛽 = 1) 
𝜈 ∼ 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 (𝜆 = .1) 
placing a uniform prior on the rate of full-length elements. We model the likelihood as 
𝑝 ∼ 𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑎(𝛼 = 𝑞𝜈, 𝛽 = (1 − 𝑞)𝜈)  
𝑘𝑖  ∼ 𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑙(𝑝 , 𝑁𝑖 ). 
To assess the extent to which the model accounts for the fraction of strains lacking 
any full-length elements, we employ posterior predictive simulations to obtain a 
posterior p-value that describes the probability of observing as few or fewer strains 
without full-length elements present in the GDL given the posterior distribution. 
 
Modelling the dispersion of TE copy number 
For each TE family we compute the index of dispersion of their copy number 
as the ratio between the empirical variance and mean of the observed copy number 
distribution 
𝐼𝑜𝐷 =
𝜎2 
𝜇
 
and for each of the following categories of transposable elements, we model the 
logarithm of this statistic as arising from a normal distribution 
𝑙𝑜𝑔10𝐼𝑜𝐷 ∼ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙( 𝜇, 𝜎) 
and define our priors (Figure 3-2 I, J) as 
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𝜇 ∼ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 (0, 3) 
𝜎 ∼ 𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑓𝐶𝑎𝑢𝑐ℎ𝑦(𝛽 = 2) 
 
Results 
Telomeres are highly dynamic in Drosophila melanogaster 
Drosophila melanogaster telomeres are comprised of three non-LTR 
retrotransposon families HET-A, TAHRE, and TART, which in our analyses are 
further subdivided into five HET-A subfamilies (HeT-A, HeT-A1, HeT-A-2, HeT-A3, 
HeT-A5) and three TART subfamilies (TART-A, TART-B1, TART-C) (see methods for 
details). Telomere length has previously been reported to vary by two orders of 
magnitude (Wei et al. 2017). However, those estimates were based on qPCR 
estimates of abundance using a primer set that was designed to detect a single 
consensus HET-A, in a single North American population, so the absolute size range 
of telomeres in D. melanogaster remains unknown. Here we consider how the size 
and composition of telomeres vary among individuals in terms of the sequence 
abundance and copy number of all HTT families. We define sequence abundance as 
the number of nucleotides each HTT family contributes to the genome; this provides 
an estimate of the total telomere length that reflects both the copy number and the 
lengths of the HTT insertions. We estimate copy number from the junctions we 
identify with ConTExt, which also provide a more direct picture of HTT dynamics than 
does telomere length alone. 
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Figure 3-3 (A) Telomere length distribution (in kb) as estimated from HTT sequence 
abundance for each strain, grouped by population. Filled circles represent outlier strains. B: 
Beijing, I: Ithaca, N: Netherlands, T: Tasmania, Z: Zimbabwe.  (B) Telomere composition 
depicted by proportion of total telomere length per HTT family as estimated from copy 
number. White corresponds to short telomere strains (bottom 10%), grey to long telomere 
strains (top 10%).  (C) Telomere composition depicted by proportion of total telomere length 
per HTT subfamily as estimated from copy number. White and grey are same as in (B). (D) 
Proportion of full-length elements per subfamily per strain. Analyses performed by MPM and 
AMDC. 
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The median total telomere length in the GDL is 400 kb with a median of 95 
HTT insertions per genome, corresponding roughly to 50 kb and 12 insertions per 
each of the eight telomeres (Figure 3-3 A). The majority of insertions belong to the 
HET-A family (median of 58 insertions) with medians of 15 and 17 insertions 
belonging to the TAHRE and TART families, respectively. There is some population 
structure to telomere length, with estimates of the population means suggesting the 
mean telomere length in Beijing is 100-140kb longer than the other populations, 
corresponding to 25-40 more insertions on average. An increase in the number of 
HET-A family elements drives this, especially the HeT-A1, HeT-A2, and HeT-A5 
subfamilies, but not the TAHRE or TART elements (Figure 3-4 A-I).  
Telomere length displays appreciable variation among individuals, with an 
interquartile range of 200kb and 56 copies. In addition, there is clear potential for 
extreme gains and losses of telomere sequences, which are observed as significant 
outliers. Several strains have much shorter total telomere length, with the shortest 
(T14) being 143 kb and having 43 insertions (average of 17 kb or 5 insertions per 
telomere). At the opposite extreme, in I01 the telomeres have expanded to 1.7 Mb of 
sequence, corresponding to 673 insertions (average of 212 kb or 84 insertions per 
telomere). The range of telomere lengths is similar to that found in an earlier study of 
several strains (including the long-telomere strain GIII) that used a different approach 
(Southern blotting) (George et al. 2006). 
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Figure 3-4: The copy number of the HTT subfamilies in each strain broken down by 
population. Analyses performed by MPM. 
Telomere composition is similar in long and short telomere strains 
Comparative description of telomere composition across individuals is scarce. 
We described above that the Beijing population has elongated telomeres, and that 
this is driven by expansions of particular HETA subfamilies. Telomere elongation 
must to some extent be under host control and such expansions are suggestive of 
escape from host regulation. If a specific HTT drives telomere elongation across 
lines, this subfamily should be over-represented in long telomere strains compared to 
short telomere strains. We analyzed telomere composition by comparing HTT family 
and subfamily copy number and relative proportions between long (90th percentile, > 
163 HTT insertions) and short (10th percentile, < 54 insertions ) telomere strains. At 
the family level, there is no apparent difference in telomere composition between 
short and long telomere strains (Figure 3-3 B). As the copy number of HETA, TAHRE 
and TART increases in long telomere strains, so does their relative proportion, 
resulting in similar telomere composition. However, differences arise at the sub-family 
level (Figure 3-3 C). In long telomere strains, the copy number of HeTA-1, TART-B 
and TART-C increases less substantially than other sub-families, resulting in a 
reduced representation in long telomere strains. In addition, while HeT-A5 is the most 
abundant sub-family in short telomere strains, its copy number only increases slightly 
as telomeres elongate, resulting in a reduced representation in long telomere strains. 
Altogether, these observations suggest that telomere length is under host control, but 
that HTT sub-families respond differently to a more or less transposition-permissive 
state. 
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Telomeres are largely comprised of truncated HTTs 
HTTs, like all non-LTR retrotransposons, are frequently 5’-truncated due to 
incomplete reverse transcription. While ConTExt does not permit the reconstruction 
of HTT insertions, we can determine the extent to which each insertion is 5’-
truncated. A full-length insertion must have the intact 5’-end, though the presence of 
the 5’-end does not guarantee that there are not deletions within the insertion. We 
note, however, that we observe few junctions consistent with internal deletions within 
HTTs. We find that the majority of HTT insertions are incomplete, with about 80% of 
HET-A family and TAHRE insertions and 93% of TART insertions being truncated to 
various degrees, but that this proportion varies considerably among strains (Figure 
3-3 D). Given this high rate of truncation, strains containing only truncated insertions 
of a particular family might be common. But because such elements are unlikely to 
encode for functional proteins, and only the autonomous TAHRE and TART elements 
encode reverse transcriptase, some full-length elements might be maintained by 
selection. We found that 33% of strains lack any full-length TART elements, but only 
2 out of 85 strains lack full-length TAHRE. To assess the extremity of this 
observation, we fit an overdispersed count model to the number of full-length 
elements (see Methods) and then used posterior predictive simulations to ask 
whether we observe fewer strains without any full-length TAHRE elements than 
would be expected under the fitted model. In 99% of the simulations the fitted model 
predicted more strains entirely missing full-length TAHRE than we observed. One 
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interpretation is that selection acts on the genome to maintain the reverse 
transcriptase encoded by TAHRE. Alternatively, there may simply be present in most 
genomes a full-length TAHRE insertion in tandem with another HTT which is rarely 
deleted, perhaps because it is located outside of the telomere. 
 
Figure 3-5 (A) Copy number of selected TEs per strain as estimated from junctions. Each dot 
indicates the copy number of a TE family in a single strain, and red dots indicate strains with 
extreme copy-number expansions.  TEs are grouped as: Left, TEs with copy number outliers; 
middle, HTTs; right, all other active TEs (B) HTT copy number in strains where no other TE 
family has undergone a copy number compared to strains where other TE families have 
expanded in copy number. Analyses performed by MPM. 
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Copy number expansions are not specific to HTTs 
The pronounced copy number expansions of HTTs we observed in some 
strains raises the question of whether this is specific to the HTTs. We found that large 
TE expansions are common in GDL strains for both HTTs and non-telomeric TEs 
(Figure 3-5 A). Interestingly, in line I01, which has the greatest number of HTTs, 
Copia and MDG3 (both LTR retrotransposons) have also considerably increased in 
copy number. Total TE copy number is highest in strain I01, but across all lines there 
is no strong general tendency for strains with non-HTT copy number expansions to 
have longer telomeres. Three non-HTT TE families, Gypsy, Gypsy1, and Zam, that 
were defined as inactive under our criteria are present in few copies in most strains 
but expanded to 78, 20 and 37 copies, respectively, in single strains. For the most 
part, the copy number expansions all occurred in different strains, and we observe no 
general relationship between the occurrence of TE expansions and HTT copy 
number (Figure 3-5 B). The exception is I01, the longest telomere strain, which has 
also undergone copy number expansion of Copia and MDG3. It is noteworthy that in 
this strain, all of the HetA subfamilies and TAHRE have expanded considerably in 
copy number, but not the TART elements, suggesting differential responsiveness 
among the HTTs to whatever caused the expansion. We suspect that most or all of 
the expansions observed occurred during propagation in the laboratory, because in 
nature the new insertions resulting from such an expansion would be at low 
population frequency and rapidly become unlinked from each other due to 
independent assortment and recombination. In contrast, new insertions can more 
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easily reach high population frequency in the laboratory due either to the small 
population size or to the fixation of permissive variants in piRNA clusters or piRNA 
genes. We conclude that like any other active TE, HTTs are primed to take over 
given the opportunity. 
 
HTT copy number variation may reflect its highly dynamic environment 
Given that HTT abundances are highly dynamic across the GDL panel, we 
wanted to assess comprehensively how the relationship between average copy 
number and variability compares between HTTs and other TEs. We expected that the 
magnitude of copy number variation ought to increase with mean copy number. 
Active elements provide a reasonable baseline for mean-variance relationship of 
typical TEs, which are in conflict with the genome via transposition. However, the 
tandem nature of the telomeres additionally permits copy number expansions and 
contractions through unequal exchange, which may heighten the variability in copy 
number. Two other TE families, the R1 and R2 elements, reside in a similarly 
dynamic environment--the tandemly arrayed ribosomal RNA genes (rDNA). The R1 
and R2 elements therefore provide a comparison of the HTTs with TEs whose copy 
number evolves both by transposition and unequal exchange, but which provide no 
essential function. If HTT copy number is either more or less variable than both 
typical active TEs and the R-elements, that might suggest heightened conflict or host 
control, respectively. 
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Figure 3-6 (A) Scatter plot showing the relationship between mean copy number as 
estimated from junction data of selected TEs (log scale) and their variance (log scale) across 
the GDL. Designations of active and inactive TEs are from prior estimates of sequence 
divergence and population frequency as described in the Methods. Solid line represents the 
expected relationship under the assumption of little variation in population frequency and low 
linkage disequilibrium among insertions. Shaded regions summarize the distributions of 
mean and variance for inactive (grey), active (yellow), and the HTT+R-elements (purple) TE 
families, covering two standard deviations of bivariate Gaussians matched to the moments of 
the data they are approximating. (B) Boxplots depicting the posterior samples of the mean 
index of dispersion for each of the four categories of the TEs. (C) Average pairwise 
divergence among all copies of each active TE family in the GDL, estimated from the depth 
of reads supporting each possible allele. The contribution of positions where the minor allele 
displays overdispersed copy number variation, suggesting a variant in an active element, is 
indicated in red. The contribution of positions where the minor allele displays underdispersed 
copy number variation, suggesting a variant in an inactive element, is indicated in blue. (D-F) 
The mean-variance relationships of HeT-A (D), hobo (E) , and I-element (F) broken down by 
the copy number of the major and minor alleles  Each dot reflects the observed mean and 
variance of the copy number of the major (blue) and minor (gold) alleles of positions with 
>0.1 sequence diversity. For reference, the shaded regions are re-plotted from Fig 3A.  G) 
The mean-variance relationship of TAHRE’s minor alleles, colored by whether the minor 
allele is found in the heterochromatic TAHRE insertions (blue) or is likely telomeric (red).  
Shaded regions are re-plotted from Fig 3A. Analyses performed by MPM. 
Whatever dynamics and processes underlie the copy number evolution of a 
TE family within a species, each occupiable locus contains an insertion in some 
fraction of individuals in a population. The set of loci containing insertions in an 
individual genome is sampled from this larger population of insertions, each insertion 
allele being present with probability equal to its population frequency. Assuming that 
the number of de novo insertions per generation is small relative to the number 
preexisting insertions, the copy number in an individual genome is then the sum of 
Bernoulli trials with potentially different success probabilities, which if independent 
can be described with a Poisson-binomial distribution. In reality these may not all be 
independent due to a variety of factors, including genetic linkage, selection, and 
demographic history and population structure, collectively termed linkage 
disequilibrium. These factors are synthesized in the description of the variance of TE 
copy number found in (Brian Charlesworth and Charlesworth 1983), which highlights 
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that the variance in TE copy number should depend only on the mean and variance 
of the site frequency spectrum of TE insertions and the degree of linkage 
disequilibrium 
𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑌) = 𝜇 − 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑥𝑖)𝑇 + 4 ∑ 𝐷𝑖𝑗
𝑖<𝑗
 
where T is the number of occupiable loci, 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑥𝑖) is the variance in population 
frequency of TE insertions and 𝐷𝑖𝑗 is the linkage disequilibrium of insertions. 
Assuming that there are many occupiable loci, little linkage disequilibrium or variation 
in population frequency, copy number across individuals should be approximately 
Poisson distributed (Brian Charlesworth and Charlesworth 1983). While recent 
insertions should be at low population frequency with little variation, older insertions 
should have more variation in their population frequencies leading to an 
underdispersed copy number distribution (due to 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑥𝑖)𝑇 > 0). Consistent with this, 
we found that inactive TE families are generally underdispersed relative to this 
Poissionian expectation (Figure 3-6 A, B). In contrast, active TEs not only show 
greater copy number variation than inactive TEs, but are generally overdispersed 
with respect to the Poissonian expectation. This may reflect linkage disequilibrium or 
population structure in the success of the TE family’s invasion, or possibly be caused 
by continued copy number evolution in the lab stocks. But compared to other active 
elements, HTT copy number is even more variable (Figure 3-6 A,B), which could 
reflect either heightened conflict or instability of the genomic regions they occupy 
coupled with high linkage disequilibrium (4 ∑ 𝐷𝑖𝑗𝑖<𝑗 > 0). Notably, however, the R-
elements also display elevated variability comparable to the HTTs (Figure 3-6 A, B). 
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We suggest therefore that the heightened copy number variation displayed by the 
HTTs reflects the dynamic nature and tight linkage of the genomic environments 
these families occupy. 
 
The high sequence diversity of HTTs is driven by active variants 
  Sequence evolution of TEs determines the properties of their encoded 
proteins and internal regulatory sequences as well as potentially mediating escape 
from host suppression. HTTs are highly divergent among species, which has been 
suggested to reflect continued conflict despite their domestication, either between the 
HTTs and the host genome or among themselves. The instability of their genomic 
niche might also contribute to HTT sequence variation. The heightened copy number 
variation we observe for the HTTs (and R-elements) ought to increase the 
stochasticity with which lineages go extinct, both allowing sequence polymorphism to 
fix more rapidly within a TE family and possibly heightening selection for transposition 
activity (Kijimi and Innan 2013). We sought, therefore, to understand how the within 
species sequence diversity of the HTTs compared to that of other active transposable 
elements, especially the rDNA-restricted R-elements. 
 We find that the HTTs display high levels of sequence diversity, though 
several other active families of TEs have comparable levels (Figure 3-6 C). Such 
sequence diversity could reflect heterogeneity among the transpositionally competent 
elements. Alternatively, the active elements might be relatively homogeneous, but 
distinct in sequence from older inactive insertions that are relics of prior invasions. 
This alternative scenario applies to the recently active I-element and hobo, which 
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have invaded D. melanogaster multiple times and left degenerate copies from past 
invasions (Bucheton et al. 1992) (Boussy and Itoh 2004). If we were able to build a 
phylogeny from complete sequences of all TEs in the GDL the shape of this 
phylogeny would easily distinguish these scenarios. However, we are using short-
read data and cannot reconstruct individual elements, much less their phylogeny. To 
circumvent this challenge and to distinguish between these two scenarios, we 
leveraged our observation that the copy number variation of active TE families tends 
to be overdispersed and that of inactive families tends to be underdispersed (Figure 
3A, B). We reasoned that high diversity at positions where both the major and minor 
alleles display overdispersed copy number variation is suggestive of heterogeneity 
among the transpositionally active elements of the family. On the other hand, if the 
major allele is overdispersed but the minor allele is underdispersed this instead 
suggests that the active elements are homogeneous at that position, with a distinct 
population of inactive copies that are divergent from the active lineage. 
We find that both the minor and major alleles of the HTTs display the same 
mean-variance relationship we observed for HTT copy number and tend to be 
overdispersed (Figure 3-6 C, D), consistent with a population of heterogeneous 
active elements. In contrast, for most of the other TE families with high sequence 
diversity including Hobo and I-element (Figure 3-6 E, F), the variance of the minor 
allele tends to be shifted down from that of the major allele and is generally 
underdispersed. We suggest that this pattern of sequence diversity of non-HTTs is 
largely driven by degenerate inactive copies, with only a small fraction of positions in 
most elements reflecting divergence among active elements. One exception to the 
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tendency of the HTTs to show principally overdispersed minor alleles is TAHRE, 
which appears to have a subset of minor alleles displaying underdispersion, 
suggesting the presence of inactive copies outside of the telomere (Figure 3-6 G). To 
understand whether this heightened diversity observed in the HTTs is characteristic 
of TEs residing within unstable genomic regions, we consider the sequence diversity 
of the R-elements. However, while R1 also shows high levels of diversity, this is likely 
driven by the presence of hundreds of tandemly arrayed R1-elements evolving 
independently of the transpositionally active elements (McGurk and Barbash 2018; 
Roiha et al. 1981). A cleaner comparison is with R2, which does not form tandem 
arrays. Unlike the HTTs, R2 displays considerable variation consistent with inactive 
and degenerate copies, which likely reflects accretion from the edge of the rDNA 
array and which are evident at the pericentric edge of the reference X chromosome. 
The absence of accreted HTT relics may simply reflect the action of telomere 
erosion, which readily deletes telomeric sequence, including sequence accreted into 
the subtelomere. Nonetheless, R2 displays lower levels of sequence diversity among 
active copies, which may indicate that even for TEs within unstable niches the HTTs 
are evolving rapidly. 
 
HTTs insertions are restricted to the telomeres 
The retention of intact endonuclease ORFs in TART and TAHRE suggests 
that HTTs could potentially transpose outside of the telomeres (Levin and Moran 
2011). Such euchromatic insertions were recently reported as common in D. 
rhopaloa, though absent from the reference genomes of other species, including D. 
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melanogaster (Saint-Leandre, Nguyen, and Levine 2019). If they occur at low 
frequency, such non-telomeric insertions may nonetheless be present in non-
reference strains, such as the strains comprising the GDL. Further, several of our 
observations suggest there may be copies of TAHRE outside the telomere. First, we 
find fewer strains lack full-length TAHRE insertions than expected under a sampling 
model. Second, a subset of TAHRE SNPs vary less in copy number than expected of 
alleles found in active elements, suggesting the presence of inactive copies outside 
the telomeres (Figure 3-6 G). Finally, we observe an R1 inserted into TAHRE 
sequence which has reached moderate population frequency (12/15) in the Beijing 
population. Given the instability of the telomeres, we think it unlikely that such an 
insertion could be present in so many genomes if it were nested in a telomeric 
TAHRE.  
We first used ConTExt to search for low-frequency HTT insertions in 
euchromatic portions of the reference genome as well as in other repeats. Because 
sequencing artifacts could easily create the appearance of non-telomeric insertions, 
we required that both the 3’ and 5’ junctions be identifiable for junctions outside the 
subtelomere. We found no junctions beyond the subtelomeres that satisfied these 
criteria, though some junctions were consistent with short fragments (typically less 
than several hundred base pairs) that may reflect ectopic gene conversion events, 
some of which are present in the reference genome. We next sought to search for 
HTTs in unmapped heterochromatic sequence missing from both the reference and 
our repeat index. As the unmapped contigs in the reference genome are too short to 
determine whether TAHRE-containing contigs are surrounded by telomeric repeats or 
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instead embedded in non-telomeric repeats, we searched the PacBio assembly 
(GCA_000778455.1) (Berlin et al. 2015) of the reference strain ISO1 for 
heterochromatic TAHRE insertions. We identified one 140kb scaffold 
(JSAE01000744) which contains three tandem TAHRE insertions embedded among 
many other TEs. These are highly similar to each other, though 5% divergent from 
the TAHRE consensus. Both the 3’- and 5’-ends of two insertions are evident and 
they form tandem junctions. These TAHREs likely correspond to the full-length 
TAHRE that we found above in most strains. Nearly all of the underdispersed TAHRE 
minor alleles which led us to search for non-telomeric TAHRE correspond to 
polymorphisms present in these heterochromatic elements (Figure 3-6 G), indicating 
that these are the cause of the underdispersed alleles and providing validation for our 
inference that underdispersion reflects older insertions. Some polymorphisms within 
these fragments are present in more than three copies and display variation 
consistent with active elements, suggesting that some extant active TAHRE are 
closely related to the lineage that gave rise to these fragments. Both the gag and Pol 
open reading frames are incomplete, and the TAHREs are further interrupted by 
several nested TE insertions. The junctions of these nested TE insertions with 
TAHRE are present in most (82/85) strains.  
For comparison, we again considered the rDNA-restricted R1 and R2 
elements. We identified no instances of R2 elements inserted outside of rDNA units 
in the GDL data, though at the centromere-proximal end of the X-chromosome 
several R1 and R2 elements are scattered among rDNA and other TE sequence, 
likely reflecting accretion from the edge of the rDNA array (McAllister and Werren 
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1999). The tandem TAHRE sequence may have arisen in a manner similar to these 
heterochromatic R-elements, reflecting accretion from the base of heterochromatin-
adjacent telomeres, with XR or 4L being likely candidates. By contrast, we found 33 
insertions of R1 outside of rDNA units where both the intact 3’-end and (often 
truncated) 5’ junctions were identifiable. Most such junctions were restricted to single 
strains, though one insertion in the 3L pericentric heterochromatin was present in 
70/85 strains. Overall, while this corresponds to only .34% of all R1 elements in the 
GDL, it nonetheless reflects more insertion site promiscuity outside of its typical niche 
than we observe for the HTTs.  
 
Terminal deletions are common 
The high degree of copy number variability displayed by the HTTs appears to 
be shaped by the dynamic nature of the telomere. We sought, therefore, to further 
characterize the instability of the telomeres. Beyond the action of unequal exchange 
between telomeres to amplify and delete sequence, there are other possible 
mechanisms by which telomeric sequence may turnover. First, the end replication 
problem directly causes telomere erosion, which in some cases may reduce the 
chromosome ends to the subtelomeric TAS arrays or even into the centromere-
proximal unique sequence. Second, double strand breaks in the subtelomere may 
result in sudden terminal deficiencies. 
 Terminal deficiencies can be repaired by the insertion of a new HTT onto the 
broken chromosome end (Mason, Frydrychova, and Biessmann 2008). We reasoned 
that we could detect the subset of terminal deficiencies that extend through the HTT 
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array and subtelomeric repeats into unique sequence, by identifying junctions 
between the 3’-ends of HTT elements and subtelomeric unique sequence. Such 
junctions could also be generated by an HTT inserting internally on a chromosome 
arm, but this would produce junctions with unique sequence involving both the 3’ and 
5’ ends of the HTT. We found that 32/85 strains have junctions involving the 3’-end 
but not the 5’-end of an HTT and subtelomeric unique sequence, which represent 
putative terminal deficiencies (Figure 3-7 A). As a further test we looked for 
concomitant deletion of subtelomeric satellite. The left arms of chromosomes 2 and 3 
harbor arrays of the same subtelomeric satellite, TAS-L. If we have identified true 
terminal deficiencies of 3L, the TAS array should be lost from those chromosomes 
and TAS-L copy number reduced. Consistent with true terminal deficiencies on 3L, in 
strains with HTT-3L junctions the TAS-L copy number is roughly half that of strains 
without detectable deficiencies (Figure 3-7 B). To further confirm that these junctions 
reflect true terminal deficiencies, we checked for a reduction in the read depth over 
unique sequence on the telomere-proximal side of the putative break point. In only 
one strain (N16) did we observe no reduction of read depth after the breakpoint, 
suggesting that this junction reflects a false discovery. In three strains we observed 
evidence of heterozygosity, with one of the three showing evidence of an additional 
heterozygous deficiency based on read depth but lacking evidence of a HTT junction. 
The remaining strains are all consistent with homozygous deficiencies, as expected 
in inbred strains. 
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Figure 3-7 (A) Locations of terminal deficiencies (triangles) and elements involved (see 
colour legend). Thin and thick black bars represent UTRs and exons respectively, thin lines 
represent introns. Top, Chromosome 2R; middle, Chromosome 3L; bottom, Chromosome 
3R. X-axis scales are in kilo base-pairs; note that the telomeres are to right for 2R and 3R, 
and to the left for 3L. (B) TAS-L copy-number boxplot in strains with or without deficiencies . 
(C) HTT copy number (log10) in strains with or without deficiencies. The filled-in dot indicates 
an outlier. (D) Cumulative distribution of posterior samples of the association between mean 
HTT copy number and the presence of terminal deficiencies. The Y-axis indicates the 
posterior probability that the effect size is smaller than a given value. The black lines indicate 
the upper and lower bounds of the 95% credible interval. Analyses performed by MPM. 
  
All 32 identified junctions are independently derived, involving different 
elements and different sequence coordinates. Most are found on 3L and often delete 
the most distal gene, mthl8 but not the next annotated gene CG43149; a similar high 
rate of 3L terminal deficiencies was discovered by (Kern and Begun 2008). We note 
that the density of deficiencies is higher distal to mthl8 than it is between mthl8 and 
CG43149, suggesting that deletions of mthl8 are nonetheless deleterious even if not 
as serious as loss of CG43149 (Figure 3-7 A, middle panel). Fewer deficiencies are 
present on 2R and 3R, but the distribution of these are also limited by genes within 
several kilobases of the telomere, with none extending beyond CG30429 on 2R and 
beyond Map205 on 3R. We observed no deficiencies on 2L, likely because there is 
only 400 nt of non-repetitive sequence between the gene lethal (2) giant larvae and 
the TAS array. Terminal deletions removing l(2)gl would not be expected in the GDL 
lines we sampled because they have been inbred to homozygosity, but they are 
common on heterozygous chromosomes in natural populations and in lab stocks 
(Roegiers et al. 2009; Mechler, McGinnis, and Gehring 1985; Green and Shepherd 
1979). Taken together, our analysis demonstrates that terminal deletions likely occur 
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at high frequency on all chromosomes, and also highlights the fitness impacts of 
terminal erosion and deletion.  
 
Figure 3-8 (A) The observed frequency with which two HTTs neighbor each other relative to 
the expected frequency (log2). (B) Boxplots of the posterior distributions describing the 
degree to which elements tend to neighbor themselves (log2). The whiskers reflect the 95% 
credible intervals. (C) A visualization of the HTT subfamilies, depicted as thick bars, in the X 
chromosome telomere of the release 6 reference. We depict alignments with at least 90% 
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identity to the consensus; if a region is homologous to two elements, we assign it to the 
element with the greatest homology, which was only an issue due to some homology 
between TART-A and TART-C. The upward tick indicate the 3’-end of an element and the 
downward ticks the 5’-end. A full length insertion has both ticks. TART-A_PNTR is the TART-
A near terminal repeat. (D) Top: The observed proportion which with each subfamily is found 
anywhere in the telomere (white) or is the first HTT found at the base of a telomere (grey). 
The error bars are 95% credible intervals computed analytical for Dirichlet-Multinomial 
models with uniform priors. Bottom: Boxplots summarizing posterior samples of the relative 
enrichment (log2) of each subfamily at the base of the telomere, accounting for telomere 
composition differences across strains. The whiskers span the 95% credible interval, 
determined as quantiles of the posterior sample. Analyses performed by MPM. 
Telomeres are longer in strains with terminal deficiencies 
As the consequence of such deficiencies are chromosomes lacking 
subtelomeric sequences, including the TAS array, we considered the possibility that 
these sequences play roles in HTT regulation which could affect telomere length 
(Shpiz and Kalmykova 2012). The high degree of variability in HTT copy number and 
lack of linkage among telomeres means that a single terminal deficiency is unlikely to 
explain a large amount of HTT copy number variation, as for most of their copy 
number evolution seven of the eight telomeres in a given strain did not evolve in the 
presence of the deficiency. However, in strains with terminal deficiencies there 
appears to be a tendency for higher HTT copy number than in strains without 
deficiencies (Figure 3-7 C). Accounting for population differences in telomere length, 
we estimate that the mean number of HTT insertions is 29% higher in strains with 
terminal deficiencies (95% CI= 6%-55%), though 5.3% percent of the posterior 
samples suggest perhaps biologically irrelevant effect sizes of less than 10% (Figure 
3-7 D). The full extent to which telomeres are elongated in strains with deficiencies 
likely reflects in part the fixation of the deficiency in the lab stocks, such that all 
telomeres in the strain have essentially become linked to the deficiency. In natural 
populations, only the telomere directly attached to the deficiency is tightly linked to it 
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and especially prone to excessive elongation, with the other telomeres only 
transiently existing in the presence of a deficiency. These results suggest that 
subtelomeric sequences may negatively regulate telomere length. 
  
Patterns of HTT insertions suggest different families are active under different 
conditions 
Some HTT subfamilies may be active at the same time. For example, 
elements of the HET-A family are non-autonomous and must rely on another element 
for transposition. Similarly, it has been proposed that TAHRE and TART use the Gag 
protein of HET-A for telomere targeting (Rashkova et al. 2002; Fuller et al. 2010). If 
multiple elements insert during such periods of activity, co-active elements would 
tend to be found next to each other. We assessed this by examining the interspersion 
of HTT elements, comparing the frequency of junctions between two 
families/subfamilies against what would be expected under random ordering given 
the relative proportions of those HTTs. 
We found that elements of the same subfamily tend to neighbor each other 
(Figure 3-8 A, B). This might arise if the same transcript is reverse transcribed 
multiple times to the same chromosome end or if HTT expression profiles differ. We 
also found that elements of the HET-A and TAHRE families are generally 
interspersed as would be expected under random ordering. TART elements, 
however, are less commonly found adjacent to HET-A and TAHRE insertions than 
expected. Further, the tendency of TART elements to be found adjacent to their own 
subfamily is much stronger than that of HET-A and TAHRE subfamilies. The 
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interspersion of HET-A and TAHRE elements contrasted with the low frequency of 
HETA-TART and TAHRE-TART junctions may be a consequence of HET-A relying 
upon the expression of TAHRE’s polymerase for reverse transcription (Shpiz et al. 
2007). It further suggests that TART and TAHRE may not be active at the same time. 
We examined the assembled telomeres in the release 6 reference genome (Hoskins 
et al. 2015), and observe several instances where multiple full-length copies of the 
same element are in tandem (Figure 3-8 C). The three TART-A elements in tandem 
on the X chromosome telomere, however, share terminal repeats, which is consistent 
with recombination between the 3’ and 5’ terminal repeats (Ke and Voytas 1997) and 
the principle mechanism by which TEs with terminal repeats generate tandems in 
Drosophila (McGurk and Barbash 2018). Thus, the higher rate of self-adjacency 
observed for TART may reflect recombination between termini and/or multiple 
independent insertions. 
Given this apparent segregation of TART elements from HET-A and TAHRE 
that presumably occurs during normal telomere elongation, we considered that 
different HTT families may become active under different conditions. We were 
particularly interested in the possibility that certain families are more involved in the 
recovery of lost telomeres than others. On the autosomes, the first (most proximal) 
HTT insertion in each HTT array is adjacent to one of two distinct satellite arrays, the 
telomere-associated sequences (TAS-L and TAS-R) (Mason and Villasante 2014; 
Asif-Laidin et al. 2017). These HTTs next to the TAS-L or TAS-R sequences 
represent the HTTs that must have repaired a completely eroded telomere. On the 
other hand, if an HTT has healed a terminal deficiency, it will form a junction with 
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unique subtelomeric sequence (Kern and Begun 2008). To identify HTTs at the base 
of the telomere, we looked for junctions between HTTs and either TAS-L/TAS-R or 
unique subtelomeric sequences. To assess for enrichment of particular families, we 
compared the frequency with which an element is found next to subtelomeric 
sequence against the proportion of HTT copies it comprises in each strain. As 
junctions with subtelomeric sequence involve the 3’-ends of the HTTs, we estimate 
the copy number of each family from the number of junctions involving the element’s 
3’-end, ensuring any biases resulting from mappability or structural variation at the 3’-
end of the elements affect both estimates. 
We found that elements in the TART family are enriched at the base of the 
telomere and TAHRE is depleted. Breaking this down by subfamilies (Figure 3-8 D), 
the TART enrichment is mostly driven by TART-C (posterior mean = 1.65-fold, 95% 
HPD=1.25-2.1). Among the HET-A subfamilies, HeT-A shows evidence of weaker 
enrichment (posterior mean = 1.3-fold, 95% HPD=1.03-1.57), which at the family 
level is obscured by the other HET-A subfamilies. TAHRE is clearly 
underrepresented at the base (posterior mean = .33-fold, 95% HPD=.2-.47) as is the 
subfamily Het-A2 (posterior mean = .51-fold, 95% HPD=.34-.68). To consider the 
possibility that terminal deficiencies and erosion into the TAS array might lead to 
different response than when both the HTT and TAS arrays are lost, we compared 
the propensity of HTTs to heal terminal deficiencies against their propensity to insert 
at the TAS arrays. Only TAHRE shows any clear difference in propensity, healing 
terminal deficiencies at about the rate expected given its copy number, in contrast to 
its four-fold depletion at the TAS arrays (mean defn/TAS =4-fold, 95% HPD =1.65-
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9.7), suggesting that complete loss of a telomere and TAS array may activate 
TAHRE in a way that mere erosion into the TAS does not. The other HTTs do not 
display clear evidence of differences in their propensity to insert at the TAS array 
versus terminal deficiencies, but the degree of uncertainty in the posterior 
probabilities is open to greater than 2-fold differences in either direction. 
 
Discussion 
ConTExt provides a comprehensive picture of Drosophila telomeres 
To better understand the contribution of domestication, conflict, and the nature 
of their genomic niche to the evolution of the HTTs, we performed a population 
survey of their copy number, sequence diversity, and organization in the telomeres, 
using comparisons with other TE families to place this in context. Using ConTExt, our 
pipeline for accessing repeat variation in short read data, we examined nearly 10,000 
HTT insertions across 85 D. melanogaster genomes, greatly expanding upon 
previous efforts relying on qPCR and southern blots to assess the population 
variation of copy number only. 
Our use of short read data prevented us from reconstructing entire telomeres, 
or even individual TEs, however. But the number of genomes analyzed permitted us 
to leverage insights from population genetics and empirical differences between 
active and inactive TE families to draw conclusions that otherwise would require the 
construction of phylogenies, for example the presence of divergent inactive TE 
copies from past invasions. That we inferred the existence of TAHRE copies outside 
the telomere and correctly predicted which polymorphisms were present within them 
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provided validation of this inference and suggests it may be useful in future 
population surveys of transposable elements.  
The data analyzed derive from pools of about 50 whole females of varying age 
from inbred lab stocks (Grenier et al. 2015), with some implications for interpretation. 
As individual genomes are transient entities, the way in which new genomes are 
sampled from alleles segregating in the prior generation constrains how variable copy 
number distributions can be and emphasizes that extreme copy number outliers 
should not be found in natural populations. The strain-specific TE copy number 
expansions we observed highlight that TE copy number evolution likely continues 
during inbreeding, as dramatic copy number expansions have a higher probability of 
success in lab stocks than in the wild. Without this, it would not have been possible 
for us identify TE escaping repression or differences in their susceptibility to 
repression. However, we emphasize that this is not particular to our analysis but is 
relevant to any analysis of transposable elements in strains that have been 
maintained as stocks for some time, including those used to construct reference 
genomes. Further, telomere length might differ between sexes, across tissues and 
over an individual’s lifespan. Somatic elongation is unlikely to affect our estimates as 
these junctions should be specific to individual flies rather than present in the 
complete pool of sequenced flies and generally below detection limits due to their low 
coverage. Age-related telomere loss, however, could produce biases systemic across 
all individuals in the pool. However, germline erosion is reported to be on the order of 
70-bp per generation in Drosophila (H Biessmann et al. 1992). Any somatic or age 
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effects would have to be more severe than these reported rates of erosion to impact 
our conclusions. 
 
The telomere is a particularly dynamic niche 
We found D melanogaster telomeres, averaging 50kb, to be somewhat longer 
than is typical of telomerase based systems (generally several kilobases but often as 
much as 20kb) (Gomes, Shay, and Wright 2010) and, consistent with more limited 
prior estimates (Wei et al. 2017), quite variable among individuals. Partly this slightly 
longer length might reflect that a population of TEs 6-10kb in their full lengths is 
employed for telomere maintenance. But there are certainly species with even longer 
telomerase-maintained telomeres and similar ranges of variability have been reported 
in C. elegans (Cook et al. 2016) and A. thaliana (Fulcher et al. 2015), and even 
greater ranges have been reported in some birds (Gomes, Shay, and Wright 2010). 
The principal prediction of using selfish elements to maintain the telomeres rather 
than telomerase is that the conflicting interests of the HTTs and the genome should 
make it harder for melanogaster to maintain its optimal telomere length. But given 
that this optimum is not clear a priori and is likely the result of many species-specific 
factors, it is hard to draw conclusions simply by comparing telomere length 
distributions. 
 But like more typical telomerase-maintained systems, the range of telomere 
variation we observed in D. melanogaster is the net result of the variety of processes 
that contribute to elongation and loss and the data provided some insight into the 
peculiarity of these in melanogaster. The extremely long telomeres we observed in 
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several strains, for example, likely reflect runaway copy number evolution in the lab 
stocks rather than natural variation. While such excessive elongation can occur in 
telomerase-based systems (Cook et al. 2016), Drosophila may be particularly 
vulnerable to this as the TEs which comprise their telomeres, like any TE, gain a 
reproductive advantage by increasing in copy number. The tandem arrangement of 
telomeres means unequal exchange might amplify and delete their sequence, and 
the heightened tendency for TART subfamilies be tandemly repeated compared to 
HTTs without terminal repeats suggests the action of such recombination amplifying 
and, conversely, deleting telomere sequence. The loss of even entire telomeres is an 
astoundingly common event, evidenced by the healed scars of independent terminal 
deficiencies we observed in one-third of strains. These further evidenced selection 
against deficiencies that extend beyond protein coding genes within several 
kilobases of the telomere, highlighting the fitness impacts of even slight erosion and 
the fitness benefits the HTTs provide the host genome in the form of telomere 
maintenance. 
One aspect of telomere length variation which our study was unable to 
address is potential length heterogeneity among the telomeres in a genome, as we 
could not assign telomere-derived reads to particular chromosomes. However, the 
association between terminal deficiencies and telomere length we observed suggests 
one mechanism by which such heterogeneity could arise. In natural populations, 
alleles causing excessive telomere elongation will not generally remain linked to 
particular telomeres and their impact on telomere length should be dispersed equally 
across all telomeres in the population. By contrast, a telomere directly attached to a 
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healed deficiency remains tightly linked to it over many generations and therefore 
may be perpetually prone to excessive elongation in a way that other telomeres are 
not. 
 
 Does telomere instability explain the rapid evolution of HTTs? 
The instability of the telomeres not only presents challenges for the genome 
but also for the HTTs themselves and perhaps places them in circumstances with 
which other TE families do not have to contend. Indeed the HTTs have evolved a 
variety of strategies to cope with this, for example 3’-promoters and near terminal 
repeats (Pardue and DeBaryshe 2011). The tendency we observed for HTTs to insert 
multiple times in tandem might reflect another such strategy, as it protects the more 
proximal insertions from the immediate erosion faced by the most distal. But beyond 
favoring adaptations, this instability may explain the extent of HTT variation.  
Consistent with this, we found the HTTs were among the most variable in copy 
number of TEs across D. melanogaster genomes, along with the R-elements. As the 
R-elements are the only other D. melanogaster TEs to insert at tightly linked, 
unstable tandem arrays, their similar copy number variability suggests that inserting 
at the chromosome ends leads to heightened instability. The telomeric TEs by virtue 
of inserting at telomeres are thus predisposed to a much higher probability of being 
lost than typical TEs, and this should be a property of all such TEs across the 
Drosophila genus with several implications for their evolution. First, this likely 
contributes to the variability in the complement of telomeric TEs among across the 
Drosophila phylogeny (Saint-Leandre, Nguyen, and Levine 2019), as it should 
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increase the stochasticity with which particular HTT lineages fix or go extinct across 
the phylogeny. Further the previously described degree of between-species telomere 
length variation (Saint-Leandre, Nguyen, and Levine 2019) must to some extent 
reflect sampling individual reference strains from highly variable within-species copy 
number distributions rather than differences in mean telomere length between 
species. Simulation studies suggest that such high rates of TE deletion may also 
drive non-neutral sequence evolution by heightening the strength of selection on 
transpositional activity (Kijima and Innan 2013), as the birth rate of new insertions 
must compensate for the heightened death rate of preexisting insertions for the family 
to remain viable. If there are fitness impacts on the organism of excessive telomere 
elongation, which observations of telomere trimming suggest may be the case (Li et 
al. 2017), this heightened selection on transposition may also intensify conflict among 
the HTTs as they compete for limited space and transposition machinery. 
Our finding that diversity among HTTs largely reflects divergence among 
active elements stands in contrast to other active TE families whose high diversity is 
mostly driven by divergent relics from prior invasions. This distinctive property of 
HTTs is likely explained by the high-turnover rate of telomeric sequence. Whereas 
old insertions may persist for even millions of years elsewhere in the genome, they 
are likely to be lost quite rapidly in the telomere, such that only recently active TEs 
are present. As noted previously, this turnover should further promote sequence 
diversity by both increasing the rate at which variants neutrally fix as well by 
heightening selection on transposition. Yet, this high turnover of telomere sequence 
may not be sufficient to completely explain their sequence diversity. Considering both 
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total sequence diversity and that restricted to active elements, the HTTs are still 
much more diverse than R2, which is also subject to a high turnover rate. This might 
be a consequence of R2 elements averaging twice the copy number of individual 
HTTs subfamilies, as new alleles should reach intermediate frequency more slowly in 
larger populations of elements. But this difference in copy number is not enormous 
and while the copy number of individual HeT-A subfamilies is less than that of R2, 
taken together the family is more abundant than R2 and yet has diversified into five 
distinct lineages that display evidence of ongoing diversification. This contrast to R2 
may be a hint that some dynamic is at play leading to higher rates of diversification in 
the HTTs compared to R2. Competition with each other or conflict with the host 
genome's regulatory mechanisms are likely candidates, but we emphasis that this 
contrast rests on a comparison with only a single R-element family, due to the 
existence of a separate R1 tandem array which could not be disentangled from active 
R1 elements. In consequence, the most confident conclusion that can be drawn 
about HTT sequence diversity is that it is driven by recently active elements and this 
is due to the high rate of turnover at the telomere. 
 
HTT copy number expansions suggest conflict 
While the instability of their niche is likely what distinguishes much of their 
copy number and sequence variability from other active TEs, it does not imply that 
conflict with the genome is unimportant in understanding HTT evolution. Indeed, that 
we note instances of runaway transposition consistent with conflict between TEs and 
the genome, highlights the actions of host factors in repressing TE activity. But these 
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are not restricted to the HTTs, showing that in a broad sense HTTs are subject to 
host suppression and capable of escape like any other TE, and thus like all TEs the 
HTTs remain selfish entities in conflict with their host genome. Any HTT that could 
escape this regulation should have a reproductive advantage over the other HTTs, 
though perhaps only a short-term advantage as telomeres populated by hyperactive 
HTTs might be detrimental to the genome. It does not appear however that any one 
subfamily has strongly escaped suppression and become hyperactive. In the longest 
telomere strains, no one subfamily predominated suggesting general misregulation 
as the principle cause of excessive elongation. However, some subfamilies were 
moderately over- or underrepresented in the long telomere strains compared to the 
short strains, suggesting differences in susceptibility to host regulation among the 
HTTs. Further, the observation that not only are telomeres longer in the Beijing 
strains but that this results from expansions of particular HET-A subfamilies, but not 
TAHRE or TART, suggests that this variable susceptibility may be actively evolving 
across the species, as would be expected under conflict. 
 
Is telomere restriction domestication or an evolutionary strategy? 
The persistent localization of HTTs to the chromosome ends for tens of 
millions of years is frequently taken to reflect their domestication but it might instead 
reflect an evolutionary strategy on the part of the HTTs to reduce their fitness impacts 
on the genome. Studies of reference strains of multiple species in the Melanogaster 
subgroup found telomeric TEs were entirely telomere restricted in most species, 
though an ancestrally telomeric TE now has promiscuous non-telomeric localization 
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in D. rhopoloa (Saint-Leandre, Nguyen, and Levine 2019). While the large number of 
TEs included in our study offered the potential to detect lower rates of insertion 
outside their niches than studies focused on single reference strains, we found no 
evidence of HTTs inserting outside of the telomere. We did, however, observe a low 
rate of R1 insertions outside of the rDNA, which concords with prior observations that 
non-rDNA R-element transposition occurs in at least low rates across the genus 
(Stage and Eickbush 2009). High rates of escape have been described in some 
species in association with other changes in insertional patterns, such as an 
increased occurrence of multiple R-elements in the same rDNA unit (Stage and 
Eickbush 2009).  
Inserting only at gene poor, but unstable, loci like the telomeres and rDNA 
arrays must entail a tradeoff between the relaxed fitness cost imposed on the host 
genome and the heightened rate of loss the TEs themselves incur. That the R-
elements have similarly resided in such a niche for millions of years suggests that 
even in the absence of domestication this tradeoff can be a successful strategy. 
However, the lower frequency of HTTs escaping from their niche might reflect 
domestication, with the fitness benefits they afford the genome further shifting the 
balance of the trade off in the HTT’s favor. In contrast, the more frequent escape of 
R-elements could reflect competition among each other (Ye et al. 2005) or perhaps a 
higher fitness cost of rDNA insertions in some species favoring a transition back to a 
more generalist strategy. Again, though, a more neutral explanation is also plausible. 
While endonuclease activity is a necessary step in the insertion of R-elements, the 
HTTs may not require this to insert at the chromosome ends. While they apparently 
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retain endonuclease domains, it is not clear whether these is functional and 
endonuclease incompetent Line1 elements have been observed to insert at 
chromosome ends in a fashion similar to the HTTs (Morrish et al. 2007, 1). Escape 
from the telomeres may then require reacquisition of a functional endonuclease, thus 
locking telomeric TEs more tightly into their insertion site than the R-elements, which 
need only to relax the sequence specificity of their endonuclease to escape the 
rDNA. 
 
Host regulation of the HTTs  
Complete domestication would imply that the activity of the HTTs was 
completely under the genome’s control. While such control of bona fide TEs is likely 
impossible without separating the RT machinery from the telomeres, the importance 
of maintaining telomeres in the face of this instability should place pressure on the 
host genome to control the activity of telomeric TEs. Mutations in a number of genes 
involved in general TE regulation, primarily the heterochromatin maintenance and 
piRNA pathways, are associated with excessive HTT expression and telomere 
elongation. Our observations were consistent with excessive telomere elongation 
largely resulting from host misregulation, and the observation that Copia and Mdg3 
also expanded in the longest telomere strain is particularly suggestive of defects in 
piRNA repression. The reliance of the HTTs upon each other for telomere localization 
and transposition machinery may simplify their regulation by the genome. We 
observed expansions of all HetA subfamilies and TAHRE, but not the TART elements 
in the longest telomere strain. Similarly, we found that TART elements are 
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segregated from HeT-A family elements and TAHRE in the telomere. This might 
entirely reflect tandem expansions by terminal repeat recombination in TART, but 
different patterns of expression might also contribute. For example, in piRNA mutants 
TART expression is most evident in nurse cells during later oogenesis while HeT-A 
and TAHRE upregulation occurs in the early oocyte (Savitsky et al. 2006; Shpiz et al. 
2007). That Heta is nonautomonous means it must rely upon another an external 
source RT, and these indications of coregulation suggest TAHRE as the source. The 
nearly fixed heterochromatic TAHRE we identified might then reflect the separation of 
a piRNA source from the HTT elements that it regulates, potentially one step toward 
the imposition of tighter host control on the transposase upon which the predominant 
HTT, HET-A, relies. 
Our observation that telomeres are longer in strains with terminal deficiencies 
than in strains suggests the genome may have recruited subtelomeric sequences to 
regulate telomere elongation. This is consistent with studies suggesting that the TAS 
is heterochromatic and regulates HTT expression in cis, and perhaps in trans (Harald 
Biessmann et al. 2005; Frydrychova et al. 2007; Radion et al. 2018). Deficiencies on 
the left arm of chromosome 2 have been previously associated with upregulation of 
telomeric transgenes both in trans and cis (Mason, Frydrychova, and Biessmann 
2008) . As we detected no deficiencies in the GDL involving 2L, with the majority 
instead found on 3L, our observations suggest that sequences negatively regulating 
telomere length are not restricted to the 2L subtelomere but are a property of multiple 
subtelomeres in D. melanogaster. Yet while the recruitment of telomere adjacent 
sequence in HTT regulation may be simple to evolve, that deficiencies are present in 
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roughly a third of the GDL strains implies that such regulators are also easily lost and 
that telomeres will frequently coexist with alleles permissive to telomere elongation.  
Differences in among the HTTs responsiveness to less obvious host signals 
are further suggested by the enrichment of TART elements and strong depletion of 
TAHRE elements at the base of telomeres. This may reflect regulatory differences or 
functional specialization among the HTTs, with TART elements being particularly 
responsive or TAHRE particularly unresponsive to whatever signals or chromatin 
states occur when a telomere becomes completely eroded. Consistent with this, 
distinct patterns have been observed in mutant backgrounds that contain pre-existing 
terminal deficiencies. Mutations in SuVar(205) (which encodes the heterochromatin 
and telomere-associated protein HP1) elevate rates of healing by both Het-A and 
TART, while disruption of piRNA silencing by mutations in spn-E leads only to TART 
insertions at the deficiency (Savitsky et al. 2006, 2002).  
 
The complicated nature of HTT evolution 
Together our results emphasize the complexity of HTT evolution and we 
emphasize that understanding their evolution requires considering the variety of 
forces at work. The instability of the telomeres is clearly a critical player, not only 
driving adaptations but shaping their copy number and sequence variation in ways 
that distinguish them from other TEs. Copy number and sequence variability should 
not therefore be ascribed to conflict or domestication without adequately considering 
the impact of this remarkably unstable niche. Based on our observations and prior 
literature, we suggest that even their persistent telomere localization may not reflect 
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domestication, but rather a highly successful evolutionary strategy on the part of the 
HTTs to reduce their impact on the host genome. Nonetheless, our results are 
consistent with prior observations that host sequences regulate the HTTs and the 
data further suggest that the susceptibility to regulation varies among the HTTs and 
is actively evolving, consistent with ongoing conflict between these genomic 
endosymbionts and their genome. 
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Chapter 4 - Advances and insights into repeat population genomics 
 
The study of repeat biology is complicated not only by the mechanisms and 
consequences of repeat evolution, but also in terms of the bioinformatic challenges 
which hinder their study. This work has provided some steps forward along both 
fronts. First, the development of ConTExt enabled us to ask questions that could not 
be addressed previously and to gain a rich picture of important aspects of how 
repetitive sequence evolves within a species. Second, we applied this to understand 
how satellites can arise from transposable elements. We found that transposable 
element dimers are an inevitable and common consequence of transposition, and yet 
were missed by the many studies of insertional polymorphism. We further 
characterized the variation of a set of putatively domesticated TEs which maintain the 
telomeres of Drosophila and offered insights into the forces driving their evolution. 
These results both warrant further investigation and this method offers the 
opportunity to open up our understanding of other aspects of repeat biology. 
 
Short read data contains rich information about repetitive sequence 
           A central aim of this work was to develop methods for accomplishing structural 
variant discovery in repetitive sequence for use in population genomic analysis. The 
outcome was a computational pipeline, ConTExt, which is a generalization of TE 
insertion calling and structural variant discovery pipelines and is capable of 
identifying a variety of structures from read pairs spanning junctions involving 
repeats, including insertions into unique and repeated sequence, tandem junctions, 
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and deletions internal to repeats. While these are not complete reconstructions of the 
underlying sequence, they facilitate summaries of the true sequence, for example 
copy number and sequence diversity, which are sufficient to address many questions 
of interest. 
So that it could be applied to population genomic data, the various clustering 
steps employed in this algorithm were explicitly designed to account for differences 
among sequencing libraries by identifying training sets within each library. For 
example, ConTExt determines good clustering parameters separately for each library 
by assessing clustering performance on the easy to identify junctions between TEs 
and unique sequence. Similarly, knowing the uncertainty around the estimates of 
junction coordinates is necessary for matching junctions across samples, and 
ConTExt estimates this uncertainty by assessing how much the 3’ and 5’ junctions of 
euchromatic TE insertions disagree with each other.  
           While ConTExt represents a potent and general tool for extending population 
genomic analysis to repetitive DNA, it is not a universal solution to the challenges 
repeats pose. First, ConTExt is an explicit acknowledgment that while some 
structures can be identified in repetitive sequence most cannot be localized to 
particular regions of the genome with standard short read data. There are tricks that 
can be used in some cases to circumvent this, for example the target site 
duplications present in TE tandem junctions allowed us to confidently map many of 
them. But nested TE insertions as well as deletions and SNPs internal to repeats 
cannot be so mapped with typical data. ConTExt can be applied to linked-read data, 
like GemCode, in which case mapping at the resolution of tens of kilobases is 
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possible, but these datasets are not as widely available as more typical short read 
data.  
It is possible to sidestep some of these problems by employing ConTExt as 
tool for screening the presence or absence of structures known from high-quality 
assemblies. We successfully used this approach in both of our analyses to determine 
the population frequency of structures in deep heterochromatin by first determining 
which junctions were present within the region of interest and then used ConTExt to 
assess the presence or absence of these junctions across individuals without well-
assembled genomes. This could be further applied to complement the advances 
using long read assemblies to explore regions in deep heterochromatin. For example, 
ConTExt could quickly survey preexisting population genomic data to identify 
individuals with heterochromatic haplotypes potentially distinct from those already 
assembled (ie missing many predicted junctions), which might be good candidates 
for long read sequencing and assembly. 
Further, ConTExt’s reliance on alignments to consensus sequences induces 
several challenges. First, the set of repeat families present in the species must be 
known ahead of time and the consensus sequences used must be good 
representations and non-redundant. Hence, careful curation of the repeat index prior 
to analysis is absolutely necessary if confident conclusions are to be drawn from the 
data. Second, it means that ConTExt is not effective at distinguishing reads derived 
from groups of relatively similar but biologically meaningful repeat subfamilies, such 
as the human alpha satellites (Miga et al. 2014). In these cases, the considerable 
ambiguity in the assignment of reads to consensus sequences can strain the 
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interpretability of the data, as repeat families that one wishes to consider separately, 
for example independently evolving satellite arrays at distinct centromeres, are 
merged together in outputs. We faced a more manageable version of this problem in 
our investigation of the HTTs, where distinct lineages of HeT-A were identifiable in 
the reference genome, but these were sufficiently distinct that dealing with 
ambiguous alignments slowed but did not seriously hinder our analysis.  
Rigorously investigating more closely related sets of repeats using short read 
data likely requires an algorithm that explicitly incorporates the relationships between 
repeat (sub)families into the analysis. One tool for assigning expression levels to TE 
subfamilies, TEtranscripts, employs mixture modelling to resolve the ambiguously 
mapped reads in cases similar to this (Jin et al. 2015). While it is not clear how this 
might be incorporated into ConTExt’s structural variant discovery pipeline, it might be 
possible to employ a similar strategy in the simpler tasks of estimating copy number 
and summarizing sequence diversity. 
 
Satellite evolution and tandem TEs 
           Satellites derived from TEs have been observed in a number of genomes and 
a variety of mechanisms put forth to explain their genesis (Meštrović et al. 2015). 
However, up until this work there had been no systematic study of their formation—
the mechanisms, the frequency, the intermediates, the timescales over which this 
occurs—and few such studies of the process of satellite formation in general. In 
applying ConTExt to this problem, we not only observed the transition of 
transposable elements to satellite arrays at various stages of the process within a 
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single species but also uncovered an unappreciated, but common, consequence of 
transposition: the formation of TE dimers. Our analyses illustrate the dynamic nature 
of satellite evolution. Perhaps, as the library model posits, some satellites do arise 
from precursors which are stable over millions of years (Fry and Salser 1977). But 
our results clearly demonstrate that substrates from which satellites can arise are 
regularly generated from processes common to most genomes and that these 
substrates can expand into larger arrays.  
           TE-derived tandems are distinct from other satellites in that they harbor an 
abundance of regulatory sequence (and in the case of DNA transposons, 
endonuclease cut sites) and they should be naturally prone to heterochromatinization 
by the piRNA pathway. Further, TE tandem arrays might be recruited by the genome 
as sources of piRNAs which to silence other TEs of that family. These features mean 
that TE-derived satellites may be more likely to have phenotypic consequences than 
other newly emerged satellites. Further, an appreciable proportion of TE insertions 
reflect tandems, for example 2% of P-element insertions in the GDL, and these are 
particularly common at insertional hotspots. Studies focused on the impacts of TE 
insertions of functional elements should be aware of and consider the tandem status 
of the TEs under investigation.  
There are several follow-up analyses that could help elucidate these impacts. 
We were able to map the location of a number of tandem TEs, including a newly 
expanded array of ~16 hobo elements. If tandem TEs induce stronger 
heterochromatin than single insertions this may suppress the expression of nearby 
genes. This could be assessed using RNA-seq data from the GDL to model gene 
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expression in a given strain as a function of the distance to the nearest TE in that 
strain as well as the tandem status of that TE. Similarly, the extent to which these 
arrays are piRNA sources should manifest as a correlation between their tandem 
copy number and abundance of piRNAs matching that TE family. The megabase 
sized R1 array in particular is an interesting candidate, as it perhaps reflects a 
structure employed by the genome to limit R1 insertions into the rDNA or define 
silenced domains within the rDNA array (Zhou, Eickbush, and Eickbush 2013). 
 
Future directions for the study of satellite evolution 
While this work provided insight into the processes and timescales of satellite 
emergence, a detailed picture of the mutational processes underlying copy number 
evolution remains elusive. What is the rate of mutations which change copy number? 
How much does copy number change on average after each mutational event—are 
there constraints on how out of register arrays can be when they recombine? These 
are essential parameters determining the extinction time of neutral satellite arrays 
and knowing the answers to these questions should also facilitate the identification of 
arrays under selection based on their sequence and copy number variation. Effort 
should therefore be directed toward learning these parameters and, whether 
leveraging natural variation or mutation accumulation experiments, ConTExt should 
facilitate these efforts by enabling the application of inexpensive NGS data to this 
problem and providing a rich picture of the copy number and sequence 
composition.      
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The advent of assembled satellite arrays offers some complimentary paths 
toward answering these questions, especially whether there are constraints on how 
out-of-register arrays are when they recombine. Assuming that there exists 
identifiable polymorphism within the repeat monomers of a satellite array, the 
unequal exchange (UE) events that change the copy number of arrays will also 
generate repetition in the ordering of these variants within the array (the same 
process by which higher-order repeats arise). The lengths of these repeated tracks 
should be informative of the degree to which copy number change by UE is 
constrained. If, for example, UE only ever results in gain or loss of a few copies, 
tracks of higher order repetition should be short and there should be evident domain 
structure in how these variants are distributed throughout the array. While 
quantitating the degree of constraint from such data is not trivial it should be 
tractable, especially if analytically deriving the expected length distributions under 
different models is avoided in favor of simulation-based approaches. 
Understanding how these mutational processes relate to patterns of 
population variation is also an essential task in the study of satellite evolution. The 
eighties saw some efforts to develop population genetic treatments of satellite 
evolution. Tomoko Ohta was possibly the most prolific (and underappreciated in 
terms of her contributions to satellite biology), publishing a number of early 
theoretical papers on the subject of copy number and sequence evolution of tandem 
and dispersed multigene families (which encompass satellite arrays), for example 
(Kimura and Ohta 1979; Ohta 1980, 1983; Ohta and Dover 1984). Later work by 
Wolfgang Stephan (Wolfgang Stephan 1986; W. Stephan 1989; W. Stephan and Cho 
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1994) and, to a lesser extent, Brian Charlesworth and Charles Langley 
(Charlesworth, Langley, and Stephan 1986) provided treatments of the extinction 
times and emergence of higher order repetition. The current value of these works is 
that they illuminate general properties of satellite evolution, for example the 
inevitability of extinction in the absence of selection (Wolfgang Stephan 1986), the 
basis of concerted evolution (Ohta 1983), or demonstrating that unequal exchange is 
not an amplification process (Walsh 1987). One obvious improvement to these 
works, however, would be to treat the implications of a more realistic mutation rate, 
as most prior work assumes a constant per array recombination rates rather than the 
more realistic constant per nucleotide recombination rate. The stability of satellite 
arrays differs dramatically between these assumptions (Figure 4-1), as large tandem 
arrays become far less stable than small arrays. But more generally, the increased 
ability to survey satellite variation this and other works have enabled, coupled with 
the extensive availability of population genetic data, should motivate efforts to further 
assess, further develop, and apply these models in the interpretation of empirical 
patterns. 
 
Figure 4-1: The relationship between the initial copy number and extinction time of satellite 
arrays whose copy number evolution was simulated under unequal exchange assuming a 
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constant per-array (A) or a constant per-nucleotide (B) recombination rate. As reported by 
Stephan (1986), under a constant per array recombination rate the time to extinction 
increases linearly with the log of the initial copy number. Under a constant per nucleotide the 
dynamics are dramatically different, with a ten-million repeat array going extinct just as 
quickly as a ten repeat array. 
 
The complexities of the telomeric TEs 
           The telomeric TEs of Drosophila are a remarkable example of the complex 
dynamics of TE evolution, with genomic parasites being recruited to replace 
telomerase and accomplish telomere maintenance in its stead. While prior studies 
focused solely on the variation of the HTTs among species (Saint-Leandre, Nguyen, 
and Levine 2019; Villasante et al. 2007), this present work highlighted the importance 
of considering TE variation in the context of other TEs. The picture of HTT evolution 
that emerged is complex, with domestication, conflict, evolutionary strategies, and the 
action of the telomere’s incredible instability all playing important roles in shaping 
HTT variation. 
One shortcoming of our comparison is that few TEs occupy genomic regions 
as unstable as the telomeres, so in our study the impacts of an unstable niche were 
inferred by comparing the HTTs to only two TE families, R1 and R2. In consequence 
it is not completely clear whether the degree of HTT sequence is more extreme than 
that of the R-elements, which would suggest that some factor beyond telomere 
instability is driving their diversification. One way of clarifying this would be to 
increase the number of R-elements compared by extending this comparison to other 
species, especially those with available population data. 
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Yet this logic of comparing patterns of variation across TE families need not be 
restricted to the study of within species evolution and might be even more powerful if 
extended to longer timescales. Surveys of telomeric TEs (Saint-Leandre, Nguyen, 
and Levine 2019) and R-elements (Stage and Eickbush 2009) across the phylogeny 
have been carried out separately to understand the evolution of these respective 
groups of TEs. But joining such studies into a comprehensive comparison of the 
patterns of HTT and R-element evolution across the same phylogeny has not yet 
been done and offers the opportunity to more completely consider the nature of the 
forces driving their evolution. Such a study should be greatly facilitated by the 
increased availability of long read data for multiple Drosophila species, and the 
challenging problem of identifying and analyzing telomeric TEs in such data has been 
nicely resolved by (Saint-Leandre, Nguyen, and Levine 2019). R-elements should be 
simple to analyze by comparison, requiring only to identify reads containing rDNA 
units and analyzing the TEs nested therein. 
           Deeper investigation into the nature of HTT sequence evolution is also 
warranted. In particular, the patterns of copy number variation suggested that some 
subfamilies vary in patterns of activity and susceptibility to host regulation. We 
identified a strategy that aided us in inferring which SNPs reflected heterogeneity 
among active HTTs and this in turn provides a means to focus such inquiry on the 
ways in which active elements are diversifying. One natural follow-up is to consider 
the possible impacts this diversification might have on the proteins encoded by these 
elements. The relative contributions of synonymous versus nonsynonymous 
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polymorphisms, for example, should clarify which coding regions are under constraint 
or adaptively evolving.  
Probably the easiest to investigate and interpret follow-up on HTT sequence 
evolution is how it relates to piRNA regulation. The diversified positions should be 
compared to available piRNA data to assess whether they reside in regions of the TE 
heavily targeted by piRNAs or whether some alleles are less represented in the pool 
of piRNAs and are thus less strongly targeted. The heterochromatic TAHRE copies 
we observed may reflect a source of TAHRE piRNAs separated from the selfish 
transcripts that elongate the telomeres. As these heterochromatic TAHREs harbor 
several hundred SNPs which distinguish them from the telomeric copies, it should be 
possible to distinguish which TAHRE piRNAs are telomere versus heterochromatin 
derived and assess the fraction of TAHRE piRNAs (if any) derived from this locus. 
Molecular validation would further aid in these efforts. If the heterochromatic 
TAHRE tandem is important for regulating TAHRE expression, its deletion should 
lead to an upregulation of TAHRE transcripts. While heterochromatic and unmapped, 
the flanking sequence on one side of the tandem array is evident in the assembly we 
analyzed and other PacBio assemblies may be even more informative, suggesting 
that deleting this locus with CRISPR may be feasible. The differential enrichment of 
HTT families at the base of the telomeres we observed suggested that some HTT 
sub-families were more active than others upon complete telomere erosion. This 
might be confirmed by inducing fresh terminal deficiencies, perhaps by targeting 
CRISPR induced breaks to the subtelomere or TAS arrays, and then assaying the 
expression levels of the different HTT subfamilies. 
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Future directions in the study of TE evolution 
Our results highlight the power of addressing TEs as evolutionary entities in 
their own rights. These types of questions have been asked in studies comparing the 
TE composition of assembled genomes (Stitzer et al. 2019). That ConTExt enables 
us to now easily study their sequence evolution across populations of a species 
should make it easier to consider their evolution over shorter timescales, and these 
investigations need not be restricted only to TEs with exceptional characteristics, 
such as the HTTs. 
Again, assessing variation in light of piRNA suppression may be a useful 
approach for focusing the questions of such an analysis. As piRNA silencing is a 
major hindrance to TE reproduction, TEs are likely at an advantage if they can 
reduce the dose of piRNAs targeting their sequence. Prior work has considered how 
piRNA composition relates to insertional polymorphism (Song et al. 2014), but with 
ConTExt it is now possible to explore the relationship between piRNA targeting and 
the proliferation of sequence variants within TE families. This is especially 
appropriate, as the basis of piRNA targeting is sequence homology. Our analyses 
highlight the extent of sequence variation among active TEs and while not covered in 
this dissertation, some such variant TEs have undergone population specific copy 
number expansions. Internal deletions further have the potential to delete multiple 
piRNA targets, possibly at the cost of autonomy, and might provide a short term 
reproductive advantage, possibly explaining observations of the rapid replacement of 
autonomous invading elements with nonautomonous copies (Bingham, Kidwell, and 
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Rubin 1982). As ConTExt can readily provide information about these aspects of TE 
variation, it should be possible to gain insight into how the conflict between TEs and 
the genome shapes TE sequence and structure by leveraging available piRNA data 
to determine which regions of TE sequences are most heavily targeted and whether 
the observed variation disproportionately affects these positions. 
Finally, the expansions of particular TE families within individual GDL strains 
offers some opportunity to assess the functional consequences of new TE insertions. 
Of particular interest are the two strains where Gypsy elements have expanded 
considerably in copy number, as this transposable element family famously harbors 
the gypsy insulator which can induce new chromatin loops (Byrd and Corces 2003) 
and is typically present in few copies per genome. While chromatin capture would be 
necessary to confirm altered chromatin domains, RNA-seq data could be employed 
to assess whether the expression of genes near the new Gypsy insertions is altered 
relative to in strains where the new insertions are absent. Similar, though more 
exploratory, studies could be performed with those strains where TE families without 
obvious regulatory elements have expanded.  
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